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1875K DELUXE HIGH POWERED RECORD PLAYER. P.A. SYSTEM
• 200 watts peak power output • 2 heavy duty 12" speakers
• 2 mic inputs • Mic tone control • Illuminated strobe • Auxiliary
input & output • 3-wire AC cord • Individual on 'off switches for
motor & amp • Spring foot suspension $356.00
1875K S/U • Same outstanding features as the 1875K but
without the speakers $273.00
1815K RECORD PLAYER P.A. SYSTEM • Variable speed motor control
• Illuminated strobe • 40 watts peak power • Detachable 12" speaker
• Auxiliary input & output • 3-wire AC cord • Jack for additional
speaker input $168.00
1845K HIGH POWERED RECORD PLAYER P.A. SYSTEM • 125 watts peak power output
MODEL 1875K
• Individual on off switches for motor & amp • Jack for additional speaker output
• Illuminated strobe $247.00
1845K S/U • Same outstanding features as the 1845K but without the speaker $230.00
1845K-12 • Same outstanding features as 1845K S U but with 2 heavy duty 12" diameter
detachable speakers $313.00
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE
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3910 Deluxe directional dynamic microphone
• 500-ohm impedance • Bass rolloff switching
• Built-in Cannon quick-release connector • 16'
length cord with molded 1/4" plug. • On/off switch
• Detachable stand adapter • Carrying case $54.95

rem.„

3920 Directional dynamic microphone • 500-ohm
impedance • Windscreen • Built-in Cannon quickrelease connector • 16' length cord • On/off switch
• Detachable stand adapter • Carrying case $45.95
3930 Omnidirectional dynamic microphone with
same features as 3920 $45.95

AVAILABLE FROM THESE SQUARE DANCE DEALERS
ELMER'S RECORD SHOP
2422 Elizabeth Ave.
Des Moines, Iowa 50317
(5151 262-2836

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
323 W. 14th St.
Houston, Texas 77008
(713) 862-7077

THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Haslett, Michigan 48840
(5171 339-2530

SQUARE DANCE
RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd.
Denver, CO 80214
(303) 238-4810

Califone

PRESLAR'S WESTERN SHOP
3111 South 4th
Louisville, Kentucky 40214
(502) 367-7491
PALOMINO SQUARE
DANCE SERVICE
2920 Washburn Circle
Minneapolis, Minn. 55423
(612) 869-9501

FREE LITERATURE UPON REQUEST

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

MUSIC CENTRE
219 South 500 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
(801) 328-1693
JANE'S RECORD SERVICE
409 N. Hamlin
Park Ridge, III. 60068
13121 823-5631

WRITE TO: Department SD-15
Califone International, In c
5922 Bowcroft Street
Los Angeles, Ca 90016
(213) 870-9631
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Careful planning is involved in
setting up magazine issues for publication. As you might guess, articles don't
always fit the available space, ad
requests arrive after deadlines, space is
saved for copy that does not arrive. All
these things make editors reach for the
Loving Care and Grecian Formula (to
mask those gray hairs). You age fast in
the week preceding putting an issue to
bed.
Some of the best things that happen,
though, are not really planned — can't
be planned. Remember the new "Speaking of Singles" column in last month's
issue? That was the result of a phone
call, the space was available — voila! a
new feature.
This month we received a letter
describing a great exhibition group. We
wanted to use it but it was too personal
for "News," not controversial enough
for "Straight Talk" and not factual
enough for a feature. But too good to
discard. After all, if something is being
done right, let's speak up and say so. To
solve the problem, we've come up with
a new categorical heading — RAVE. An
enthusiastic review. We hope we'll
receive more of them for publication.
Unlike "Best Club Trick," which is a
factual account of projects done by
clubs, RAVE IS A SUBJECTIVE
OPINION BY AN OBSERVER — a place
for enthusiastic praise. Thanks to Jim
Blackwood of Quincy, Illinois, a LEGACY trustee, for sending this first one to
US.
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In this additional space, let us recap
again a few facts about postal delivery
of magazines. Issues are not forwarded,
nor delivered if there is an error in the
address. Please send us an address
change if you move; postal information
is apt to be inaccurate.
If you attend or sponsor a subscription dance, please do your part to see
that names and addresses are printed
legibly. If a friend says to you, "We
subscribed but are not receiving ASD,"
please tell them to write us. We have a
larger number of undeliverable returns
than ever, and we can no longer trace
subscribers with a first class letter.
Those are not delivered if an error
exists, either. Gone is the day when
recipients of first class mail were
traced, if possible.
Of course, this larger packet of
"unknown" cards reflects our larger
circulation list. But we'd like everyone
to receive ASD, especially if they have
paid for it. We have to address this to
those readers who are getting their
issues. So if you hear a complaint,
please pass on the advice to write us.
We'll do our part to replace missing
issues and correct addresses.

its not al* too soon

• II

.... to think about Christmas gifts
for your caller and dancer friends'

The holder of a gift certificate
may choose his own
Christmas
present this year'

GIFT CERTIFICATES
are available from
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE
Magazine
which can he used
to purchase
SUBSCRIPTIONS
ANY BOOK published
by American Squaredance
ANY BOOK published
by Will Orlich
TELL US THE AMOUNT
WELL MAIL YOU THE CERTIFICATE
FOR PRESENTATION AS A GIFT.

AMERICAN SOURRE CIFINC
Please start my subscription NOW. My cheek (or money order) is enclosed.
EI One Year at $6

D

IC PO Box 788
Sandusky,
Ohio 44870

Two Years at $10

Canadian and Foreign add 500 per year postage.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP CODE
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This palpitating piece is going to
jerkily gyrate like a boisterous Bolshevik bullfrog this month, due to the very
nature of my skip-along schedule and
the very nature of the "beast" who
wrote it.
what a go-ga-gal-gal-glorious
Fall
(I stutter like that when I get excited)
time of the year! It's a time when MA
Nature and PA Time collaborate to
conjure a G-rated drama of unfolding
beauty that sets off tiny tintinabulations
of ecstasy from the cuticles of your
toenails to the scales of your scalp. It
starts with a diminuendo and ends in a
crescendo.
As I pen these lines I'm touring along
the gorgeous "401" in southern Ontario. (If you miss the crimson maple
leaf on the flags lining the route, you'll
soon get a real one slapped against your
windshield.) And I'm enjoying every
moment from Hamilton to Peterborough
to Brockville (Each city sponsored an
ASD dance) and, of course, basking in
some lovely Canadian hospitality, as
always.
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Just as the variegations of nature,
thrill us at times, so the multi
manifestations of our own square damn
pastime often have the same effect
Sometimes the beauty of a single danco
event — the harmony of pulsatinu
sound and flowing movement — send!,
shimmering shivers of joy through one"
entire psyche and senses. You've felt
that. We all have. Don't we wish
everybody could? Let's bathe the world
with the mini-massaging message!
Who'd you lather lately?
Whether we like it or not, we'r,,
sitting SQUARELY (How else would a
square dancer sit?) in the middle of
rapidly changing, somewhat tumultuoun
DO-CI-DOUGH-RE-MI society at thin
particular point in time. I'd bettor
explain that phrase. (Yes, please do
you've got your readers mystified In
Mystic, aghast in Augusta, buffaloed In
Buffalo, provoked in Provo, duped In
Dubuque, noise in Boise, and makinu
split decisions in Reno. Co-ed.)

O.K. Let's take the DOUGH angle
first. We're in some mighty inflationary
times. The buck buys a double nickel's
worth of goods at best. Admissions at
the door of the dance have risen
comparatively slowly. (We don't dare
charge more'n a buck-a-head, Agatha
— nobody might come!")
Hall costs (even the old standby
school gyms) have skyrocketed. Many
top-notch traveling callers have "gone
off the road" because travel costs have
defeated them. Only a handful of really
full - time traveling callers are left
buzzing the circuit. They've turned to
"home" dance programs and short
circuits, which some will say has
"short-circuited" the activity.
Or they are doing the resident-resortcaller thing by the half year, or doing
the campgrounds in the summer, or
flying to the "biggies" only on
weekends, or just staying home and
packing up their TREBLES IN AN OLD
KIT BAG
Now let's take the DO-CI-DO
angle. It takes realistically a year to
properly learn to be a "mainstream"
dancer. That's forty or more weeks of
concentrated lessons. A pretty big dose.
This is a fact of life that we
sometimes agonize over a bit, because
it's harder now to "sell" our product,
but we must be fair to the neophytes
and present the long-term commitment
concept openly to them. As lessons
increase, the dropout hazard increases
correspondingly.
We must work harder at promoting
our classes and maintaining our total
class/workshop/dance program so that
we at least hold the status quo. This
calls for an extra measure of skill and
good judgment at the caller level.
Thankfully our callers are rising to this
new challenge. Area callers are getting
BETTER. These days the traveling
caller only affords variety, not so much
superior skill. Callerlab focus on
professionalism and widely-scattered
training programs have been fruitful.
Square dancing isn't everyone's cup
of tea. Let's face it. The irrevocable
pattern of today is very MUST-y, if
you'll pardon the expression.
You MUST go to "school" every

week for a year. You MUST be regular
in attendance or you'll fall behind.
You MUST graduate and join a club or
you'll fail as a dancer and not be in favor
with your new-found friends. You
MUST then be a part of the fringe (at
least) or full ORGANIZATIONAL pattern to maintain your status, or
standing, or style. You MUST become a
regular WORKSHOP dancer to stay
current, or a bunch of NEW BASICS
will stomp you to death on the dance
floor before you can scream, "What's
wind the bobbin?" Furthermore, you
MUST dance at least once a week to be
a polished dancer. Whew!
That mold of MUST-iness may be
slightly exaggerated, but mainly the
MUST-y pattern is set that way. Is it any
wonder we never go "three forward?"
If we're lucky and skillful and dynamic
we sometimes manage to go "two
forward and one back" with our
"spread the good word to the world"
tactics, but more likely we stay even by
going "one forward and one back."
Clubs who fail to run beginner classes
go one forward and two back, for sure.
It's a tenuous thing.
Well, friends, that's not a complaint.
We love and cherish and work hard for
the square dance activity, but we have
to admit the MUST-y quality of our
hobby has a more limited appeal (and
perhaps less long-term appeal) than
golf or tennis or bridge, where the
"rules of the game" hardly change a
single iota. Many people like bananas.
Fewer people like pomegranates. Yet
both are good fruits. We just have to
reckon with the fact that modern
western square dancing is going to
remain in the pomegranate category for
a good long time, undoubtedly.
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This whole discussion was prompted
by a little mid-shuffling yak-time
interlude with friends with whom we
like to play monthly bridge hands. but
who have "almost" dropped out of
square dancing, for some of those
MUST-y reasons.
A word about the DO-RE-MI. Just as
the do-ci-do of it has greatly ballooned
from a handful of basics to an
encyclopedia full of them, so the
expectation of a caller for his ability to
juggle the basics in infinite variety in a
hash call, and his skill in the treatment
of a singing call to create moods from
the tender to the tempestuous, in a
kaleidoscopic range of spontaneity par
excellence, in the slightly sophisticated
opinion of the well-versed dancer of
today, has grown to unprecedented
proportions. (You'd better run that by
again — you lost Gretchen from Goshen
back in the "encyclopedia" — Co-ed.)
Simply stated, dancers expect more
today, including a wide variety of
musical mementoes from Country to
Rock to Pop to Soul to "Sop" to Old,
with a little Latin sprinkled in around
the edges. Callers have got to work
harder to please Mr. and Mrs. Average
Dancer. So — it's "back to the old
drawing board"
and the little choreography dolls....and the DO-RE-MI
downbeat in the den
or give it up
and go play bridge!

SIGNS OF THE TIMES. That's all
No regrets. No complaints. Just a
factual presentation to reflect the
proportions and the pace of our activity
today. If we like it the way it is CHARGE ahead at full throttle. If it
seems out of tune--CHANGE a spark
plug or two! That's my sirgple "word to
the wise" for this month.
8

Thanks especially to Gerry and Marg
Johnston for hosting me in Hamilton,
and to caller Bob and Jane Jaffray for
the same courtesy in Peterborough.
Dances in all three cities were fun. Did
you know Peterborough has the highest
lift-lock, as part of its canal system, in
the world? (Oops — two worlds. Even
the canals on Mars can't begin to
duplicate this feat of engineering.)
September brought a bright barrage
of beautiful, bountiful "bashes" and
bivouacs to add to my anticipation of the
fall flavor. It was capped by a couple of
days at our weekend "castle" in the
Adirondacks — surely a favorite place.
Kalyumet (Penn.) and Ingleside (Va.)
were very special dance weekends, but
I've mentioned them in foregoing
flashes.
Septemberfest in the western lake
country of Kentucky is also a "repeat,"
but well worth the encore. Working with
Bedell, Wickers and the Muellers again
was pure joy, all in a beautiful setting
with some 300 dancers from over twenty
states. Sid and Florence Jobs get double
congrats, along with their hard working
committee. Teamwork does it.
There is much more I could report.
Classes starting — workshops scattered Ohio ramblings — a new
Contra Club opening in Akron. Ten count 'em — ten subscription dances in
October alone! And, would you believe
this — I'm spending election night
(Nov. 2) with none other than Jimmy
Carter? That's right. He's a caller in
Jefferson City, Missouri, where I'll be
doing a clinic. Who'd you think I
meant?

Invocation by Rev. Paul Flucke
from 31 Squares, Syracuse, N. Y.

Father in Heaven:
Some people wonder
why we should open a square dance
with a prayer,
But that doesn't surprise You,
does it?
A long time ago,
King David danced before You
on a mountain top,
and Jesus told of children
dancing through the streets
of Jerusalem.
Perhaps, Lord,
You even dance now and then
Yourself
when You have made a new star,
or painted a perfect sunset,
when a brand new baby
takes its first breath,
or an old person comes home to You
at last.

Thank You, Lord,
for hands and feet and music.
Thank You
for laughter and friends,
for swirling skirts and shuffling feet.

Come dance with us, Lord.
Help us to unwind.
Teach us to rejoice
in everything that is good.
Help us to love each one
whose hand we touch in the dance.

Come
dance with us,
Lord,
among us.
and within us.
Amen.
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by Lifith Kopman
Wantagh, New York
How does one describe perfection
without getting corny and exaggerating? It has to be difficult but I'll try to
do it in decribing our Japanese square
dance trip. I'm still not sure it all
10

awaken to
happened, and I'm afraid
find I've been dreaming. Thank goodness for pictures!
A little background! Tac Ozaki is a
Japanese square dance caller who
works for the Maryland Waterways. He
has had to make trips to the United
States. During one business trip, we met
and became fast friends. One day he
wrote to introduce a young lady, Hiroko
Shibuta, who was a Japanese square
dancer coming to work in New Jersey
for a year. It took no time before she
became a part of our family. It was
through her, Tac, and an advancedlevel caller, Kohtaro Nakamori, that we
arranged this vacation/calling trip to
Japan.
Arrival at Tokyo Airport was out of
the pages of Grimm's Fairy Tales. We
walked out of customs to find a group of
dancers carrying a sign, "Welcome,
Lee Kopman," and ready to whisk us
away to our hotel. Such organization!
Our bags went to the hotel in a car and
we, with some of the dancers, took the
subway. Nothing seemed mundane.
Even the subway trip was exciting,
especially knowing we were being so
lovingly watched over by eager square
dancers.
After two days in which we were
wined and dined on typical Japanese
food in typical Japanese fashion, the
first dance was imminent. This was for
an "advanced-level group," the Wagon
Wheel, who would run a weekend at the
end of our two-week stay. The group
danced superbly for three hours. Lee
was amazed at their mastery of such a
large vocabulary of square dance terms.
Our daughter, Phyllis, and I were asked
to dance every tip. Contrary to the
picture here, most Japanese dancers
are single, and even married couples
split up and dance with as many people
as they can. It's such a lovely idea. No
one is a wallflower and you get a chance
to dance with so many people. Because
the young ladies can't stay out late and
because the subways close at eleven,
dances are usually from 6 to 9 P.M. No
one arrives at the dance in costume.
They all carry their attire with them.
Back to the dance. After dancing for
three hours, some of the girls were in

the ladies room changing into street
clothes and I said, "Don't any of you
wear your square dance clothes in the
street?" and not one person knew what
I had asked. That fact absolutely
overwhelmed me. To be able to square
dance with unbelievable proficiency and
not to speak English seemed an
incongruous situation. There is no
question that as we danced, we
completely forgot that we were dancing
with people who didn't speak our
language. The dancing seemed to wash
away thousands of miles and break all
barriers. How lucky we are to have such
an activity! (I seem to say this everytime
I write a square dance article. I guess I
mean it.)
July 3 was spent at Yokota Air Force
Base where American servicemen, their
families, and Japanese civilians usually
dance to the calling of our friend Tac
Ozaki. Lee was the guest caller for this
bicentennial celebration, and a birthday
party it was! At twelve o'clock "Happy
Birthday to you, U.S.A.," the Star
Spangled Banner and the Japanese
National Anthem were sung. Red, white
and blue balloons were dropped from
the ceiling for all to have. If that didn't
give me goose bumps, nothing would.
There seemed to be electricity at each of
the dances and this was no exception.
The servicemen were delighted to have
someone calling from "home" and the
Japanese were just as delighted to have
a caller from the states.
The next day's dance, sponsored by
the Tokyo Callers Association was a
sell-out. This one was from 1 to 7 P.M.
The only one the least bit weary at the
conclusion was Lee, due not only to the
length of the dance, but the fact that the
minute he concluded a tip, the dancers
were out on the floor eager for more.
The ovation at the end was unbelievable. After six hours of continuous
dancing the entire floor wanted more.
Such stamina! Such enthusiasm!
Next day we left for Kyoto for
sightseeing and dancing that evening.
For the entire two weeks, people took
care of us as though we were visiting
royalty. Nothing was taken for granted.
Each excursion, each mode of transportation, wasp accounted for. Not one
minute did we feel like tourists, but like
11

"family." The Kyoto dance was a huge
success. Again the enthusiasm was
overwhelming; the language barrier
completely eliminated by our universal
language of square dancing. Imagine
everyone singing, "Swanee, how I love
you, how I love you" along with Lee, as
if it was their native language. This
"singing along" amazed us each time it
happened. The introductions of Lee
Kopman and his Ok-san (me) and his
Ojo san (Phyllis, our daughter) and
tumultuous applause never ceased to
thrill us all.
Holiday Magazine could have done a
bit on our next day in Nara. The
sightseeing and lunch were perfection.
Mrs. Yamaguchi gave a square dance
party for her new graduates and many
other square dance friends — a little
like a wedding reception with delicious
hors d'ouvres and a live band. Not just
any live band. A live band made up of
square dancers and playing country and
western music. Lee did two hash tips
with them. I had to pinch myself to
make sure I Wasn't dreaming. Lee said
calling with a live band was a first for
him, and that he had to travel across the
world to do it.
That evening we stayed with Mrs.
Yamaguchi's friends, the Okamuras. To
desscribe their hospitality and generosity would not do it justice. Although the
Okamuras don't square dance, they had
a piano and we sang old Stephen Foster
songs. Again, music was able to
eliminate any barriers that language
might produce.
It only I could convince Lee to build a
bath and shower room like the one we
used at the Okamura home. Imagine
taking a delicious hot shower after the
dance and changing into an exquisite
kimono to relax in while we socialized.
Our hosts insisted that I take the kimono
with me and I was more than happy to
oblige. I now have the perfect outfit to
wear at after-parties on weekends. Each
time I wear it, I can relive this most
unbelievable vacation.
After visiting Hong Kong, which was
uneventful except for the purchase of
lovely gifts, we returned to Gotemba,
Japan, for a weekend of advanced-level
dancing at the YMCA right near Mt.
Fuji. Twice we were able to see small
12

portions of that awesome mountain,
often cloaked in clouds. When small
sections reveal themselves, it is thrilling
— and good luck, I'm told! Oh The
dancing on that weekend. It was
heavenly. There were only seven
selected squares from all over Japan, as
revealed on a map hanging on the wall.
There was a callers' meeting in a tiny
room where twelve serious young men
asked multitudes of questions, so very
eager to learn all they nntild At one
point, Lee was trying to describe sight
calling and had them close their eyes
and follow the No. 1 man and his corner.
After a number of successful sequences, he began another group of figures
for them to follow and said, "If you do a
spin the top, you go right into a right
and left grand." Silence. Then the
young man next to us said something to
Davy Nakamorisan, and Davy said, "I
think, Lee, that if the men trade, then
you have a right and left grand." He
was absolutely right. We were really
tickled, not only with the astuteness of
this young caller, but at how tactful
Davy was in showing Lee his mistake.
While this very serious meeting was in
session upstairs, Phyllis had the young
ladies outside shooting firecrackers and
singing "Jada" with all the motions. It
was rather disconcerting but very
ref reshing.
I've heard many times that Japanese
people don't openly display emotions. I
no longer believe that. At the end of the
weekend, Lee had everyone make a
circle and file past the three of us to say
goodby. Before the circle went halfway,
the tears began to flow, and continued
until the circle had finished. The only
thing that saved the day was that we
told them we would be back in two years
with a group of dancers. The next time
we go, we will share our good fortune
with others.
To say that the Japanese people are
generous would be the understatement
of the year. We began receiving gifts in
Anaheim at the convention and it never
seemed to end. The greatest gift of all
was the gift of friendship that the
Japanese dancers and callers gave so
freely. For that we need no special
storage space. It will be in our hearts
always.

Promenade
all night
SeIva shoes
fit right
Selva, the world's leading manufacturer
of dance and gymnastic footwear,
is introducing its new line
of square dance footwear.
For information write
Dept.] 06,47-25 34th Street,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.

World's leading manufacturer of dance and gymnastic footwear.

Ed. Note: That's our mistake for
September. We searched back indices
from past years and forgot the list had
been published so recently. Oops,
sorry!

Please do me a courtesy turn and peel
off one copy of the new Mainstream
Booklet from your stock, and arrange
for it to slide thru the mail to me at the
above address.
Enclosed is a money order for $4.00
and I hope I can arrange a trade by
having you accept it in return for the
booklet. However, •if the price to
Canadians is more than that, let me
know and I will arrange to sweep a
quarter or two to you to make up the
difference.
Since this year I am going to teach by
the Callerlab list, my lessons will hinge
on that booklet.
With it, I should be able to circulate
all the latest techniques and not have
any dancers finishing as cast offs. We
all want to coordinate our efforts so as
not to have to be recycled.
There is no substitute for square
dancing, and your editorials and articles
are doing much to keep the grand
parade of dancers zooming along— so
scootback and keep up the good work!
Allan Marjerison
Pointe Claire, Quebec
On Page 31 of the September issue,
you state that the most recent "advanced" list was published in August
1974. Not so. You published the revised
list of Advanced Dancing's Basic Calls
in the April 1976 issue. This list was
voted on by a wide variety of callers
involved in advanced level dancing and
is currently the standard for those doing
advanced level.
Ed Foote
Wexford, Pennsylvania
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The September issue of ASD is the
first issue that I've read and overall I
was pleased and sometimes impressed.
It's refreshing to see a squaredance
magazine take certain factions of our
activity to task, just "telling it like it
is." Ed Butenhof's "Dancing in Square
Dancing" was to say the very least,
"right on." I've always wondered how
any square dancer could stand like a
statue and walk like a zombie in a
square and still be a proficient dancer.
Ed's article explained it to a tee. I know
I can't even stay still while I call my
dances. I've just gotta move with the
music!
! would like to see some West Coast
news or articles, if possible. I hope ASD
is not just for the East Coast and
Midwest dancers and callers.
Jerry Ritner
Salem, Oregon
Ed. Note: One way to get West Coast
news in ASD is to send it in. We have
and will publish articles by authors
coast to coast, Mexico border to the
Arctic Circle.
This is my second year to subscribe to
American Square Dance. It is a welcome
sight in the mailbox each time, and is
always well read.
The September issue was one that
was so interesting to me that I wanted to
comment favorably on three of the
articles that particularly interested and
impressed me with the insight to our
favorite pastime.
1. Article by Tucker
If we form a circle of friendship the
world over, as he suggests, by joing
hands, we would find that our common
ground, dancing, would give us one
strong brick upon which to build an
international wall of friendship.
2. Article by Ed Butenhof
Occasionally, I sit out a dance to
observe and to enjoy the beauty of the
overall pattern the dancers create with
their bodies. The beauty of an aquacade
is the harmony of the forms all creating
Continued on Page 35

CALLER—LEADER
S-gs•-9-% DIRECTORY
Contact these callers for
bookings and information.

Fred Bailey
PO Box 2 (612-358-4486)
Rush City MN 55069
Former S/D Workshop Editor
Of This Magazine
Ron Bessette (214-364-9111)
3429 S. Columbine
Grand Prairie TX 75051
For the Fun & Excitement
of a Great Dance
Perry Bergh
Rt 1 606-758-2427)
Florence SD 57235
Any Time, Anywhere!

Rudy Parks
6710 Kearney St.
Commerce City CO 80022
Randy Page (203-264-6829)
59B Heritage Village
Southbury CT 06488
Yak Stacks, Stands, Speakers,
Other Accessories
Ed Fraldenburg
4688 Verity Drive
Sanford MI 48657
Now Traveling Full Time
Gordon Fineout
2512 Delta River Dr.
Lansing MI 48906
(517-489-7406)
A Call For Every Hall
Willie Harlan
PO Box 338
Vinita OK 74301
For the Best In Square Dancing

Stan Burdick
216 Williams St.
Huron OH 44839
THE Meandering Man

Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!

Mike Callahan
147 North Ave.
Hilton NY 14468
Calling/Traveling Full Time

Mark Haslett
278 Cooper Dr. (412-774-6801)
Beaver PA 15009
Booking In Tri-State Area 76-77

Mal "Yikes" Cameron
RFD 1 Box 97A
Deerfield NH 03037
Recording Artist on TOP Records

Dave "Hash" Hass
PO Box 37
East Hampton CT 06424
Now Booking 1978-77-78

Jim Cholmondeley
PO Box 3146
Fort Sill OK 73501
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Ken Gilmore
2715 LeBoeuf St.
Muskegon MI 49441
Dance More with Gilmore!

Walt Cole (801-392-9078)
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403
Contra Caller Clinics,
Workshops & Dances

Chuck Leamon
226 NE 47th St.
Pompano Beach FL 33064
The Badge Man Dates Available

Jim Gongleton (205-383-3675)
1409 Sheffield Dr .
Sheffield AL 35660
Wknds Only (75 Basics + 50)
Reasonable Rates

Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Middlefield OH 44062
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth

Mike Driscoll (612-822-5781)
3309 Nicollet Ave S
Minneapolis MN 55408
Traveling for Festivals,
Conventions. Weekend dances
Dale Eddy
110 Sunset Lane
Marietta OH 45750
Traveling Florida Dec. 1978

Larry Perkins (313-242-9172)
428 Bentley Dr.
Monroe MI 48161
Perk On with Larry Mich., Ind., Ohio & Penn.
Rio Riskey (517-339-2946)
1852 Lyndhurst Way
Haslett MI 48840
Calling Designed with
Dancing In Mind
Buzz Ruin
601 W. 54th St. M 36
Savannah GA 31405
Booking Ohio PA, MI in Oct. 77
Art Springer (813-223-1955)
3401 Taliaterro
Tampa FL 33603
Calling Full Time,
Booking 78-77
Joe Uebelacker
Durfee Rd. (518-677-3086)
Buskirk NY 12028
Traveling Full Time
Shag Ulen
Box 92 (614-384-3222)
Wellston OH 45692
Hash or Song,
You Can't Go Wrong
Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton OH 43452
Open dates — Western Style
Rusty Witter
2904 Northeast Drive
Austin TX 78723
Booking for 78 & 77
Web Witter
1602 Ashberry
Austin TX 78723
Need Dates: East

Bryce Mabon (319-234-3327)
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N)
Waterloo IA 50701
Have Mike & Records
Will Travel Midwest

Clyde Wood (453-2137)
3210 NE 39th St.
Kansas City MO 64117
Open dates— You ring, I'll sing!

Webb Mills (614-366-3776)
315 W. Myrtle Ave
Newark OH 43055
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
78-78 Calendar Available Vinyl Cover
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Our Stall Caller
"Little Joe" Golns
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CURRENT FLIP RELEASES
SE 101-JG FROG KISSIN'
SE 102-JO RUNNING BEAR

HOEDOWNS
SE 201-KH ROCKING EAGLE
Side 1— Key A/Slde 2 — Key F

THE ULTIMATE IN SQUARE DANCE MUSIC
THE SILVER EAGLE SOUND
PRODUCED BY

KRIS HUNT
SILVER EAGLE RECORDS
PO BOX 8382
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37207
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HOW TO SELL ADVERTISING
by Roselle Bosley
Baltimore, Maryland

Many dancers claim, when asked to
sell advertising in the program book for
a festival, "Oh, I can't. I wouldn't know
how to do that." I felt the same way
until I sold my first ad. Since this is my
third year at it, I feel if I can do it,
anyone can (and should). So I have
decided to write a crash course in
Advertising Selling and pass it along to
all my friends (I'm sending both of them
a copy).
First, think about where you spend
money. Relatives don't count. Make a
list so it's easy to remember. (When you
get to be my age, it helps!) Think of
what they sell that you buy there, and
mention it to them. Tell them that
circulation is 2000 or more, the dancers
refer to their books all year, advertising
is tax deductable, and the rates are very
reasonable. Then, if they don't buy,
take your business elsewhere! Selling
takes different techniques for different
businesses. Here's how I've handled a
few:
Fabric Stores: I don't make my own
clothes, but I pick up some lace trim for
my dressmaker and some thread (you
can always use black and white at
home), and I ask to see the manager.
Then, with purchases in hand, I
confront him with last year's Festival
Book and the rate sheets. After I
mention how many women make their
own square dance clothes, he takes a
$15.00 ad. Cost to me: $6.59.
Florists: Just drop in an pick up a small
table arrangement, or order a corsage
for your wife or mother or somebody anybody! Tell them how your club buys
flowers for members in the hospital. I
usually sell them a $5.00 ad. Cost to me:
$16.64.
Restaurants: Here, I sit down and ask
to see the manager. When he comes, I
tell him I stopped in for lunch and

wondered if he would be interested
etc. He takes a $15.00 ad. Cost to me:
$2.25 plus tip.
Card and Craft Shop: I went here
right before Easter. I picked up about
eight cards; the manager wasn't in.
Cost to me: $4.69.
Italian Restaurant: This was a new
place we went to for dinner. When the
owner showed how he was enlarging the
place, I said, "What you need is
advertising to let people know." He
said, "Right." I didn't have the book
with me. So we went back a week later
for dinner again and got a full page ad
— $50.00. Cost to Bill: $23.00 plus tips.
Cost to me: about three pounds.
Ceramic Stores: A friend of ours
made ceramics here, so I told her to ask
for an ad, but the owner said no, she
didn't think she would gain anything
from it. So, Bill stopped in one night; we
felt the male approach might bring
results. It did! Bill went back the next
night and made a two-foot hight nude
statue and a statue of "The Kiss." Next
time, he took our son along (he made an
ash tray) and our daughter (a vase). I
thought, enough is enough, he hasn't
even sold an ad yet. I went with them
the next time to put forth the question of
an ad. You guessed it — they've got me
doing it, too. But I sold her a $10.00 ad.
Cost to the family (so far): about $60.00,
our Saturdays and our Monday nights.
New Car Dealers: We knew the
salesman because we bought a car from
him a couple of years ago, so we
stopped in, but the advertising manager
was not there. While we were talking to
the salesman (That's a no-no!) Bill
started talking prices and ended up with
a new car and no ad. I went back
another day and caught the advertising
manager but was told they had sold so
Continued on Page 92
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ON CUE
The objective of this presentation is to
provide guidance in cueing a round
dance. It is not intended to resolve or
influence your decision on whether
rounds should be cued or not. Each
teacher must make an individual
personal decision on the use of cues
based on the dancer's need and the
teacher's sense of responsibility.
I favor cues with most dance groups. I
heartily endorse dancing without cues,
so long as such dancers encourage
dancers who require cues. I am
personally offended by dancers and
teachers who belittle the accomplishments of cued dancers with superior
attitudes and disparaging remarks.
Help make dancers comfortable with
cues until they are ready to dance
without them.
Steps in the round dance teaching
procedure are: 1. Select a dance, 2.
Memorize the dance, 3. Select cue
words, 4. Cue on the proper beat, 5.
Keep track of beats and measures, 6.
Practice.
Selecting the dance to be cued is the
first step. The greatest need for cues is
on easy and lower-intermediate level
dances. The primary consideration is
the proficiency of the majority of
dancers who will be dancing to cues.
The dance should suit the area dancers.
When learning to cue, start with
dances which are well known by the
dancers. This lets you concentrate on
cues and timing. Dancer knowledge will
permit the cuer to goof without blowing
the floor and dancer reaction is less
critical. A well known dance is easier to
cue, because it may be cued with fewer
modifiers and it is not necessary to
mention position or direction.
Memorizing the dance: Read the cue
sheet carefully .and examine each
pattern, position and direction. Then
prepare a cue card to display the dance
in its simplest form so that any part may
be found at a glance. The cue card
should contain patterns, measures,
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positions, directions, sequence and
individual step and foot actions as
required. The advantage over a cue
sheet is that it omits the detailed
explanations of each pattern A look at
the cue card prior to cueing will refresh
your memory. It can aid in cueing
trouble spots if positioned so it can be
easily seen.
Walk through the dance without
music using the cue card and cue sheet
to make sure they agree and that you
understand each. Walk alone and with a
partner. Then dance through with
music. If the dance does not flow
smoothly, review the cue sheet to make
sure you interpreted it correctly.
Repeat the dance until committed to
memory. Lay the cue card aside and
dance as far as you can without looking
at it. Then look at it and try again. Each
time you will be able to dance more of
the routine without your card. When
memorized, dance it in place as you
think your way through the routine.
Cueing aloud as you learn a dance is a
good memorizing technique. It makes
positive use of another one of your
senses. Involve as many senses as you
can in your memory work.
Cue words are reminders. They are
not intended to explain a dance in
detail. Cues are normally directed to the
man, and the woman must translate
cues to fit her part. While learning the
dance think how you are going to cue it;
cueing aloud will help you decide. The
cue card reflects your first thoughts on
how you planned to cue the dance.
Pattern cues are normally used, but
parts which require step or foot action
cues and spots where you need to
mention position and direction must be
identified.
Cue words may be varied and revised
as dancers and the cuer obtain
experience with a dance. Use standard
cue words so dancers can dance
comfortably with other cuers. The key
cue word conveys the sense or meaning

by Fred & Kay Haury
Albuquerque, New Mexico

which identifies a pattern to the dancer.
Single syllable words which can be
spoken in time with a single beat or
music are best. Some examples of
single syllable key cue words are:
BOX TURN VINE WALK
Multiple syllable words are somewhat
harder to cue in time with a beat:
FORWARD FISHTAIL GRAPEVINE
WESTCHESTER SQUARE
It is apparent that VINE is a better cue
word than GRAPEVINE and BOX is
better than WESTCHESTER SQUARE.
To perfect your timing, cue using only
key words so they become identified
with the key cue beats. Modifiers add
meaning or detail to key cue words.
Cues may be expanded into phrases
containing several modifier words and a
key cue word. Such phrases may take
several beats or a measure to deliver.
TWO FORWARD TWO STEPS
TWO LEFT TURNING TWO STEPS
The key cue word should be spoken in
time to remind dancers of the next
action. It should come before the first
step of the cued pattern. It should be
spoken in time for the dancer to
recognize the cue, recall the pattern,
react to the cue in time with the music
and allow time for smooth adjustment
from one pattern to the next. Early cues
can result in premature response, and
omission of part of the ongoing pattern
in order to start the cued pattern ahead
of measure. Late cues can result in off
beat and behind the beat dancing with
jerky adjustments.
The key cue beat is the third beat of
4/4 time music, or the last step of a
standard two step pattern. It can be the
time after a dancer is committed to
taking the last step and his body weight
is in transit. At this point there is little
chance of omitting a step. The first step
of the cued pattern is normally on the
first beat of the cued measure. There
are two time intervals between the key

cue beat and the first beat of the cueo
measure. Two time intervals at 120
BPM = 1 second. 120 BPM in 4/4 time
is 30 measures per minute. Cueing on
the key cue beat allows slightly less,
than one second reaction time at tempos
of 38 to 40 measures per minute.
One method of keeping track of the
beats and measures is to dance in place
as you think your way through the
dance. This helps identify the key cue
beat with every third step. As you
"Step, step, step, -;" trigger your
tongue and mouth with every third step.
A similar method involves shifting your
weight from foot to foot without lifting
your free foot. This eliminates the
obvious animation resulting from dancing in place. You can also keep time
patting a foot or tapping a finger.
Beginners should step in place until
they develop a solid sense of identifying
the key cue beat. As cueing proficiency
develops, they can work on other
methods of their choice.
Watching dancers can be most
confusing to a cuer. It can cause a cuer
to lose the beat, to forget where he/she
is and forget what comes next. Teachers
should watch dancers in classes. At a
dance, you can elect not to watch them
or to watch only good dancers. Avoid
watching those with bad troubles or
peculiar habits or styles, or those who
dance off the beat. Close your eyes or
look the other way.
Interested practice with a desire to
improve will result in increased cueing
proficiency. Record yourself cueing a
dance. Play the recording and dance to
your cues. Dancing to yourself will help
you identify the spots where your timing
is off, your words slurred or where
additional modifier words are needed.
Dancing to your cues will improve your
cueing faster than any other help you
can get. If you can't dance to them, then
don't impose them on other dancers.
Poor cues are less help than no cues at
all.
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Coming Up Roses
SOUARE OANCERS
OF AMERICA

SQUARE DANCERS
OF AMERICA

1977 ROSE PARADE
Square dancers, this is your 1977 float in the Tournament of Roses.
Construction to date includes the completion of the frame and the mounting of
the trees.
Funds are urgently needed to pick up current expenses.
Badges, decals and pictures will be supplied to clubs and associations sponsoring
fund raising dances.
The first Square Dance Ball is being planned by the float committee for the
honored guest who will square dance on the float.
Congratulations to the Dogwood Squares, College Park, Georgia for their
contribution of $560.00.
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Jack Lasry Dick Jones Bob Fisk Paul Marcum JonnIly Davis

178 TRACY, Workshop by Jack Leary
177 DEAR WORLD, Round by Dick Whaley
176 LISA, Workshop by Jack Lasry
175 LET YOUR LOVE FLOW by Ted Frye
174 KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE, J Davis
173 TWILIGHT ON THE TRAIL, Ted Frye
172 JULIE ANNE by Jack Lamy
171 IF I HAD TO DO IT AGAIN. Bob Fisk
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Wel t‘ .

SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA

•

PO Box 12223
357 Seven Oak Dr .
Knoxville TN 37912
PH 615-693-5055

-

•

170 LYING EYES, by Paul Marcum
189 CARIN', by Jack Leery
168 MANDY by Dick Jones
167 DAVID by Jack Leary
1166 ROSES AND LOVE SONGS Bob Fisk
165 OLD FOLKS AT HOME Johnny Davis
Ted Frye

PIONEER
120 SECRET LOVE, Tom Godfrey

Pussyfoot It
In New
Flexible Dance Shoes

CapezioR comes up with
two new folk and square
dance shoes that are light.
flexible and flattering. For
women : the new U-Shell
with leather upper, elk sole
and one inch leather heel, in
white, black, red, N, M, W,
sizes 4 to 10. For
men : the soft leather
oxford with elk sole and
rubber heel, in black or
white, M, W, sizes
7 to 12.

Capezio's
been dancing
since 1887
For a free copy of our catalogue, please write.
CapezioC,,D Ballet Makers, Dept ASP-11. 543 West 43rd Street,
New York, New York 10036
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The NEW Clinton X-95
SOUND PROJECTOR
THE NOVEL LIGHTWEIGHT TRANSDUCER
WHICH OUTPERFORMS ALL OTHER
LOUDSPEAKERS,
FOLDED HORNS AND SOUND COLUMNS

Extremely efficient — tilts to beam
voice and music over a wide horizontal
angle directly to the audience without
echoes.
Wide frequency range — faithful music,
clear voice reproduction.
4.8 OHM Impedance
Light — only 28 pounds
Molded design' permits separating
column halves in use.

PRICE

$220.00
Add $5. for Shipping
COMPLETE WITH STAND AS SHOWN
Patent
Pending

•
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CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO.
Box 505, Clinton CT 08413
(203) 689-7548

LEADERSHIP
by Gene Trimmer
Paragould, Arkansas

Here it is the season when we have
the most beginner classes in the works,
the time when we look with fervent hope
to the new friends coming through the
doors to the square dance hall with the
refreshing new breath of life to the club.
I think this is the time we should look at
the formula for success in the club.
What is the formula for the successful
club which retains its membership?
What magic ingredients must be
present for it to succeed?
I hope I'll not ruffle too many feathers
while I disagree with what seems to be
the current trend of thought on
dropouts. This trend is toward placing
most of the blame on the caller's ability
and his choice of material. Many say
there is too much new material; others
say he hasn't taught the classes well
enough; still others say there is not
enough variety in the material he calls.
Certainly there is reason for some
acceptance of responsibility on one or

all of these labeled causes, but if you do
not look more deeply than this into your
dropout problem, you are missing
leadership.
There are four main ingredients
which contribute to a club that is
successful for any length of time. They
are dancer potential, good leadership,
sincere friendship and good programming by the caller, and in that order of
importance. With only the first of these
four ingredients your club is going to
have trouble with survival and is certain
to have dropouts at an unacceptable
rate. The presence of the other three
ingredients on a mediocre scale is going
to produce mediocre results. With
potential and one of the last three
ingredients the club is going to be
perking along at what might be called
an average rate of attendance and
dropouts can be held at about the same
level as new dancers entering the club.
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With potential and two of the last three
ingredients the club is going to be on
pretty sound footing and have attendance levels better than average. If you
are lucky enough to have all four
ingredients you are probably having
trouble with the size of the hall — it may
not hold all the dancers that are there.
Why do I place the ingredients in the
order of potential, leadership, friendship and caller?
First, it is quite obvious that if the
potential of dancers is not there nothing
else matters because it is just not
possible to have a congregation of
people when people are not available.
At best it seems we can only hope for
about one percent of total population in
most areas for dancer potential. This
means that out of a town of 1500
population we may be able to get fifteen
dancers. Extend the area of dancer
potential to ten miles from the small
community and you improve it, provided there are no old inter-community
animosities to hinder you. Where these
animosities exist, for whatever reason,
you have already received two strikes
against you in the ball game. Without
potential your cause is hopeless,
regardless of how well you are endowed
with the other three ingredients of the
successful club.
Second, if the potential is there and
sound leadership is available, you have
the foundation that is most essential.
Sound leadership will be able to analyze
the availability of the other ingredients
and to develop them to their full
potential. This will be done by
establishing goals toward which the
club should work and to motivate the
club membership in one direction
toward reaching these goals. In short,
you must know where you are going if
you ever hope to arrive. Good leadership will also recognize the needs of all
club members and be able to channel
these needs to the overall needs of the
group. The art of leadership is a rare
quality and at best a very demanding
attribute. Not everyone has it. If you
have developed the art of leading
people you don't really need anything
else, and if you have not developed that
art it doesn't matter what else you have.
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It is quite possible that the best source
of leadership within your own potential
is in a female member. Please don't
overlook this possibility because of
age-old prejudices. Good leadership good club.
Third, if potential is there and the
club members are sincere in their
friendship toward one another, the club
will function reasonably smoothly. The
need for some leadership still exists b4t
it can be shared by all club officers.
Some possible caller assistance may be
needed when a situation arises that is
peculiar only to the square dance scene.
Let us not undersell the importance of
both intra- and inter-club friendships. If
your club members are happy with one
another, they are also happy with
visitors and can make them feel
welcome. The scene becomes a pleasant
one under these circumstances.
Fourth, the definitions of a "good"
caller are as varied as dancer groups are
in their needs. The best caller is the one
who most clearly provides the group
with what they want. It may be "fun"
dancing or "mainstream" dancing or
"mainstream plus." The capability of
the caller to provide the group with the
type of dancing they desire is important. If he lacks the tools to provide it
then he should be found busy searching
for these tools; if he is not searching for
them, I question the integrity of his
purpose and contribution to the total
square dance scene. There are some
callers who possess all the tools but lack
one essential attribute to the presentation of them. That is judgment. With
very little natural ability a caller can still
achieve some measure of success
provided he has good judgment. It is
this judgment that gives him insight to
see the needs and desires of the group
and to "tune" his presentation to those
needs.
In summation, I have said basically
this. If dancer potential is present, then
a club's chances for success depend
upon good leadership, sincere friendship and good programming by the
caller and in that order of importance.
When all four elements come together,
the possibilities are limited only by the
desires of the group.
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AN OPEN LETTER
Shirley & Dave Fleck, Toledo, Ohio

Following the 25th National Square
Dance Convention in Anaheim, Gordon
Moss, nationally-known round dance
teacher and choreographer, suggested
in a published letter that "the time is
long overdue for a major change in
policy by square dance leaders with
respect to round dance activities at
future national conventions." Suggestions are heard which range from
separate buildings for rounds to separate conventions for round dancers.
Here are excerpts from the Flecks'
answer to Gordon Moss:
After reading Gordon Moss' letter
and knowing his very adequate credentials for being allowed to speak out, we
must dispute what he has to say. It is
with deep regret that we must agree
with Mr. Moss that the 25th Ntional
Convention in Anaheim was a disaster
as far as round dancers were concerned.
Looking at the other side of the coin,
which I do not think he did, there were
three other halls in the same building
assigned to square dancing. The
teachers who taught in the round dance
halls should be given medals; so should
the loyal dancers who so earnestly tried
to learn the dances. Going to the other
side of the coin, the three square dance
halls that were in competition with one
another and with the round dance halls
also had atrocious sound. Round
dancers who complained that their
sound was bad and that they were being
picked on should realize this was not the
case. Square dancers suffered as badly.
When it became apparent that teaching
could not be done, the convention
officials saw fit to close the larger
square dance hall, hoping to shield off

the sound. This didn't do what it should
have done, but at least an effort was
made.
There is no reason to split squares
and rounds. It is a shame that we do not
have an adequate voice in the convention running. Why couldn't the California leaders exert enough force and
guidance to accommodate the round
dancers in what they needed? We do not
mean to run down any leader as such,
but the leadership as a whole. It
appears the round dance leadership did
not exert itself...it seems they were
content to do their own thing and forget
the overall picture.
We are saddened by the fact that the
National Committee in a letter to
publications since the convention, said
how great California was. In our eyes,
the only great thing was the attendance.... However, if you take the 39,796 attendance and subtract the 21,902
from California, it wasn't so great.
17,874 other dancers attended. Where
was that 21,902 the last five years? Let's
compare attendances for California
during that time...1971-New Orleans,
729; 1972-Des Moines, 490; 1973-Salt
Lake City, 2968; 1974-San Antonio,
1075; 1975, Kansas City, 259. Louisville, San Antonio and Kansas City
would have had a fabulous number if
California had turned out!
If you want to weigh some of the other
aspects of the convention such as
dancing, floor surface, programming
and sound, it was not a good
convention. Booth attendance by many
large exhibitors was down. Did they
know in advance what would be
await'ng them?
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Numbers alone do not make something great or successful. People in the
United States sometimes get confused
and think numbers are the only thing.
Does a convention of 39,796 dancers
make it a success? We feel a convention
of 17,000 to 20,000 with good sound,
well-organized programming, better
panel organization and proper dancing
space would be much more successful
and of far greater worth for dancers to
attend.
It is very disappointing as magazine
editors (Promenade, Toledo, Ohio) to
publicize the whole year how good a
convention is going to be, with a lot of
free advertising, and have the dancers
be so disappointed.
The press breakfast was superb. One
of the best couples we have seen served
on publicity and they are the ones who
did such a fine lob of promoting.
We have been told that you don't
knock something you like; you always
put out a firm positive image, and we
believe this to be true. However, when a
situation gets bad, you should have
enough leadership to speak out. Gordon
Moss has done this in his letter. We do
not agree with his answers to the
problems which were apparent to all of
us. Most round dance leaders with
perhaps the exception of national
leaders and those in the international
fields, get their dancers from the square
dance public. If we cut off the greatest
source of potential new dances, we hurt
ourselves. Were not saying we couldn't
develop our own dancers; we just don't
think many of us do.
Square dancing for years has been
considered both square and round
dancing. Round dancing at a square
dance convention doesn't interfere with
club level square dancing any more than
challenge squares or contra dancing. All
dancers can enjoy each one if they
desire. Splitting them apart can only
bring disaster to the entire picture of
western dancing.
Why were the panels on Terminology
and Choreography omitted? The planners at Anaheim must have felt they
were not important. How are we ever
going to standardize cues? What is
happening? These are answers some of
us would like to have.
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Mr. Moss' letter is well based; he is a
very learned man and an excellent
choreographer. It could be we are
letting emotion affect our judgment of
the overall aspect of dancing. We are
round dance leaders but we do not want
to see them (rounds and squares) split
apart. But if the National Committee
and people in the know can't get
together and exert the right kind of
leadership, then other organizations
will take over. We will nave a National
Round Dance Convention without
squares. This will happen unless
everyone pulls together.
Mr. Moss' comment that "All round
dancing should be limited to routines
which the square dancer can enjoy,"
raises the question of where we draw
the line. We have square dancers who
dance intermediate and advanced
rounds and are also very avid square
dancers. He continues, "Round dancing
for square dancers should never be
promoted as a competitive activity."
We question that a little bit. "Its
legitimate place is subordinate to
square uancing. With highly skilled
leadership and smooth well-phrased
choreography, rounds for square dancers can become an exciting and
rewarding change of pace." This is very
true, but if we take it as Mr. Moss is
saying here, it would mean Challenge
Dancing shouldn't compete with regular
club level dancing or contra shouldn't
be used because only a small number
participate. Where do we draw the line?
To us, a national convention is a
national convention of dancing where all
types should be available. Dancing
itself is broken into many phases, not
just squares and rounds. Each has its
place and belongs there.
Mr. Moss further states, "Within five
years a well-thought-out program in
round dance education could result in
rounds for square dancers achieving
participation by 80% to 90% of all
square dancers with no conflict, no
antagonisms, no resentments, no feudin'." Part of the sentence we agree
with. In our area we already have seven
or eight out of every ten square dancers
on the round dance floor. We are
getting that participation but we're not
Continued on Page 55
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VIMMACKF
I would like to comment on an article
written in your magazine on Page 23 in
the September issue. "The Place of
Dancing in Square Dancing," by Ed
Butenhof really hits on the inadequacies
of our prnsent clay movement. I must
congratulate Ed on a very informative
and accurate article that tells it like it is.
It takes guts to put one's thoughts down
for publication. It is also heartening to
me as I have tried many times to point
up the desperate need to keep our
movement on the music. We need to
hold our national leaders in the calling
field, and especially those of them that
are involved in caller training, to give
more specific answers to the people
being "trained." So many times a
student of calling asks, "How many
steps should I allow for that movement?" The answer all too often is,
"Watch your dancers and don't rush

them!" That is a cop-out and it is about
time the learning callers realize this.
One of the reasons for the deterioration
in dancing is the result of these
answers. The timing and phrasing are
just glanced over in most caller's
schools today, and we all pay the price
tomorrow when it comes home to roost.
In Ed's article, he mentioned that we
hold the person who can remember
200-plus calls up as THE dancer. He
also mentions no relation between foot
and mouth in regard to music. I would
like to say that this is very accurate and
that we have been suffering from foot
and mouth disease for too long. Let's all
hope that Callerlab will come up with
better training programs that will help
the newer caller attain a better
understanding of music and how to best
use it in relation to choreography. It is
possible, but not without support from

Canadian pat. 00986478 SQUARE DANCERS' LUGGAGE
Pat. No. 3,708,005
Soft Durable %/inyl
Uniquely Designed for
Crinolines and Accessories
Matching
PETTI-PURSE
Sm.
. $27.95
BOOT BAG
Cir. 54" Ht. 20"
$29.95
Lg.
Clr. 60" Ht 21"
Top Cover:
See-thru, snap-in lid
Front pocket: For
complete change of
lingerie
Beck pocket: (Vinyl
lined) Accommodates one or more
pairs of shoes and
nylons.
Colorful cloth lining
To Insert petticoat:
Reach thru slot in
bottom, grasp by
waistband and pull
into bag. Bottom
closes with clasp.
To determine size:
Collect bottom tier
of crinoline snugly
with measuring tape

$18.00
Sm
Fits up to Sz 9 boot
Ht. 16"
$19.00
Lg.
Fits 9-13; Ht. 17"
Vinyl lined interior
has two large pockets for socks, etc.
Ventilators in sides
Room for boot care
kit
Larger Sizes
Custom Made

Wear a pair,
carry a
SPARE

When Ordering:
State Size & first and second choice of color
Shipping Charges: Petti-Purse $2.25; Boot-Bag $1.95; Matched
Set $3.50. (Alaska. Hawaii, Canada: Pelt I-Purse $4.00; Boot-Bag
$3.70; Matched Set $6.90). Arlzonians add 5% tax. Enclose
check or money order. C.O.D. If requested.
Please allow up to 30 days delivery.
Clubs & Dealers Write for Discount Prices.

COLORS: Navajo white, Red, Navy, Blue, Brown, Green. Boot-Bag also available n
Saddle Tan or Rawhide. Shades and textures may vary slightly.

DART SPECIALTIES 6810 So. Central Phoenix AZ 85040 602-276-1303
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dancers and callers alike.
There are two ways to learn to call:
one is The hard way of putting
choreography to music to enable the
people to dance, always keeping track of
the number of beats allowed; the other
is the easy way of learning how to move
people from point A to point B without
relation to the music. Callers should
have a choke when learning, but won't
unless we speak up.
Dick Leger
Bristol, Rhode Island
Just finished reading the article by
Ed Butenhof of Rochester, New York. I
only wish every person who square
dances would read this article. Ed has
said what I have been wanting to say for
years but I just didn't know how to put
the words together.
I have lost some return engagements
over the years because I was a little too
emphatic with my desire to see the
people dance to the music rather than
run through a bunch of figures. It still
gets my dander up to have a caller come
to my club when I'm dancing and fill my

mind with new figures, completely
ignoring his selection of music and his
timing.
Congratulations Ed, you have said it
all.
Shag U/en
Wellston, Ohio
At last! Ed Butenhof has said publicly
what I've been trying to find words to
say. I've been square dancing over
seven years but every time I go there
are at least two or three calls I've never
heard.... My main gripe is the "double
jointed whatchacallit" and "half thigmabob" movements. Recently I attended a traditional square dance and
enjoyed it. I'm going to give it a try and
I suspect I'll like it better. I want to
relax and enjoy a dance, not stumble
through a dozen pairs of feet and arms.
L.S.
I was very happy to see the article by
Ed Butenhof....l have called contras for
many groups and modern square
dancers have a much harder time than
do folk dance groups or a good
traditional square dancer. Modern

CURRENT
RELEASES
C-102 ROADRUNNER ROMP ChaParral
— Patter
RECORDS
C-402 FLASH OF FIRE
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main
C-101 TAKE ONE (Patter)
Called side by Beryl Main
C-201 SOMETHING ABOUT YOU BABY
I LIKE Flip Inst by Jerry Haag
C-301 GONE AT LAST
Flip Inst by Gary Shoemake
C-501 I WRITE THE SONGS
Flip Inst by Ken Bower
C-401 IF I HAD IT TO DO AGAIN
Flip Inst by Beryl Main
C-302 SOMEBODY LOVES YOU
Flip Inst by Gary Shoemake
C-601 ANN'S SONG (Round dance)
by John and Wanda Winter
C-602 FIVE FOOT TWO
Round by John & Wanda Wini

Caw}

MUSIC PRODUCED BY
JOHNNY GIMBLE and
THE ROADRUNNERS

31Otori7i.t

John and Wanda Winter

Write to
CHAPARRAL RECORDS
366 San Miguel Dr #200
Newport Beach CA 92660

SEE YOUR
LOCAL DEALER
FOR RECORDS
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western square dancers are often just
embarrassing to watch for a four count
balance followed by a twelve bar swing.
And the blame for this is certainly not
with the dancers but with us callers and
perhaps the inertia of such a large
establishment.
It might be possible for American
Squaredance to help with this situation.
A traditional square (or lancers or
quadrille) every month (after you invent
some method for indicating pauses and
timing) with representative local patter
might be of great interest. A fully
explained contra each month with its
history would be worthwhile. A listing
of square dance bands available around

the country would be very helpful
though perhaps best done on a regional
basis
If you've got good music and
dancers dancing on the phrase as well
as on the beat your choreography
automatically becomes 50% more interesting.
If you and your magazine are
interested in putting more emphasis on
traditional dancing in the U.S. I'd be
more than willing to help Out. I think
such a move could benefit both modern
and traditional square dance as well as
your magazine.
Lou Shapiro
Takoma Park, Maryland

COVER TALK

maple leaves to brighten one's spirit.
We who are so wrapped up in the
REEL show often need to take a
moment to see the REAL show
performed in some secret amphitheater
like this one every autumn.

Once more we're pleased to be able
to set the tone for the season with an
exclusive reproduction of Bob Burdick's
fall waterfall, lightly laced with elm and

1.w.
NO. 12

GRENN
GR 14239
BYE BYE BLACKBIRD
by Glen & Beth McLeod
WALTZ OF THE ROSES
by Roy & Phyllis Stier

GR 14240
MANY TIMES
Waltz by Fred & Della Sweet
MY ONLY SUNSHINE
by Ed & Jo Freeman

TOP
TOP 25332
RUBBER DOLLY/OLD JOE CLARK
Hoedown Instrumentals
by the "Southern Playboys"

FTC
FTC 32017
JUST THE SAME
Flip Square by Ed Fraldenburg

PO BOX 218, BATH OH 44210
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HAROLD

/ 46"I, •
In many ways, Harold and Marie
Loess of North Riverside, Illinois, are
symbolic of the many, many round
dance leaders throughout the country
who for years have quietly gone their
way bringing joy, happiness, and fun
through dancing to many people, often
with very little thanks or national
recognition. In November, Harold and
Marie will be honored by being the
featured leaders at the Chicagoland
Round Dance Leaders Society's first
annual Fun Festival, which henceforth
is intended to honor local leaders for
their years of service and devotion to
the area's dancers by featuring them as
festival teachers in a special way. This
is just one area's way of saying "thank
you" to their leaders for their years of
patient teaching, their friendship, and
their devotion to dancing.
Harold and Marie Loess have been
active leaders in round dancing and
square dancing for over twenty-nine
years, longer than any other round
dance leader currently teaching in the
Chicago area. Currently, Harold and
Marie have an intermediate-advanced
round dance class on Mondays, an
easy-level class on Tuesdays, and a
basics class on Wednesdays. They teach
different rhythms— two-step, waltz,
and latins— in both American and
International style. They are leaders of

MARIE
LOESS

the Round Dance Whirl and Hoedown
Club of Riverside, Illinois, the oldest
continuing round dance club in the
Chicago area, 20 years old and meeting
every third Saturday, September
through May for intermediate and
advanced dancing. One of their many
projects is sponsoring the annual
Blossomtime RID Festival held each
year in May. Harold and Marie also
teach the rounds at three square dance
clubs: Dudes & Dolls, Midwesterners,
and Argonne Call 'N Capers.
Along with their busy round dance
schedule, Harold and Marie have
contributed to the round dance movement by choreographing many rounds,
some of which are: "Dreams of
Happiness", "Fooled Again", "Three
Little Words", "Hello Young Lovers",
"Berlin Melody", "Star Dust",
"Pride", "Apple Strudel", "Don't
Take Your Love From Me", and
"Nobody". In addition, they co-authored "Travelers Two-Step". The first
three of these are still available.
Harold and Marie have done much to
promote round dancing both in the
Chicago'area and around the country.
They are charter members, past president and secretary of the Chicagoland
Round Dance Leaders Society and have
served as treasurers of the organization
for the past five years. Whenever there
Continued on Page 39
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SWING INTO FALL WITH A NEW DEPENDABLE

N EWCOMB
MAY BE PURCHASED WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT

Prepaid anywhere
In U.S. if rhcsk
In full
accompanies order
Pennsylvania
Residents add

4% Sales Tax.

T-40S
$419.97
T-50-2461
$824.94

CARRYING CASES FOR RECORDS

MODEL RC-7W
$14.95
Post. $2.00

MODEL RC-7BW
$19.95
Post. $2.25

MODEL RC-712W
$29.95
Post. $2.50

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER
DEPT. S, RD BOX 292, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754 PH: 717-368-2721
DISTRIBUTORS FOR NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT
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STRUM' TALK
Have you ever felt like quitting
square dancing? If so, read on because, believe us, you're not alone.
After dancing for about four and a
half years, my wife and I thought we
were about as far as we could go in
dancing and it was now becoming a
chore to find a dance we could enjoy.
Sure, we had our friends and we liked
the callers, but to be perfectly honest,
we were bored. We had reached what
appeared to be a plateau in dancing
where the learning process seemed to
stop.
We expressed our views to some
couples we were dancing with one
evening and they asked if we had every
considered higher level dancing. After
some coaxing we agreed to try it, joined
a workshop and began dancing to tapes
after which we joined an advanced level
club and found new excitement in the
activity we had almost given up. We
have now been dancing for seven years
and look forward to each upcoming
dance as though it were graduation
night from beginner lessons.
Callerlab is working on reasons
people leave our activity. We hope they
realize that boredom has got to be one
of the biggest reasons of all. Education
in square dancing should begin your

rit

first night of lessons, making known
that there are different levels of dancing
and how to progress through these
levels. Literature should be made
available on books, records and tapes
used for continued learning. Club level
callers should let their dancers know of
workshops where dancers can advance
their knowledge, if they so choose. Too
often, at club level, we hear dancers and
callers "knocking" advanced and challenge level dancing without really
knowing anything about it. If they knew
what it was all about, they might realize
a new stepping stone for themselves.
Square dancing can be, and is, enjoyed
at all levels.
We realize that most callers do not
like to lose dancers to higher levels. To
this we say, "You wouldn't lose
anything, but rather gain." Many
dancers will remain in the activity for
years longer, sparking more interest as
they talk about square dancing in those
years.
We sincerely hope that before other
dancers reach the point of quitting, they
too will have someone help them find
new horizons in the wonderful world of
square dancing.
Tom & Marg Engel
West Allis, Wisconsin

RED
100T

Lee Kopman A llen Tipton Red Bates
Elmer Sheffield John Hendron Ralph Slivius
RB213 I WISH HER WELL
R8209 AIN'T IT GOOD TO BE IN LOVE AGAIN
by John Hendron
by Alien Tipton
RB212 HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN
RB207 FASTER HORSES
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
by Ralph Sllylus
R8211 SOME OF THESE DAYS
JK6015 COLORADO COUNTRY MORNING
by Leo Kopman
by Red Bateo
RB8002 VARYING THE BASICS, Patter Calls by Lee Kopman
ALBUMS
RBI3001 ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR. SINGS, Singing Calls by E. SheffiekJ Jr.
BY RED BOOT
R88000 THESE BOOTS WERE MADE FOR DANCING, Patter calls
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KALOX- eeka-Longhorn

C.0
GUEST

Ion Jones

NEW ON KALOX:
K-1194 MERCY, Flip Inst. Called by Jon Jones
K-1195 AH-SO/WAHOO, Hoedowns
RECENT RELEASES ON Kalox:
K-1193 COASTIN'/TRUCKIN' [Hoedowns]
K-1192 SWEET AND EASY TO LOVE YOU,
Fiipiinsi. by John Saunders
K-1191 EIGHTEEN YELLOW ROSES, Duane Blake
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN :
LH-1014 OLD FASHIONED by Johnny Hozdulick
LH-1013 CORN LIKKER, by Bob Augustin
LH-1012 YOU ARE THE ONE,by Red Warrick

JOHNNY
HOZMILICK

John
RELEASES ON BELCO:
Saunders
B268-A CHASING THE WIND, by John & Shari Helms
1st Band Music only; 2nd Band W/Cues by John Helms
B-268B STEPPIN' EASY, Easy by Iry & Betty Easterday
1st Band Music only; 2nd Band W/Cues by C.O. Guest
B-269-A SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES
Waltz by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo
fir lr 1st Band music only; 2nd Band W/Cues by C.O. Guest
B-269-A RED ROSES, Two step by Bud & Shirley Parrott
Bob
1st Band Music only; 2nd Band W/Cues by Bud Parrott Augustin
KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. 2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75149
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Simsbury, Conn. 06070
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S12.98
plus $1.25 P0411.0

SIZES: AA, 6% thru 9;
B, 5 thru 11;
W, 6 thru 10
No half sizes beyond 9
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COUNTER. FIRM
SUPPORT
COMFORT
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ladies'
choice
Jane Clapp of Auburn, New York,
models her creation of navy blue glazed
chintz, with red and white glazed chintz
trim. The trim is simple but a bit
time-consuming, made like the oldfashioned yo-yo quilts. A yo-yo is a 21/4
inch circle- of fabric with the edges
turned in 1/4 inch and sewn with small
running stitches and a double thread.
This thread is pulled tight to form a
circle. The circles are then sewn
together to form flowers in a flower pot,
and sewn straight to go around the
edges of the dress. There are, would
you believe, 693 yo-yos on this dress,
and it is a conversation piece wherever
Jane wears it. From a distance, the
flowers and pots appear to be crocheted
and people come closer to see how the
work was done. This is an expensive
trim, so you can cut a lot of circles from

a little fabric. The circles could be
joined to form any number of designs,
at the option of the seamstress.
Jane Clapp has conducted a sewing
clinic for the past five years at the
Syracuse Area Square Dancers Association dance, and has written a booklet
which is given to those attending the
clinic each year.

It's not too early to fashion Christmas Bells for costume or tree decorations:
No. 2 needles. Cast on 14 stitches. First row, knit 10, purl 4. Row 2: (right side) knit every Stitch.
Repeat these Iwo rows until you have 22 ridges. End with knit row. Bind off all stitches, leaving a 12-Inch
strand. Thread this strand Into a tapestry needle and sew together the cast-on and bound-off edges.
The border of stcckinette stitch Is the bottom of the bell. At the top of the bell, run the threaded needle
through every stitch, drawing it tight. Fasten off. A jingle bell may be tied In for a clapper.
Bell sizes can be varied by the size needles used White angora with red or green with make pretty bell
Trimmed with holly and bows, these will colorfully decorate lapels, skirts or Christmas trees.

GRAND ZIP, Continued
a panorama. We see too few people into
the total look of the dance and weaving
their bodies into the rhythm and the
phrasing of the music. This total
involvement lets us dance the night
away and be refreshed instead of worn
out. We need to add variety and totality
to our dancing.
3. Article by Dr. Spackman
The best place for horsing around is
at the track, not at the dance. I see so

few dancers who know how to Cut in
gracefully. Certainly we all want to have
fun, but usually the "cutter-upper", is
not a person who can have fun without
disturbing others. Maybe we could
teach the art of doing this. Dr.
Spackman's article was well expressed
and cleverly written, his last paragraph
was superb. and should represent the
thinking of us all.
(Mrs.) Fenton Sellers
Memphis, Tennessee
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FOR ALL SQUARE DANCERS NA
f i1 AANTAVA 0/' MOD1:11PJ 6WAsal pAkiriP.16
J7 117 ;ilk.15
"'The Square Dancer's Dictionary"

* DESCRIBES ALL AMVPMFNTS THROUGH APRIL 1976
IX CONTAINS SEPARATE AND COMPLETE SECTIONS ON

*
▪
•
*
it
•

• MAINSTREAM MOVEMENTS (1975 LIST)
• CHALLENGE MOVEMENTS (I 976 LIST)
• "SPECIALS" (TEACUPS, GRAND SQUARES, "WEBS", ETC.)
• GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL MOVEMENTS
• CONTROVERSIAL MOVEMENTS
• MOVEMENTS THAT CAN BE CALLED DIRECTIONALLY
• TRADITIONAL MOVEMENTS
• OUT OF DATE "CLUB LEVEL" MOVEMENTS
• GLOSSARY TERMS
MOVEMENTS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY WITHIN EACH SECTION
LISTS KNOWN AUTHORS AND DATES OF INVENTION
CONTAINS TWO ALPHABETICAL INDEXES — BY MOVEMENT AND BY AUTHOR
TABS ARE PROVIDED FOR EACH SECTION
GROUPS MOVEMENTS IN "FAMILIES" FOR EASE OF RECOGNITION
CONTAINS BACKGROUND HISTORY ON MANY OF TODAY'S MOVEMENTS
OVER 250 PAGES
THE PRICE IS $7.95 POSTPAID [OVERSEAS AIRMAIL ADD $7.001
ORDER DIRECT FROM: JAY KING, P.O. BOX 79, WAYLAND, MASS. 01778

NOTICE!

SUPPLEMENT NO. 1 NOW READY

Covers all movements from April to November 1976

The movements are grouped in sections
and are listed alphabetically within each section.
Movements are also identified by "families."
There's a complete alphabetical index, too.

SUPPLEMENT NO. 2 WILL BE ISSUED MARCH 1, 1977
SUPPLEMENT NO. 3 WILL BE ISSUED JULY 1,1977

Send $10.00 for all three supplements. They'll be mailed to you as soon as Issued
JAY KING, P.O. BOX 79, WAYLAND MA 01778
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ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY
CONVENTION CENTER
JUNE 23, 24, 25, 1977

The registration form for the 26th
National Square Dance Convention is
the first link between dancer and
convention, and the accuracy of its
preparation determines the speed of its
implementation into the overall processing system.
As of September 1, 1976, approximately 9300 dancers have signified their
intentions to be "On The Boardwalk in
'77." Dancers from forty-eight states
have signed; Canada is well represented, as are England and Japan.
Processing those first 9000 registrations has proven to be a monumental
lesson in the variables of human nature,
a masterpiece of coping with and
understanding the desires of personalities ranging from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, from the Gulf to Canada, and of
course three foreign lands.
Registration processing is moving
smoothly now that the initial kinds,
quirks and idiosyncrasies have been
eliminated from the human working
committee as well as the inhuman
machine. the computer. However, one
slight detail is rapidly becoming a major
problem requiring some explanation.
This problem concerns dancers registering from this point on who desire to

room with, stay close to, or reside in the
same hotel/motel accommodations with
friends, relatives or other club members,
Registration committee members are
willing, anxious and able to fill the
requests of applicants wishing to room
together in Atlantic City, provided these
groups forward their registrations at the
same time. Very often it is impossible to
fill requests for rooms near others who
have registered earlier.
Completing registrations accurately
in all detail will ensure the immediate
processing of all requests. The computer is a hard taskmaster, and what may
seem an unnecessary question is of
prime interest to "Mr. C." He refuses
to function when the blue registration
sheet has omissions of fees, names,
addresses or housing information.
To obtain registration forms or request
information, write to 26th National SID
Convention, Box 383, Glassboro NJ
08028.
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RAMON
MARSCH
CLUBS WEEKENDS
WEEKNIGHTS
LESSONS
WORKSHOPS

• p

10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
:`IlIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE (216) 632-1074

"Marsch-Mellow-Smooth''
Calling-Traveling Full Time

SPARKLING TIES
by Arlyn
4055 W. 163rd STREET
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135

OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG
An unusually versatile and attractive garment bag of exceptionally
strong, lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper for easy access,
a convenient accessories pocket and even a little see-through window.
Two sizes, 24"x40" for men, 24"x50' for ladies, in bold bright red,
white and blue.
We're very pleased with this handsome bag: we think you will be, too.
We hope you'll try It at only $2.50 for the men's, 52.75 for the lady's,
postpaid,
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THE BEST IN DANCING COMFORT

MAJESTIC
1" heel, st shank, glove leather,
lined, 6 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12
med, half sizes
Black/White
$14.75
SCOOP
Red/Navy/Brown
$15.75 3" heel. st shank, glove leather,
Gold/Silver
$16.75 lined, sizes 4 thru 10 med , 5 thru
Wide width— Special Order
10 narrow, half sizes
Black/White
$12.95
Red
$13.50
Gold/Silver
$13.95
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N-20
Nylon sissy
S-M-L-XL
$7.00 Postpaid
N-21
Cotton / poly
Mid-thigh length
S-M-L-XL
$8.00 Postpaid

CAPEZIOS U-SHELL
Leather, split-elk sole, Y2" heel
rubber lift, N-M 4 thru 10, 1/2 sizes
Black/White
$14.50
Wide width— Special order

Panty-blouse,
Cottonpoly broadcloth
Wht, Red, Blk,
H-Pink, Turquoise
P-S-M-L-XL
$12.50

g!",
N-24
,'",17- 41•/"LrL4-/A
r -N Nylon. 3 rows lace
Length, S-M-L-XL
$8.00 Postpaid

/

Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 4% tax
DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113
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GRAND SQUARE, Continued
is a job to be done, large or small,
Harold and Marie are always right
there, willing and able to help. They
have also been active in many state and
national conventions, participating in
workshops and serving on panels.
In addition to his years of teaching
round dancing, Harold called and
taught square dancing in the Chicago
and suburban area for eight years. They
are charter members of the Chicago
Area Callers Association. Due to a
promotion on his job and the resulting
lack of time for both round and square
dancing, he decided to devote his
talents exclusively to round dancing.
In the Chicago area, Harold is
well-known for something that is an
asset to any leader— his big, booming
voice, which can usually be heard in all
corners of a room even without the use
of a microphone.
Not so well-known though is another
quality Harold and Marie Loess share:
their many acts of kindness towards
other people done quietly, such as their
recent hospital visit to another leader at
■

a time when Harold had to almost
literally drag himself in because of a
foot swollen and painful from gout.
Harold and Marie met after he came
out of service. Both enjoyed bicycling
and owe their meeting and eventual
marriage to this activity. They met at a
Halloween Party given by the "Berwyn
Cycle Club" of which he was a member.
After that, they cycled together in
groups many times. One such trip was a
bicycle vacation in the east— taking a
train to Boston, then cycling to New
York with many interesting experiences
while enroute. Their mutual interests
soon led to their taking square dance
lessons; then to Harold calling and
teaching square dancing, folk dancing,
and round dancing, and then, eventually, to marriage.
Marie is artistically inclined and
enjoys drawing and sewing. In addition,
she has been a partner in teaching
ballroom dancing.
The dancers and leaders of the
Chicago area are indeed fortunate to
have had Harold and Marie Loess as
teachers and friends for so many years.
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Square Dance Stationery
Square Doodlers . . . a whimsical, good-natured look
at the world of square dancing. Thirty-two pages of
note paper and 8 envelopes in 6 different, delightful cartoon designs. The Caller/Bow To Your
Partner/Promenade/Yellow Rock (2)/Wave
To The Pretty Girl. Each on its own
attractive colored stock.

MULBERRY STUDIOS
9622 Mulberry Rd. • Chesterland, Ohio 44026

DMA'

I enclose payment for
sets of Square Doodlers.
Send me information on quantity discounts E
Send me information on other square dance items D

INCLUDES HANDLING
$3.00 AND MAILING
Ohio Residents Add 150 Sales Tax

NAME

CLUBS...Use as door prizes
or as a good club fund-raising
project. Write for generous
quantity discounts.

CITY

ADDRESS

STATE

ZIP

PLEASE PRINT

el
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Dancing
Tips
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by Harold & 1_111 Bausch
The little things we do often turn out
to be very important. It is the little
things that add up to make some folks
good dancers. If you are a dancer,
please read on and see if the little things
I mention add up. If you are a caller,
read on to see if you are helping to make
these little things count.
First impressions and the habits that
we learn early will mold us even more
than what we may think. For example,
what we are taught in our first lessons
of square dance classes will influence
our dancing for years to come. Taught
properly, dance properly.
Callers, do you take time that first
night of lessons to teach the promenade
thoroughly? Join hands in front, right
hands above left hands, men with palms
up, ladies palms down, men let your
fingers point forward. Let me remind
dancers right here: the arm around the
shoulder promenade is not new, it is
old. That is the one we want to do away
with because too often men end up
resting their arms on the ladies'
shoulders. Ladies get tired too, fellows,
don't lean on them. Now that we know
the proper hand holds for the promenade we have only just begun. We must
have good hoedown music and get the
dancers to shuffle, not walk. Lift the
heels off the floor but not the soles of
your shoes, shuffle to the rhythm of the
music, short graceful steps— don't
walk, shuffle. This is the step you
should use most all the time you are
square dancing, so learn it well and use
i t.
Learning the promenade properly is a
lead-in to doing other movements
properly. Example: the ladies' palms
down, men palms up is the generally
accepted hand hold for many other
movements. Ladies, when you extend
your left hand to the man on a ladies'
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chain, ladies palm down, men palm up.
On the right and left thru, as the man
reaches for his lady with his left hand to
courtesy turn her, ladies palm down,
men palm up. You see, proper hand
holds taught early bring proper hand
holds as we progress. Stress these little
things to beginners, you will have better
dancers in the future.
On another early basic, the allemande
left, using a forearm hold is proper. but
remind the men that we do not leave
thumb prints in the ladies' arms, we do
not jerk, but smoothly walk around in
one continuous movement. We must
remind them too that they must let loose
of that hold before they return to their
partners, we don't want any arm
pulling. The same should be told to your
dancers on the right and left thru. It is a
right hand touch and pass on by, then
the courtesy turn. Caution new dancers
not to retain a right hand hold.
Teaching these things thoroughly
does not have to mean a lecture. We
needn't preach. Explaining with a little
humor why things are done properly,
will put the point across and have
everyone enjoying it.
Often we hear callers say, "I teach
them the proper way to dance in
lessons, but I can't help it if they dance
differently after they graduate." Actually, this is true, and yet it isn't true.
I've made the same type remark.

Continued on Page 84
BOB RUFF
Caller - Educational Consultant-Teacher
Materials for the Mainstream Basic Program
Instructional Records Singing Calls Films Books
"Fundamentalsol Square Dancing, Levels 1, 2, & 3"
[Produced by SIO American Square Dance Society)
• These instructional albums teach the 50 Basic
Program of square dancing. Over 5000 colleges,
libraries and schools use them.
$5.95 ea. + 504 mailing. Canada add $1.00
' Singing calls help dancers learn extended basics.
Bob has categorized existing records for this use
• Contra records and books can be ordered from Bob
'Two 16mm color/sound films on how to teach
Level 1 can be rented.
• Special help extended to those learning w/o caller
'In-service training available to all school districts.
' College workshops for teachers & caller seminars
For information. catalogs. consultant serivces,
record orders write BOB RUFF, 8459 Edmaru,
Phone 213-693-5976
Whittier CA 90605
-
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TIPS ON DOING A GUEST SPOT
by Jerry Murray
Rochester, Minnesota
Callers often ask, "What material
and techniques work best for a one-tip
spot?" Of course, they are referring to
visiting another club and being asked to
do a guest tip or calling at a festival
event that has many callers programed.
This is a very interesting topic for
discussion and one a caller should not
take lightly. You never get a second
chance to make a first impression and a
caller usually only has five or ten
minutes in which to "win."
Callers should be aware that they
usually have many things going against
them: unfamiliar sound equipment or
acoustics, a voice that is not "warmed
up," and dancers who are not "tuned to
his frequency." If I feel the sound
system and/or acoustics will give me
problems, I ask the host caller to stick
close by or I get my partner strategically
located for help with hand signals.
As far as warming up your voice goes,
just try to select music that is well
within your range. Getting people tuned
to your frequency is not difficult if you
follow a couple of simple suggestions:
start out easy, call routines that can't
fail, and really project the commands.
What material should be used for a
one-tip spot? This depends a great deal
on your experience and capabilities, but
generally speaking you can apply the
following concepts:
Stick to material you know well and
have used before. I generally try to use
smooth flowing memorized routines
that are well within the capabilities of
the floor. My main objective is to "stay
out of trouble."
Be very careful not to over-use your
time. Don't give the appearance of
hogging the show.
Do one of your best singing calls

(never one you just received in the
mail!), making sure the figure is not
complicated.
Do not workshop, unless asked.
Leave that to the host caller.
Be professional! I have seen callers
try to do what they feel the host caller is
either incapable of or has failed to do.
That's bad. A guest tip caller must learn
to use a mood or situation to his
advantage, but never at the expense of
his fellow caller. Just apply the golden
rule!
Do as good a job as you are capable
of. Complement the host caller's program and you'll leave a good impression. If they clap for more, congratulations! But for goodness sake, thank the
dancers and get off the stage. If the host
caller wants you to do more, he'll ask
you.
What about the festival or multicaller program? The above apply,
however, at a festival a caller needn't
worry about a host caller's program, but
rather is paying close attention to the
material and the mood level used,
particularly in the previous tip.
If none of the callers seem to be
"picking up the floor," you would be
wise to take advantage of the opportunity. On the other hand, if you follow a
popular guy who just really "won" with
a real mover, you would be ill advised to
compete. You would do well to come
back with a nice smooth patter and
singing call.
Never try to give an impression of
how much you know, but rather how
well you can call what you know.
A note to newer callers on the one-tip
guest spot subject: Stick to patter
routines that you know well, but don't
shy away from patter in favor of two
singing calls. Callers don't pick up
bookings unless they can do a reasonable amount of patter. Contrary to what
most inexperienced callers believe, the
dancers don't want or expect you to do
long complicated routines. If you can't
do a few basic patter routines or if you
have to read your singing and patter
material, then you are not ready yet to
put yourself pinto a difficult situation. A
guest tip at a club or festival is not the
place to learn or practice calling Amen!
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KEEP 'EN DANCING_
by Ed Fraidenburg
Average Club Hash & Breaks
Interesting choreography arrangements
using no more than Mainstream Basics
plus Calleriab-endorsed Experimentals
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, cast right a quarter
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Cast left a quarter, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, cast right three-quarters
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Cast left three-quarters, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Cast right a quarter, star thru
Flutter wheel, pass to the center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Cast right three-quarters, boys run
Walk and dodge, left allemande
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Tag the line right, cast right one half
Wheel and deal, star thru, boys run
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Flutter wheel, star thru
Left allemande..
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Tag the line left, cast left a quarter
Flutter wheel, slide thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Tag the line left, cast left three-quarters
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Tag the line left, cast left a half
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Circle half to a two-faced line
Tag the line left, cast left a half
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
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Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run, cast right a half
Wheel and deal (= right and left thru)
Swing thru, boys run, cast right a half
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run
Cast right three-quarters, trade by
Circle to a line, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run
Cast right three-quarters, trade by
Ocean wave, spin the top, boys run
Cast right three-quarters, clover and
Pass thru, face partner, left allemande
Head men and corner forward and back
Star thru, circle four
Ladies break to a line, swing thru
Boys run, cast right three-quarters
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Centers flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Ends star thru, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Centers pass thru, step forward
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, curlique
Centers trade, all cast off three-quarters
Centers trade, all cast off three-quarters
Boys run, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Cast off three-quarters, centers trade
All cast off three-quarters
Centers trade, all cast off three-quarters
Right and left thru, star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, cast off three-quarters
Boys run, ocean wave, centers trade
All cast off three-quarters, boys run
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, centers in

Cast off three-quarters, ends fold
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, star thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, cast off three-quarters
Curlique, cast off three-quarters
Centers trade, all cast off three-quarters
Boys run, ocean wave
Cast off three-quarters, boys run
Pass thru, cast off three-quarters
Curlique, cast off three-quarters
Centers trade, all cast off three-quarters
Boys run, ocean wave
Cast off three-quarters, boys run
Square thru four, trade by
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Girls trade, all cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, cast off three-quarters
Star thru, pass thru, trade by
Circle half to a two-faced line
Girls trade, all cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, cast off three-quarters
Star thru, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave

Centers cast off three-quarters
Boys circulate and quarter in
Girls step thru, split the boys
Round one to a line, pass thru
Girls fold, curlique, girls trade
Recycle, pass thru, trade by
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Curlique, circulate
Cast off three-quarters, boys trade
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Curlique, circulate, boys run
Half tag in, pass thru, tag the line in
Star thru, flutter wheel
Left allemande
Heads pass thru round one to a line
Curlique, circulate
Cast off three-quarters
Center boys trade
Four boys spin the top
Girls step thru and quarter in
Boys step thru, swing thru
Ends circulate, boys run
All pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom and square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Petticoat Kits
FEATURING

NYLON MARQUISETTE LAYERS
NO SNAG CONSTRUCTION
STIFFENED RAYON BINDING
NON-ROLL ELASTIC INCLUDED
EASY TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
Each layer completely gathered and
bound. Simply sew the side seams and
finish the casing for a perfect fit.
Colors: white, black, red, pink, hot
pink, maize, yellow, orange, kelly
green, lime, light blue, aqua, royal,
navy, brown, orchid, purple.
State waist measurement and length of petticoat.
Include $11.25 PER KIT to cover mailing costs.
Please allow three weeks for delivery .

Special Discount: S1.00 per kit for
seven or more kits per order.

Sewing Specialties
7429 4th Avenue South
Richfield, Minnesota 55423

(612J 869-6822

eV4144942e

INTRODUCING
Our new petticoat design featuring two
layers with four tiers of marquisette per
layer. The fullness of the petticoats
matches that of our original two, three
and four layer petticoats.
CUSTOM
FULLNESS
KITS
MADE
Style A
not too lull look
$1095
$1595
Style B
lull look
$14 95
$21 95
Style C
extra lull look
518 95
$2795
Available in solid colors or
any combination of two colors
MULTICOLOR PETTICOATS
Made in three layers (lull look) or four
layers (extra full look] with three tiers of
marquisette per layer. Each layer may
be a different color. State order of
appearance of colors (outside-middleinside). Please add $2 to the above
prices for the'fullness desired.
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by BOB HOWELL

easY I eve
Here is a great little solo dance to a current "pop" record sent along by Ken
Kernen who is the administrative assistant of the "Square Dancing" magazine
staff, Ken hails from Canoga Park, California.
A FIFTH OF BEETHOVEN
RECORD: Private Stock PSR 45073
FORMATION: Solo, no partner needed.
INTRO: After the fanfare, wait four counts to the heavy beat.
COUNTS:
1-4
Walk forward 3 steps, starting with the left foot, L, R, L, touch R.
5-8
Back up 3 steps, R, L, R, touch L.
9-16
Repeat counts 1-8.
17-20 Rock diagonally left forward as you put weight on the left foot. Rock back on
the right. Repeat — rock left and back.
21-24 Roll left face (one complete turn in 3 steps, L, R, L, and touch R). Clap hands
on the touch count.
25-28 Rock diagonally right forward and back twice.
29-32 Roll right face (360°) in 3 steps, R, L, R, and touch left as you again clap.
NOTE: The heavy beat of music is lost on the second time through but keep the
rhythm going and you'll find that you will be right back on the strong beat.

John Fogg of Pasadena, California [The Rose Bowl square dance float man]
contributes this variation of:
NIGHT TRAIN TO MEMPHIS
RECORD: Red Boot R8173
Opener, Middle break, Closer:
Well, the four little ladies chain, now turn the girls around
Join hands circle left go to the station
Ladies center men sashay and circle left go round that way
Ladies center men sashay and circle left now,
Left allemande her, do-si partner
Left allemande, come back one and promenade
For we'll have a jubilee down in Memphis, Tennessee
And we'll all shout hallelujah every day.
FIGURE:(1 & 3) (2 & 4) you promenade go halfway round the ring
Come down the middle to a right and left thru
Star thru and then do a California twirl
Right and left thru, turn your girl around
You dive thru and square thru, three-quarters round you go
Swing your corner girl and promeande
For we'll have a jubilee down in Memphis, Tennessee
And we'll all shout hallelujah every day
TAG: For we'll all shout hallelujah every day.
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A very simple dance with the bicentennial theme is one that Dick Leger of Bristol,
R. I. resurrected and recorded. Great one night stand material.
BICENTENNIAL SILVER BELL
RECORD: Grenn 12150
DANCE:
Allemande left with the corner and a balance to your own
Grand right and left around the ring.you roam
When you meet your lady, promenade her home
Promenade your pretty silver bell....
First couple right and circle four hands round
Ladies star by the right, men will walk around
Turn your partner over, shoulder to shoulder
Promenade your pretty silver bell
Both couples right and circle six around
Ladies to the center, men walk around the town
Turn your partner over, shoulder to shoulder
Promenade your pretty slyer bell
All join hands and circle, on the heel and toe
Ladies to the center, men go man go
Turn your partner over, shoulder to shoulder
Promenade your pretty silver bell
Dance goes through four times. Repeat the dance each time using new couple in
rotation to start the entire dance routine.

"Reading Reel" come to us from Mary and Bill Jenkins of Minerva, New York. It is
an original contra by Ted Sannella, who first called it in Reading, Massachusetts.
READING REEL
RECOMMENDED MUSIC: "McQuillen's Squeezebox" (LP "Southerners Plus
Two Play Ralph Page")
Couples 1, 3, 5, etc. active and crossed over.
Actives do-si partners, then
Do-sa-do the one below (end this right shoulder to right shoulder)
All promenade up and down the set (Two lines of ladies going in opposite directions
in center of set; men in two lines going up and down outside the ladies.)
All turn around, come the other way back
Allemande left the one you left (the one you do-sa-do-ed)
Ladies chain over and back
Half promenade, half right and left
Continue dance as long as desired.
Pr y Stui

TNT 101 DANCE NIGHT
Called by Mike Trombly
TNT 102 [Hoedowns) SPOIL THE
CABBAGE/TNT HOEDOWN
TNT 103 POWDER YOUR FACE
Called by Joe Prystupa
TNT 104 DON'T BE A BABY
Cued Round by Jeanne Heater
Mike Trombly
15075 Susanna
Livonia MI 48154
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LEE KOPMAN has two more albums and tapes of
INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGE DANCING.
Albums are Nos. 1027, 1028, 1030, 1031. Albums
are S7.95 each, plus 26i per album; tapes are S8.95
each, plus 18t postage per tape.
Lee Kopman

MERRBAr

• Flip instrumentals

PRESENTS

BLUE STAR RELEASES:
2034— UNDER THE X IN TEXAS, Caller: Marshall Flippo*
2033— MONTEREY WALTZ, Written and Cued by
Bill & Barbara Cooper, Mississauga, Ontario
2032— CABBAGE, Bayou RAMBLERS/DARKNESS/Blue Star
2031— THE SWEETER THE MUSIC, Caller: Johnny Wykolf'
2030— JAMBALAYA/PASS THE BUCK by Bayou Ramblers
DAVI-

RANCH RELEASES:

633— WHISTLE AND BLOW YOUR BLUES AWAY, Frank Lane'
632— C.B. BLUES, Caller: Ron Schneider'
631— ACTION/REACTION [First Hoedown on DR]

ROGAN RELEASES:
1289— COUNTRY MUSIC MAN, Caller: Johnny Reagan'
1288— BLOWIN' IN THE WIND, Caller: Mike Sikorsky'
1287— LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND, Lem Gravelle'
1286— OLDHAM COUNTY LINE, Caller: Mike Sikorsky'

LORE RELEASES:
1154— SQUARE DANCE Gal, Caller: Jimmy Summerlln'
1153— COME WHAT MAY, Caller: Johnny Creel'

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASE'S:
2373— MISTER PIANO MAN, Caller: Foggy Thompson'
2372— MORE AND MORE, Caller: Les Maire'
2371— CHRISTMAS TIME'S A-COMING, Wayne Mahan'

ROCKING A RELEASES:
1366— WALKIN' OVER YONDER, Caller: Doyce Massey'
1365— UNDER YOUR SPELL, Caller: Allie Morvent'
1364— C.B. HANDLE SONG, Caller: Joe Sorrell'
BLUE STAR LP ALBUMS:
1034— Blue Star presents Marshall Flippo calling Mainstream-Plus
1035— Blue Star presents Marshall Flippo calling 10 Singing Calls
Accompanied by the Merelene Singers. Included Is Marshall's
100th Release on Blue Star

4b

CHRISTMAS SINGLES:
1637— Blue Star, JINGLE BELLS, Andy Andrus'
1858— Blue Star, CHRISTMAS SQUARE, Dick Bayer'
2371— Swinging Square, Caller: Wayne Mahan'
1276— Bogan, CHRISTMAS MEDLEY, Wayne Baldwin'
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CARRYING CASES
FOR RECORDS

1114411
U.

RC714/

T-40-2461
.$725.91

T-50-2461
S824.94

RC 7-6W 519.95
PP. 54.00

RC712W 529.95
PP. 55.00

II 6 6
et
eI

We carry Ashton Record Cases
Price S19 95plus S4 postage

Write for information of ST-3 Tuner
and the PM-4 wireless mike.
PM-4 Mike: S274.00
ST-3 Tuner: S286.00

SHOCK CORD

CALIFONE
CASSETTE
TAPE
RECORDERS:

Braided, with plastic
coated hooks 5/16' dia •
16" long stretches to 28
24'' long stretches to 48
$2.00 each.

CAR CADDY
Collapsible hand-truck
Carries up to 100 lbs
40 high, folds to 20

$25.00 plus $3 postage.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE. P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008
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1977...• 2nd ANNUAL ...-1977

IlAna tinaldt
IMIVAL
LAKELAND CIVIC CENTER
Lakeland, Florida

FEBRUARY 24-25-26
1977
THREE AIR - CONDITIONED HALLS
F.BEDELL, S.MITCHELL, R.CHAPMAN, A.SPRINGER
J.LASRY, J.SAUNDERS

FULL TIME ROUND DANCE HALL
ROUNDS - LOVELACES, STONES 8 MARTINS

FULL DANCE PACKAGE PRICE $17.50 PER COUPLE
PRICE NOT INCLUDING HOUSING OR CAMPING
HOUSING MUST GO THRU REGISTRATION CHAIRMAN

d<

IP* 7FLORIDA SUNSHINE FESTIVAL
ART SPRINGER - REGISTRATION CHAIRMAN
3401 TALIAFERRO, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33603
REGISTRATIONS ARE LIMITED

REGISTER NOW!

by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO— November 1951
Muiretta, Don and Guy Merrill are
back from a six-month square dance
"tour" of our country from Palm
Springs to Maine (even into Canada),
back to Oregon and to San Diego, and
seemingly all points in between. Their
article paints a picture of what surely
must be the greatest way to combine
work and play, studying and teaching,
dancing and visiting. Their conclusion:
"What a grand lot of people this dance
fraternity is!'' In Maine they spent a
day with an old-time fiddler. He and
Muiretta spent hours swapping fiddle
tunes from their across-the-country
backgrounds, surprised at how many
tunes they knew in common. In the
Ozarks they watched— but never quite
mastered— that Ozark rat a tat tat
square dancing. In the hinterlands of
Missouri they found a group who have
celebrated a "Jagerwurst" annually for
the past 100 years, including a lot of
German folk dances along with the
"sausage hunt".
One "project" of the trip was to track
down some authentic Bohemian square
dancing, particularly the Beseda, and
the trail led them to half a dozen towns
and cities before they could put together
authentic dance, music and styling.
They danced in the Catskills and in
the Lancaster District of Pennsylvania.
in St. Louis and Detroit. in Canada and
down the west coast.
They sum up, "Of course there are
areas where the dancing is radically
different, but in general. we have found
that it is possible to dance and have a
good time, in practically every part of
the country provided you know ten or
twelve basic fundamentals and are

willing to vary them to suit the
locality."
We See By the Papers: Princess
Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh
took a half-hour square dance lesson
from a top Canadian square dance
instructor and then attended a hoedown at the home of Viscount Alexander. Canada's Governor-General.
10 YEARS AGO — November 1966
Twenty-four of the top events in the
square dance circuits of vacations and
festivals were polled this year to bring
you a complete score card of 85 round
dances. The top winners were "Under
the Bridges of Paris", "Desert Blues",
"Mexicali Rose", and "Ain't She
Sweet". In the high intermediate and
exhibition columns, we find "Polonaise", "Mood Indigo", "Elaine", and
"Taste of Honey". Keep an eye on
late-starters "Yakity-Axe" and ''Spaghetti Rag".
Canada will celebrate its 100th
birthday next year, and Canadian
square dancers are planning a massive
public relations and promotions program to make square dancing the
foremost activity in group recreation as
the celebration continues.
Earle Park of Saskatchewan gives his
ideas on why square dancing is
America's (U.S. and Canada) finest
recreation. ''Time and again nonsquare dancers who have come in
contact with our recreation have mentioned that it was difficult to realize that
so many people have such a good time
without first having a drink or two. Our
traditional exclusion of drinking at
square dance functions is one of the
major reasons that will keep square
Continued on Page 95
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up in the middle,
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romenade, left allemande,
our partner do-sa-do,
re some that have existed
rnce those days of long ago.
And when I dance these sequences, _
Imagination's sway
Helps me pretend I'm dancing
In that fargone yesterday!

ng
I Square," New Jersey
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Our newest look in a ladies square
dance is our Billie and Ruthie. This
new look features a square toe and a
1 1/4 heel that you square dancers
have been asking for.
Available at your
favorite local
square dance and
western store.

square toe

786 East 14th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021
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Plans are underway for the International Legacy Assembly of square and round
dance "trustees" to convene May 5-8, 1977 in Memphis, Tn. at the Hyatt-Regency
Inn.
A local committee headed by Bill Crawford is handling hosting arrangements for
the more than 250 persons expected to attend, which will include a Friday night
dance and other special features.
Leaders of the square dance activity from over forty states and Canadian
provinces are already pre-registered, according to Stan and Cathie Burdick,
Executive Secretaries. The theme is "The Memphis Emphasis--Leadership
Training".
Legacy is a non-legislative assembly of leaders of all facets of the square and
round dance activity dedicated to maintaining high standards for the activity in
general. Leadership training has always been a high priority subject since the
organization was formed in 1972.
Meetings are held every two years. Both previous assemblies were held in
Cleveland. Ohio.
Invitations are issued at the suggestion of present "trustees", and by approval of
the Board of Directors, to men and women of proven leadership ability.
Further information may be obtained from the Executive Secretaries at P.O. Box
788, Sandusky, Oh. 44870.

Christmas Cards!
15 Assorted Cards .. .
PERSONALIZED GIFTS
Playing Cards (2 Deck Set)
Memo Pads (500)
Stationery (200 Pc.) ..
Coasters (1001 ....... .

. S2 50

.

S7.00
6 00
. 7.00
. 4.00

NEW YEAR CLUB ITEMS!
Guest Book (20 Page)
$5.00
Dance Schedules (5001 .... 20.00
Letterheads (200 Pc.)
12.00
Club Cards (1001
3 50

100 S 11 Napkins FREE with order of 810
Send S.25 for postage for our FREE 28-Page Catalog of
Promotional Ideas for Square Dance Clubs to:

THE SQUARE PRESS
909-13th Street • Sioux City, Iowa 51105
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
"square dancers." Crown your roof with
a beautifully wrought weathervane, and
personalize your lamp post or mail box
with an appropriately lettered sign,
topped with an attractive couple doing
a right arm swing.

THE RADERS
■

All are custom cast in aluminum and
finished in long-life flat black enamel.

S17.50
16"x 13"
Please PRINT name desired lettered on both sides.

WEATHERVANE

27"x32"
S25.00

ACT NOW!
Pre-paid
Check or Money Order
•
ROME I
l
NDUSTRIES
331 Athens St .
Jackson, Ohio 45640
S19.50
15"x15"
Please PRINT name desired—
lettered on both sides.
* * * * * * * * * * * *
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OPEN LETTER, Continued
getting it by running away and hiding
what we have to offer. We do a mixture
of all level rounds at the square dance
clubs. We do square dance workshops
and regardless of whether it is hard or
easy, everyone gets up and does it.
Everyone gets to do their thing under
one roof. It has been our experience that
round dancers have been looked upon
as snooty and clannish. We don't
believe this is true. We know it isn't.
But if you split the two apart, you will
have conflicts, antagonsims, resentments like you have never seen before,
and most certainly feuding. Each
faction will want what they are out to
get and have little or no care for what
another wants.
All leaders, national and local, must
speak out! We cannot let dancing be
ruined because of a bad experience.
We hope that when the National
Committee meets in Atlantic City they
will really take a good look to see if
everything is progressing alright. I sat
in a meeting about two years ago and
heard Mr. Carl Anderson state. "Once
a convention is awarded, the national
committee has little control over what
happens." If the National Committee
has no control, who does? ....You can't
blame a general chairman who has little
or no experience in a national for the
It seems the Namistakes made

tional Committee should take the
convention away if it is not progressing
properly and cancel it....lt is very
apparent that over the last seven or
eight years even though certain rules
have been laid down on pre-publicity,
pre-advertising and pre-registration, all
those rules have gone by the board. No
one is living up to them. If the rules are
to be violated. we suggest the National
Committee take a good look at them. If
there are rules, they should be
enforced.
We would like to see square and
round dancing progress together down
a mutual path. We would like everyone
to cooperate. This open letter is to all
the major participants. We do not mean
it as negative criticism, but as constructive criticism. We would like to see
some other leaders speak out. Put
names to it: do not speak in muffled
tones at after-parties or on the dance
floor. Send it to publications. Speak out
and say what you think for the
betterment of dancing. Maybe Mr.
Moss' ideas are accepted by the general
public; if so, the general public should
speak out.
Let's all work together to improve our
dancing picture. not split it apart or
destroy it. Let's continue to enjoy our
dance activity by cooperating and
voicing our opinions. Square and rounds
should continue hand in hand along the
pathway.

YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

THE MAREX COMPANY

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-25c EACH
100 OR MORE 20c EACH

6061/2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Illinois 61820

"Send for free catalogue
on badges, stickers,
accessories, etc."
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
H FREQUENCY OANCER
H I GH
ADVANCED PROGRAM
ADVOCATE

by Jim Kassel
SOMETHING NEW
Reports are reaching us that
shortly there will be made available to
the advanced and challenge dancers
more tapes and aids based on the
published "Advanced" and "Introductions to Challenge" lists of calls. At
-least three callers working in this field
have indicated they will have something
soon. When we become better informed
on this, we will pass the information
along by way of this column. As of now
Lee Kopman's record albums on
"Introduction to Challenge" still continue to lead the way in this field.
WEST COAST
CHALLENGE ASSOCIATION
From the West Coast Challenge
Association (we hope to learn more
about this organization) come the
following bits of news concerning
challenge at the 25th National Convention in San Diego and the growth of this
movement on the West Coast.
From one year ago when perhaps
five squares were learning advanced
club level on the West Coast, the 25th
helped challenge grow to a respectable
20 plus squares at the Mixers and
Paramus level. This gained challenge
recognition as a legitimate part of the
convention, and, that challenge is a
normal extension of square dancing.
But the most important report from
the convention is the attendance at
"Introduction to Challenge". The hall
was completely full at 250 sets, and
attendance in Plateau "D" (Basic
Challenge) was also full, at 250 sets for
every session. The grass roots interest
from mainstream dancers was the best
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thing. that could have happened to
challenge. It heralds a ground swell that
drew everyone's attention, especially
those who ran the convention, and that
recognition should extend into future
programs.
Bouquets are certainly due the callers
who came. They did a marvelous job,
each building in concert with the
previous callers, teaching, developing
material for the crowd to dance, and for
the non-challenge dancers to watch.
Unlike some past conventions, no tip
got so difficult that the general floor was
standing. Thanks, gang, for understanding the recruiting problem, and for
making the ladder not quite so steep.
The task of Challenge Caller Coordinator fell to Mr. Bob Fisk, and an
extra portion of thanks goes to him for
all his extra work. There were nine
other challenge callers; very special
thanks to each of them (in alphabetical
order): Kopman, Kenton, Lasry,
Lightly, Schatzer, Shattell, Stinchcomb,
Vinyard, and always a favorite, Deuce
Williams. Those newer callers who
pitched in with marvelous performances— look for Bruce Busch,
Gamble. and Johnnie Preston— you'll
be pleased with them.''
PITTSBURGH AREA
Two outstanding challenge weekends within a month's time indicate that
our home area here is a leading center
in advanced and challenge dancing. In
early August the Hilltop Heights
weekend with Jim Davis and Keith
Gulley found twenty sets from many
states dancing the "Mixer" level with a
Booster" level dance on Sunday
morning. This is an annual affair and
registrations for next year are exceeding all expectations. Dewey Berry will
be added to the above staff for next
year.
The Labor Day weekend at Indian
Brave Campground (Harmony, Pa.)
found thirty sets using two floors— one
floor "Mixer to Booster" level and the
other floor ''Advanced Basics" to
"introductions to Challenge". In the
evenings all dancers joined together on
the main floor. Ed Foote, Keith Gulley
and Jack Lasry made up the staff.

During the weekend John Steckman,
Phil Way and Jim Kassel, local callers
with advanced clubs, called guest tips.
Next year looks greater than ever in our
area with Indian Brave having a
Memorial Day weekend, two weekends
in July and Labor Day weekend; and
Hilltop Heights having at least two
weekends, all at the advanced and
challenge level. Then too, Jim Davis.
Ed Foote, John Steckman, Phil Way,
Jim Kassel and Torn Mohney all have
weekly dances along the 100 basic
challenge level and above.

CALLERS
NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
ALL CALLERS
'
There is available to you a wealth of material in our most usable "SQUARE I
DANCE CALLERS REFERENCE
NOTES." Easy material, challenge material, new material, old material, all
written by and for our members.
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a tree mailing, send a postcard to:
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA
16404 Ardath Ave, Gardena, Calif. 90247
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DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE
CR 102
"Dub" Hayes
SONG AND DANCE MAN
BUTCH/
CR 103
Mal Minshall
PAL MAL
LONNIE/LITTLE DIXIE
CR 101
CT 104
Hoedowns

7201'J. Kansas St., Springdale, AR 727641

<1.041041.041.41.0.0=41041,=::43
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NEW RELEASES:

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

11.=4

EveRithin
for
Square-Dancers
Please send for our
Free Catalog

#P - 700-

Nylon Ruffles

100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon
-horse hair .' bouffant. This is not only a
very durable. hut beautiful garment. Heavy
elastic waistline is double stitched for comfort and long wear.
$16.00
White/White ruffle
White/Pink Ruffle
White/Blue Ruffle
White/Green ruffle
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Red, White, Navy
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Ruffles
Yellow/WYellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Sizes:
Small, medium & large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist site & length desired

Colors
:

Handling 90c

1.0414=114=0=4/00C==110411.=41=.1/=74
5-/

cbMstmas

SPECIAL
CALLER
Semis:
*Remits
A

drainstream
plus
AIONElik

drainestream
•

■Noollimpi
A Complete Breakdown
of each S/D Basic
from the Beginning
through the Advanced Club Level
including the 1975 CallerlabApproved Mainstream movements;
What each movement does;
Where each starts and ends,
Trouble Spots &
Traffic Patterns.

Advanced Club Program
Using only the
Callerlab-approved list
of 22 Approved Movements
including Callerlab Experimentals
currently used at
Mainstream Graduate Programs
Two-Part Program
Standard Positions
and All-Position Concept

$4. Each or
Both for $6.85 ppd.

ORDER POST-PAID FROM
American SQUAREDANCE
Box 788
SANDUSKY, OHIO 44870
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WILL ORLICH
BOX 8577

BAYSHORE GARDENS
BRADENTON, FLA. 33505
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PASS THRU
(Traditional)
On call to pass thru, couples travel
through each other passing right
shoulders, taking a step or two past the
others to end up back to back with them.
The next command will move the
dancers into the next desired pattern.
NOTE: Dancers fall into a "habit
pattern" of having the men always on
the outside. In teaching pass thru, be
sure to drill from half-sashayed position, all four ladies and all four men
positions. This is also true when drilling
square thrus.
The right shoulder pass by rule
should be maintained in other situations, too. When the actives have to

•

a

pass each other behind an inactive
couple, the right shoulder pass by rule
is still in effect. There are some areas
which practice letting the lady take the
inside track out of courtesy but it Is
technically incorrect and causes problems when persons of the same sex
meet and try to pass by.
TEACHING EXAMPLE (Static Square):
Head couples pass thru
Separate around one, into the middle
Pass thru, split two, around one
Into the middle and pass thru
Separate around one, into the middle
Pass thru to the corner, left allemande..
(From lines of four):
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Forward eight and back with you
Pass thru, on to the next, pass thru
U-turn back, pass thru, on to the next
Box the gnat, change hands
Left allemande
One pass thru changes sequence, i.e.
dancers are out of order. Two pass thrus
put the dancers back into their starting
sequence.
COMPLEMENTARY MOVEMENTS:
After a pass thru, these could be
anything. Since pass thru is a no-hand
movement, all hand holds have been
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cancelled (similar to do-sa-do) so either
the left or right could be used. It has,
however, proven more comfortable to
do another right-hand movement following a pass thru, i.e. right and left
thru, square thru, swing, etc.
CROSSTRAIL THRU
VS. CROSSTRAIL
Technically, a crosstrail thru is a pass
thru and half sashay without change of
facing direction. This term is the most
misused one in square dancing. Some
areas have tried the terms trail thru and
crosstrail to distinguish the difference.
Many singing calls (and patter) use the
command heads crosstrail and swing
the corner. Your editor maintains that
the couples have to go thru the opposite
couple first and then crosstrail to the
corner. Crosstrail itself should mean to
"cross trails" (person on right crossing
in front of and moving to the left as
person on left crosses in behind and
moves to the right) and take the next
command.
EXAMPLES:
All four couples California twirl
Crosstrail to the corner, left allemande..
Head couples right and left thru
Side couples crosstrail thru to the corner
Left allemande
Head couples half sashay
Crosstrail to a left allemande..... ..„

Question: Should / teach "styling" to
my square dancers? Any special
"comfortable dancing" tips I can pass
on?
Ed. Note: The mark of an experienced
dancer is not that he doesn't "goof,"
but rather that he (she) recovers
sufficiently to keep the set moving.
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Certain general tips to the dancers
while learning their basics and again
reviewing them after several years of
dancing experience are usually welcomed by dancers. These "comfortable
dancing" tips should be passed where
needed right from lesson one through
the twenty-fifth or thirtieth, with
reminders later in square dance life
during workshop sessions. One specific
caution: An open dance is not the place
to preach. These people were taught by
someone else. so don't embarrass the
teacher or his students by reprimanding. This will fall on deaf ears and
create resentments, no matter how right
you are!
Here are a few helpful hints known
and practiced by "smooth" dancers,
the dancers who don't seem to get as
tired and red-faced from working so
hard at dancing.
Hand holds are firm but not "deathgrips," which are the marks of
beginners (insecurity). By the same
token, hand holds and turn backs are
not limp and "fishy." These dancers
know where they are going and they tell
you so and are cooperative, not leaving
fingerprints to remind you they have
made contact. A palm against a forearm
with both helping to make the turn back
is most comforting.
Promenades are tight (beginners
spread out). Learn to dance in a 12' by
12' square, no matter how much room
there is to spare. Less time and fewer
steps will be the reward, Men's palms
up, ladies' palms down during the
promenade and the courtesy turns will
avoid hand confusion when changing
to a new partner. And let the man lead
— unless the lady can diplomatically
change his direction if it's wrong.
Shuffling feet is easiest and least
tiring. Everytime you lift your feet you
use more energy. The average square
dance has been clocked between seven
and ten miles. A foot off the floor also
breaks dance rhythm and endangers a
softly padded toe! Practice the "sandpaper" touch.
Swings are nice, but once is enough.
Two swings make make your partner
late for the allemande left, and a flip out
and away may send her to left field
instead of her corner. It could also result

in a bursitis agitation or cross-eyed
dizziness to the point of a fall.
Compromise on a call you have
partially missed. Don't run after a star,
turn around and meet the spot you
should be in, because this takes half the
time. If you miss your corner on an
allemande, turn around for the right
and left grand. You'll be right back in
time with the rest of the set.
Loose hands. usually with man's
fingers pointed down, help to make
dishrag turn-unders more agreeable,
i.e. ends turn in. Dixie twirl, insides
arch, outsides under, etc.
Allemande thars should find the
inside people's hands gripping the
wrists of the ones ahead to form a
"basket." The dancers inside should
move slowly so the outsides don't have
to skip and run in order to keep up.
Remember, there is music you should
be dancing in time to.

The current Callerlab quarterly experimentals are not new ideas, eg.
Touch 1/4, 1/2, and Anything and roll.
(See Page 69, October ASD for
explanation and basic examples.)
Dancing ANYTHING AND ROLL
BY Deuce Williams, Detroit, Michigan
One and three square thru four hands
Slide thru and roll (to face)
Spin the top, swing thru, men run
Bend the line, left allemande
Two and four half square thru
Slide thru and roll (to face)
Half square thru
Partner trade and roll (to face)
Pass to the center, pass thru
Left allemande
One and three pass the ocean
Those ladies trade and run
Bend the line, star thru

Circle to a line of four, pass thru
Partner trade and roll (to face)
Right and left grand
Two and four fan the top, swing thru
Turn thru, pass to the center
Centers slide thru and roll
Spin the top, others divide and star thru
All double pass thru, first couple go left
Next couple go right, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
One and three pair uff, star thru
Right and left thru and roll
(Columns) all eight circulate
Ladies backtrack, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Two and four half square thru
Slide thru with the outside two
Right and left thru and roll
All eight circulate
Partner trade and roll (to face)
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
One and three pair off to ocean wave
Ladies trade, recycle and roll
Ladies trade, slide thru and roll
Fan the top, all eight circulate
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Two and four star thru
All double pass thru, peel off and roll
Centers pass thru, all curlique and roll
All eight circulate double, ladies run
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
One and three box the gnat
Half square thru, split the sides
Around one to a line, all curlique and roll
Couples circulate, bend the line
Pass thru, half tag the line, swing thru
Ah so and roll, swing thru
Slide thru and roll, half square thru
Right and left grand

American Squaredance Magazine's
Workshop features original material
submitted to the editor. New ideas are
presented each month. Mail new and
creative material to Willard Orlich,
Workshop Ed., American Squaredance,
PO Box 788, Sandusky OH 44870.
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Heads square thru four hands,
Pass thru, chase right, boys run
Curlique, scoot back to a left allemande.

FIGURES

CHASE RIGHT FIGURES
BY Fred Bailey, Rush City, Minnesota
TEACHING DRILLS:
(Static square) Heads pass thru
Chase right, partner trade
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, chase right, boys run
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, chase right, boys run
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Rollaway half sashay, pass thru
Chase right, girls run right, star thru
California twirl, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Box the gnat and pass thru, chase right
'Scoot back, boys run,
Right and left thru, left allemande
OR ' Walk and dodge, partner trade
Right and left thru, square thru 3/4
Center gents reverse the flutter
Left allemande
OR ' Circulate two spots, boys run
Trade by, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Promenade, but don't slow down
Heads wheel around, pass thru
Chase right, scoot back, walk and dodge
Partner trade, pass thru, chase right
Boys run right, reverse flutter wheel
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, chase right, swing thru
Centers run, couples circulate
Bend the line, pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three-quarters
Slide thru, couples circulate
Bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
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Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, chase right, boys run
Curlique, walk and dodge, chase right
Split circulate, scoot back to a
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, chase right, scoot back
Boys run, centers right and left thru
Trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, chase right, scoot back
Walk and dodge, trade by, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal, centers zoom
New centers flutter wheel, pass thru
That same four chase right
Center ladies shake right hands, pull by
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Rollaway half sashay, pass thru
Chase right, 'scoot back, boys run
Left allemande
OR * Pass thru, chase right, boys run
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Box the gnat, pass thru, chase right
Circulate two spots, scoot back
Boys run, square thru three-quarters
Substitute, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, chase right
Center four walk and dodge
Outside boys run, all right and left thru
Dive thru, center four right and left thru
Flutter wheel and curlique
Left allemande
by Bill Harrison, Woodbridge, Virginia
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, right and left thru
And a quarter more (as couples)
Girls trade, boys turn back, recycle
Pass thru, right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass the ocean, swing thru
Spin chain the gears
But turn the star a quarter
(Fan 1/4 instead of 3/4)
Finish the gears, boys cross fold
Right and left grand
Heads square thru four hands
Touch a quarter, boys step and touch

Trade (1/2R) and swing thru
Girls fold in boys' spot,
Boys step and touch, cast right 34
Boys run, girls cast right three-quarters
Diamond circulate, boys swing thru
Boys cast right three-quarters
Girls turn back, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and spread, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Spin chain the gears,
But turn the star half, swing thru
Scoot back, cast right three-quarters
Right and left grand
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and spread
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Girls touch and scoot back with the boys
Boys quarter right and circulate
Girls cast right three-quarters
Bend the line, slide thru
Left allemande
MAINSTREAM BASICS
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters
Center four right and left thru
Flutter wheel and sweep a quarter
Ends star thru, all double pass thru
Leads U-turn back, swing thru
Boys run, crosstrail, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to a wave, boys circulate
Girls trade, swing thru, girls circulate
Boys trade, boys run, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters
Trade by, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Curlique, eight circulate, hinge
Girls trade, recycle, star thru
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run
Half tag, trade and roll, crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run
Half tag, trade, freeze
Boys run, pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Swing thru, bovs run

Half tag, freeze, — walk and dodge
Trade by, swing thru, box the gnat
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Square thru three-quarters
Courtesy turn your partner
Two ladies chain, send them back
Dixie style to a wave, slip the clutch
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Right and left thru, Dixie style to an
Ocean wave, boys trade, slip the clutch
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Right and left thru, two ladies chain
Send them back Dixie style, ocean wave
Girls trade, boys trade, slip the clutch
Left allemande
SOME FOLDS
by Mike Litzenberger, Slidell, Louisiana
Side ladies chain, heads pass thru
Round one to a line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, girls pass thru
Star thru, girls fold
Right and left grand
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, men fold, star thru
Wheel and deal, star thru, pass thru
Girls fold, star thru, wheel and deal
Star thru, crosstrail, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, girls fold, peel off
Wheel and deal, right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru three hands
(Box 1-4)
Star thru ,swing thru, men trade
Girls fold, peel off, wheel and deal
Star thru
(= two chains)
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Heads right and left thru, curlique
Walk and dodge, circle to a line
Centers fold, right and left thru (Box 1-4)
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Half sashay, pass thru, ends fold
Square thru three hands
Left allemande
Four ladies chain
Heads right and left thru, pass thru
Round two to a line, bend the line
Pass thru, ends fold (Box 1-4)
by John Ward, Alton, Kansas
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass the ocean, all eight circulate, ah so
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Wahoo', pass the ocean
All eight circulate, ah so, wahoo
Left allemande
*Wahoo: Box circulate and face partner
(one adjacent to you).
Heads pass the ocean, extend
Swing thru, turn and left thru
Dive thru, touch a quarter, wahoo
Pass thru, star thru, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean,
Ping pong circulate, ping pong circulate
Extend, ah so, wahoo, square thru four
Trade by, left allemande
Heads touch a quarter, wahoo
Pass the ocean, extend, boys circulate
Swing thru, turn and left thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass the ocean, fan the top, ah so
Wahoo, pass thru, trade by
Pass the ocean, fan the top, ah so
Wahoo, star thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers swing thru, extend, swing thru
Ends circulate, swing thru, boys run
Star thru, pass thru, left allemande
Head gents face corners and star thru
Girls move up, pass the ocean
Ah so, wahoo, girls square thru four
Pass thru, boys pass the ocean
Ah so, wahoo, boys square thru 3/4
Everybody cloverleaf two
Trade and roll, go right and left thru
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, U-turn back
Slide thru, pass thru, quarter right
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Slide thru. pass thru, trade by
Pass thru. quarter right,
Walk and dodge. partner trade
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads slide thru, pass thru, pass thru
Quarter right, wahoo, pass thru
Trade by, pass thru, quarter right
Wahoo, pass thru, trade by
Slide thru two times, left allemande
Heads pass thru, partner trade
Pass thru, partner tag, slide thru
Pass thru, partner tag, trade by
Slide thru, pass thru, partner tag
Trade by, left allemande
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Heads crosstrail thru and go round one
Make a line, go up and back, slide thru
Pass thru, quarter right, wahoo
Slide thru, pass thru, bend the line
Slide thru, pass thru, quarter right
Wahoo, left allemande
Head gents face corners and star thru
Girls move up, pass the ocean, ah so
Wahoo, girls pass the ocean, turn thru
Boys courtesy turn them, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, boys run, ah so, boys run
Centers pass thru, star thru, pass thru
Boys run, ah so, boys run
Centers pass thru, star thru
Left allemande
Heads slide thru, double pass thru
Clover two, curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, flutter wheel, slide thru
Left allemande
SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS
BY Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to a wave, spin chain the gears
Girls run, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass the ocean, spin chain the gears
Swing thru, boys trade, boys run
Tag the line, ladies left, men right
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass the ocean, eight circulate
Spin chain the gears, scoot back
Boys run, bend the line, half squarethru
Trade by, pass thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, spin chain the gears
Boys run, wheel and deal, pass thru
Trade by. left allemande
Heads half square thru, swing thru
Spin chain the gears, boys run
Half tag, trade and roll, left allemande..
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, chase right, cast off 3/4
Grand right and left
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Right and left thru, pass the ocean
Scoot back, grand right and left
Heads square thru four hands
Star thru, pass thru, tag the line
Continued on Page 92
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HANKS

For our people, our nation, and the nations of the world....
For peaceful pursuits
For purposeful work
For worthwhile recreation
For the abundance that surrounds us, as Americans, when some others are in need..
For the opportunities we have, to share what we have
For the special joy we enjoy as square dancers in our particular pastime
For the warmth and good spirit that is generated when people join hands
For the hope that shuffling feet may someday replace marching feet worldwide,
and peace and friendship will prevail

C
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NO PALL WITH DANCING AT THE MALL
Where do you go on a rainy Saturday afternoon? Many people go out shopping
and for those who did their shopping and browsing at the Oakdale Mall in Johnson
City, New York on September 11, there was a pleasant surprise awaiting them. For
three hours, area square dancers displayed their skills under the guidance of three
of our area callers— Art Cook (caller for the Shirts 'N Skirts Square Dance Club),
Lou Bimmler (caller for the Cir Q Laters) and Chuck Gotham (caller for the Shufflin'
Shoes).
The callers delighted the audience and the square dancers with their superb
calling, and the dance had a two-fold purpose: It was a regular club "special" as
well as a promotional event for square dancing.
Not one dancer regretted setting aside this afternoon for a session of square
dancing to these three fine callers. And to frost the cake, Don Williams, our area
round dance leader was present and lead the assembly in some rounds, much to the
delight of the audience.
Flyers were distributed explaining square dancing and inviting the public to join
the class clubs of the three clubs represented.
The club certainly succeeded in showing its audience that square dancing Is
Binghamton, NY
"FUN".
Betty Card

places
to dance

HOLIDAY SPECIAL DINNER AND DANCE with
Gene Webster & Stan Burdick, Holiday inn,
Sandusky OH, Sunday, Dec. 28. Write 218
Williams St., Huron OH 44839.

ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance weekends — Spring and Fall; National Callers; at
Interlaken Resort Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin .
WRITE: Bill & Jacque Blevins, 1257 Franklin
Lane, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 80090.

CALLERS COLLEGE, Fontana, North Carolina,
Nov. 17-21, tor beginning callers. Contact Fontana
or ASD Magazine, PO Box 788, Sandusky OH 44870

FIVE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Fun Fest,
Accent on Rounds with Squares, Rebel Roundup,
Swap Shop & Jubilee. Write Fontana Village
Resort, Fontana Dam, North Carolina 28733

SPRING AND FALL FESTIVALS, Ingleside,
Virginia. Top BUN in Scenic lotting. Writs ASO
Magazine for brochure.
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Riffle, P&p
A SONG TO REMEMBER
by \ir!,. M. Tr2wif.4
Drummonds, Tennessee
Get the definitions right and use the
letter to fill in the first line of a familiar
song.
It grows "as high as an elephant's
eye."

18 13 30 47
2.

"Water can't quench the

of love."

28 25 35 4
3.
12 10 44 19 29 6 23

What the Hatfields were when the
McCoys came in sight.

42 8 38 26

Grew"

4.

Little Peppers and How They

5.

Mother Macree spoke with one.
33 14 20 43 21 39

6.

It's waving and "sure smells sweet."
36 2 34 17 7

7.
11 31 15 27 41

What the cowboy might use to catch a
lassie.

9 1 5 32 22

What the brine does, especially when
Clementine falls in.

8.
9.

•

_ To My Lou"

40 24 46 16
10. --33745

1 2

23 24 25 26 27

Sheep say it; Whiffenpoofs sing it.

3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

12 13 14

36 37 38 39 40

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

41 42

43 44 45 46 47
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DANDY
IDEA
THE SQUARE TRADE CLUB
WHAT IS IT?
It sounds like a square dance call.
At the moment it isn't. It's the way to
see a nearby city, state, country or the
whole world.
It's a directory of square and round
dancers who will trade homes, trailers,
boats, etc., with another dancer to
provide the most economical vacation or
visit with the conveniences of a home
away from home. It means real dollar savings, a better vacation, no hotel bill or
tips or fouled-up reservations, complete

privacy, no expenses for eating out, no
rental fees for cars, boat or trailer if
they are part of the trade, an at-home
atmosphere, the real flavor of a locality,
plus square and round dancing nearby.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The directory will list Square Traders
alphabetically by state and then city,
foreign countries by country and then
city, so that you can contact one another
and make a trade.
Write or call as many traders as you
wish. Get your best trade — nearby for
weekends or short periods, further away
for short periods.
HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER
It's easy! Write for a membership
form to the Square Trade Club, 1500
S.E. 3rd Ct., Deerfield Beach FL 33441.
THE COST
$15.00 for a listing of 25 words or less.
The cost includes a copy of the directory
and supplement, Square Traders emblem to attach to your badge.
Does it sound like a good idea? Write
for full details.

1ST. ANNUAL
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL
N SHY ILLS. i 1 NH
F

F

U

U

N

PROGRAM:
Fri. 8-11 Squares & Rounds
Sat. 10-12 a.m. RID Workshop
Sat. 2-4 p.m. SID Workshop
Sat. 8-11 Squares & Rounds
ADVANCE TICKETS:
Fri. only
Sat. all day
Sat. nits
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$12.00 Couple
S 5.00 Couple
S 8.00 Couple
S 5.00 Couple

FOR TICKETS WRITE:
Ronald Grendell
544 Bell Road
Antioch TN 37013

N
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AVE
Over the years I have watched many
"square dance" exhibitions. Inevitably
they have turned out to be either the
style of dancing done on nationally
syndicated country music shows or they
have involved clogging. Recently I was
in Central City, Colorado, and had an
opportunity to watch yet another square
dance exhibition — an exhibition which
I presumed would be as misnamed as all
the others I have seen. I was wrong.
What I saw was a thrilling surprise — I
saw a true square dance exhibition.
The exhibition group consisted of
eight college students and caller Larry
Wylie. The exhibition consisted of
legitimate square dance commands,
most of which are in current use in our
Mainstream program. Each command
was properly timed by the caller and
precisely executed by the dancers with a
smoothness and gracefulness, the likes
of which I have never seen before. The
addition of beautiful, precision skirt
work by the girls turned the dancing
square into sheer poetry in motion. In a
word, it was fantastic.
If it seems that I've used an
over-abundance of superlatives in describing what I say, it is because this
exhibition was a thrill to watch. The
non-dancing public saw the real beauty
and gracefullness of true modern style
square dancing. The dancers and callers
Square Dance CHRISTMAS CARDS
Colorful 10 Card Assortment with
Square/Round Dance Motif & Verse
No 600 Assortment
1.50
No. 500 Assortment
1.25
(Limited Quantity in Stock)
Square Dance GREETING CARDS
No 800 Assortment
10- 1.50

in the audience saw the joy and fun that
comes from stylish dancing. It was the
finest exhibition of square dancing I
have ever seen. My only regret is that
the program did not last longer.
I believe that Larry Wylie and his
group should be commended for
presenting a true exhibition of modern
style square dancing and presenting it
exceptionally well. They have continued
the tradition of excellence begun by
Pappy Shaw and associated with Pappy
and his kids. True, the program has
changed since Pappy called for the
group, and yes, "a little bit of Larry
Wylie has crept in over the years." But,
now as then, the program mirrors our
contemporary style of dancing, and the
young dancers mirror the enjoyment
and exuberance which comes from
square dancing.
I don't suggest that every square
dancer rush to Central City, Colorado,
next summer just to see this exhibition,
but I do suggest that any dancer or
caller who is planning a vacation to the
Denver, Colorado, area next summer
plan to attend one of these exhibitions.
They are presented before and after
every performance of the Central City
Opera in Central City, Colorado. And
they are free. I know you will enjoy it as
much as I did.
James Blackwood
Quincy, Illinois
HOSTESS ACCESSORIES AND GIFTS
50 Beverage Napkins
S .80
50 Luncheon Napkins
.80
24 Coasters
.55
24 Place Mats
.8o
PARTY PAK, 42 pc. asst
1.50
SNAK PAK, 24 pc.
.70
HOSTESS GIFT BOX
1.35
STATIONERY 50 pcs.
1.35
NAME TAGS 50 pcs.
2.00
KEY TAG with Steel Ring
.55
CERAMIC TILE PLAQUE
2.25

ADDRESS LABELS— 500 with black Dancing Couple for $2.25
Please enclose .50 Handling Charge with your order.
Send for FREE Color Brochure & Samples
SQUARE SPECIALTIES PO BOX 1065 MANCHESTER, CONN. 06040
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INTER-

NATIONAL
NEWS
ST. JUDE BENEFIT DANCE
The Twirling Singles Square Dance
Club of Peoria, Illinois, held a benefit
dance for the St. Jude Affiliate last
spring and donated $514. to the cause.
The Twirling Singles will sponsor
another benefit dance for St. Jude on
March 6, 1977 and would like very much
to make this a national. square dance
Sunday for St. Jude. Any club interested in joining us in this venture please
contact Paul and Ruth Helmig, 126
Laurel Lane, East Peoria, Illinois 61611.

JEKYLL ISLAND JAMBOREE
The 12th Annual Jekyll Island
Jamboree, held in August, was one of th
best ever, according to Bob Bennett,
founder of the festival in 1964. The 1976
staff included Rod and Ellen Blaylock,
Bob and Vivian Bennett, Marty and
Byrdie Martin, Carol Hollis and all
visiting callers. The Jamboree is
advertised as a -mini-vacation" before
school starts. The program included
squares, round, clogging, hot hash and
after parties.
Senator Frank Eldridge welcomed the
dancers, including one gentleman who
was visiting from Greenland. One
couple who attended, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Andrews, have been dancing for
36 years. Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Wiggins
attended for the twelfth year. Another
highlight was the clogging during a
break by a 77-year old gentleman, who
stated that one never gets too old to do
what he enjoys most.
The thirteenth Jekyll Island Jamboree will be held August 19-21, 1977.

WRITE FOR
A FREE CATALOG
Phone: 812-843-5491

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 4755
THE CLASSIC
Made fully lined, the Classic features foam sock
lining, a steel shank for
support, a full inch of heel,
rubber capped for sure
footing, and a buckle with
INDIANA
elastic .goring to complete
ADD
the 3/4' strap. Sizes in me4%
dium 4 thru 12 & half sizes and narrow 6
SALES
thru 12 & half sizes.
TAX
Black — White
510.95
Red and Navy
11.95
Silver and Gold
12.95
854 postage each.

0.0

LISSY

SHORTIE

SP'

USN
14,95

MID-THIGH

MAJESTIC
Glove tanned leather. Size
6 thru 12 N; 4 thru 12M, 1/2
sizes. Steel shank for support.
Black & White
$13.95
Navy & Red
14.95
Silver & Gold
15.95
Postage
.85

KNEE LENGTH

RINGO
The shoe most square dancers wear. 1/2 - heel with
elastic binding around
shoe. Strap across instep,
Black and White
$12.95
Yellow, Pink, Red, Hot
Pink and Orange
13.95
Silver and Gold
14.95
Sizes 4 to 11 — Med
and Narrow.
Plus 854
postage

STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
With 11/4" nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are
made for us exclusively and they're made true to
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow,
blue, pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink multicolor, royal, red, white and blue combination,
brown, iiavy, dark purple and kelly. Order mid-thigh
or knee length in S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of
lace. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Shorties— 3" legs,
8 rows of lace.
Postage 50t as

p.50 M. or 2 pr. $12.00
SLIPS — mad. by 111 S
We have one of the finest 50 yd. nylong marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide eiastic
band, 4 tiers on 18" and up, 3 tiers on 17" and shorter. Our slips are stiff enough to
insure long life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18-26" and other lengths by special order.
Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green & $15.95 plus $1.00 postmulti-color, turquoise, orange, bright yellow, med. purple, royal, brown, navy, dark age; 35 ycl slips $13.95
purple, kelly, red, white & blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. Plus S1.00 postage.
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or 166 individual dances in twenty-four
hours. This has been certified and sent
to the Guiness Book of Records, and
amount to almost seven dances per
hour. During the last two hours, the
Oldhams would not sit down, for fear
they couldn't get up again. This couple
collected hundreds of dollars for MD in
their pledges alone.
Dick Kenyon
Glendale, Arizona

ARIZONA BENEFIT MARATHON
On September 5 and 6, the Central
Arizona Callers Association, in cooperation with the Valley of the Sun,
Southern Arizona Association, Northern
Arizona Callers Association and the
Arizona R/D Association sponsored a
noon to noon marathon square dance for
muscular dystrophy. $3500. was raised
in this first effort. Richard and Donna
Oldham of the Westernaires Club in
Phoenix are pictured. They set a world
record of dancing every dance, 83 tips

STATUS REPORT: 16 WhoGI Chair Club
This club grew as a result of the 23rd
National Convention in San Antonio
when a number of Japanese attended
for the first time. Take' and Te Takeda
of Tokyo were intrigued by the
performance of the Houston Wheel
Chair dancers and went home determined to start a club of their own.
However, when they looked for potential wheel chair dancers, they did not
find any. The handicapped did not have
wheel chairs because they were too
expensive— $200 each.
The goal aimed for was two squares,
sixteen chairs at $3200. On December

Nugtang anti lLigljtntng

NEW MUSTANG RELEASES-

ir 41
,411
>2.
Dave
Smith

0.1

Jack
Cloe

MS 171 BRASS BUCKLES by Chuck Bryant
MS 170 BLANKET ON THE GROUND by Chuck Bryant
MS 169 I'M A RAMBLING MAN by Chuck Bryant
MS 168 I PROMISE WHEN YOU LEAVE YOU'LL
WEAR A SMILE by Jack Bishop

LIGHTNING S RELEASES:
LS 5031 COPPER KETTLE by Earl Rich
LS 5030 TONIGHT SOMEONE'S FALLING IN LOVE
by Art Springer
LS 5029 A COUNTRY SONG IS A COUNTRY SONG
by Jack Cloe
LS 5027 I WISH I'D LOVED YOU BETTER
by Art Springer
1314 Kenrock Dr., San Antonio, TX 78227
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22, 1975, in time for Christmas, the
Takedas were sent $1600., enough for
chairs for one square. $680.48 is on
hand toward the second square; $919.52
is needed and hopefully will be sent
before Christmas 1976.
Te and Take' recently graduated their
first class of three squares of wheel
chair and walking handicapped dancers.
To know the Takedas is to love them.
They are a young, good-looking pair and
are making their names known in the
Japanese square dance world through
their efforts on behalf of the handicapped.
Steve and Fran Stephens, editors of
the Overseas Dancer Newsletter, are
spearheading this effort. If you would
like to supply a cog in the wheel chair
effort, send your contribution to them at
151 Dryden Drive, San Antonio, Texas
78213.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY NEWS
The summer dance series was a
great success, with both graduates and

old timers doing the do-sa-do together.
They kept their "cool," since all but two
dances were in air-conditioned halls.
Looking toward the 76-77 dance
season, early registration is encouraged
for the annual Mini-Festival on November 28, with Gen Cooke, Kerry
Stutzman, Carl Hanks and Clint McLean, with Doc and Peg Tirrell cueing
the rounds.
The first NNJSDA dance will be
Saturday, January 29, with Keith Gulley
calling.
One cannot attend a square dance
these days without hearing talk of the
1977 National Convention being held in
New Jersey this year. Enthusiasm
abounds. Motel reservations should be
obtained early.
Lorraine & Wally Peltzer
Randolph, New Jersey
OVERSEAS DANCERS REUNION
The 14th annual reunion of the
Overseas Dancers convened in Washington, D.C. in August. Eighteen
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RH-206 ON THE REBOUND
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-204 SOMETIME GOODTIME SOMETIME BADTIME
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH- 501 I FEEL A HITCHHIKE COMIN' ON
Flip Singing Call by Tony Oxendine
RH-101 SAGEBRUSH/RANCH HOUSE RAMBLE
RH-201 MOVIN' ON by Darryl McMillan
RH-202 SAN ANTONIO STROLL by Darryl McMillan
Produced by RANCH HOUSE RECORDS
Darryl L. McMillan
PO Drawer 880, Lynn Haven FL 32444
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RH-205 LAST OF THE OUTLAWS
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-401 SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD
Flip Singing Call by Johnny Walter
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callers and three round dance instructors put the attendees through their
paces. The facilities were ideal and 116
dancers representing twenty states and
Canada were present.
The dancers voted to donate $100 to
Legacy and Callerlab, $72 to the Wheel
Chair Club of Japan, decided to bid
three years in advance for the reunion to
be held the first week in August
whenever possible.
The "Foot in the Mouth" Award

Ull

«-• went Royna Thomas of Bridgewater,
N.J. for removing John Kaltenthaler's
belt during a weave the ring. John
called it a "naval engagement."
The 15th Reunion will be held at
North Texas State University in Denton,
August 11 to 13. The 1978 Reunion will
be in Colorado Springs, Colorado,
followed by one in the Pennsylvania
Poconos in 1979.
Steve & Fran Stephens
San Antonio, Texas

rin 1Es®
DON'T FORGET!!
$3.00 will bring you
our tape and Info
on how to continue
the tape service
FREE OF CHARGE
every month!!

FREE
BROCHURE

Rokat Zalut

SappGa

3600-33rd AVE.

Model T-100-2482 consists of the
powerful T-100 amplifier/turntable
plus two of the highly efficient CS-482
column reproducers. A system to
provide terrific impact on any crowd.

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95824

PHONE 421-1518
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ROUND DANCES
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

SHE BELONGS TO YOU— Grenn14236
Choreography by Louis & Mona Cremi
Pretty music and an easy-to-easyintermediate waltz.
TEXAS WOMAN— Hitsville H6037F
Choreography by Ed & Sharon Campbell
Country music with a Pat Boone vocal; a
three-part intermediate cha cha routine.

ECSTASY TANGO— Telemark 1402
Choreography by Hank & Mary Dahl
Light tango music and a good highintermediate tango with figures that are
a little different.

GO AWAY LITTLE GIRL— Columbia
13-33068; by Charles & Dorothy Demaine
Good music with a Steve Lawrence
vocal; another cute Demaine dance;
intermediate two step.

BUTTERSCOTCH CASTLE—A&M1817
Choreography by Al & Nancy Field
Popular music by Captain and Tennille.
The steps fit well to the music of this
intermediate three-part two step.

FOUR WALLS— RCA 447-0413
Choreo by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo
Pretty country music with Jim Reeves
vocal; a good easy-intermediate waltz
routine.

CHARLIE'S SHOES— Grenn 14236
Choreography by Ray & Elizabeth Smith
A flowing three-part easy-intermediate
two step, using standard figures.

THE TENDER TRAP— Roper 310
Choreography by Art & Ruth Youwer
Good music and a nice flowing
intermediate three-part two step.

THE

COPYRIGHT A L 140EKSTRA — 1976

FOR
CALLERS — to clarify some of the more confusing figures with just a few people looking for a little extra
help without having to get a demonstration square together A real boon to the caller wanting to work
out new ideas.
TEACHERS — to more clearly show lust how a call is to be danced without depending on vocal instruc
tions to novice dancers A valuable supplement for new classes
ALL LEVEL DANCERS — to work out the call you lust learned or one that you want to recall and settle
more firmly in mind The pieces may be moved as in a game of solitaire or with lust you and your partner
or with any size group gathered around a flat surface By using Just one game piece you can test your own
ability and understanding of the latest calls by ending in the correct position facing the right direction
KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood figures (4 men and 4 girls) with instructions and coloring
materials to designate partners and corners at a glance A square layout significantly numbered for positive
positioning and facing direction Self examination test on the basic movements and worksheet forms for
working out new ideas
Price _S5.00 postpaid
For magnetic base danORDER
RussELLHoekstra
cer figures (or kit) add
FROM
67 Forest Glen Road
51.60. Mass. Residents
Longmeadow, Mess 01106
Sales Tax
add
5%
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SINGING CALLS
by Don Hanhurst
In reviewing the records this month, we
found what seems to be a resurgence of
Spin the top, which has long been
missing from mainstream singing call
choreography. There was also a new
label out this month, Bee Sharp, and
while it was adequate, we felt a little
disappointed that the sound was so
close to Blue Star sound and did not
offer any real variety. Those liking Blue
Star sound will find these new records
very usable. As a dancing group, we
were struck by the number of records
with poor vocal delivery and balance
between voice and music, which
seemed to be in larger proportion this
month than in previous months.
WHAT I GOT IN MIND — Thunderbird
153; Caller: Kip Garvey
Good Thunderbird music with a relaxing beat. This is an above average
delivery by Kip with an adequate
figure. FIGURE: Heads square thru,
swing thru, spin the top, men move up
right and left thru, square thru
three-quarters, swing, left allemande,
promenade.
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY— Grenn
12156; Caller: Dick Leger
This good version of a patriotic melody
has a figure that flows well and dances
easily. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, side ladies flutter wheel, sides
pass thru around one, in the middle
right hand star, corner allemande, right
and left grand, promenade.
SINGING THE BLUES— Top 25329
Caller: Brian Hotchkles
This latest version of a long-standing
favorite square dance tune is well done
with a figure geared to those who are
limited to the basics. The intro features
a Grand Slide, which may not be
familiar to all, but almost forces the use
of 32 beats rather than the sloppy 24
to which Grand Square has deteriorated. Good vocal. FIGURE: Heads

promenade half, right and left thru,
square thru, corner right and left thru
,dive thru, square thru three, corner
swing, promenade.
FASTER HORSES— Red Boot 207
Caller: Ralph SlIvius
Good Red Boot arrangement of the
currently popular country western song.
The figure we found to be one of the
better ones this month and we enjoyed
the Half tag and swing feature in it. The
caiiea side is aifficuit to understand.
FIGURE: Heads promenade threequarters, sides swing thru, turn thru,
do-sa-do to an ocean wave, all eight
circulate, half tag, swing new girl,
promenade.
DIXIE LILY— MacGregor 2196
Caller: Monty Wilson
This dance has a very pleasant bounce
to it. The figure seemed good and
dancers were immediately comfortable
with it. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, side ladies flutter wheel, square
thru, right and left thru, pass thru,
trade by, swing thru, turn thru, swing
corner, promenade.
THE SWEETER THE MUSIC— Blue
Star 2031; Caller: Johnnie Wykoff
This melody has been done a couple of
times before. Still, we found this to be a
pleasant dance. Johnnie's delivery was
one of the few "above averages" this
month. The only problem we encountered was single circulate double, which
caused weaker dancers to stumble.
FIGURE: Heads pass thru around one
to a line, curique, single circulate two
places, boys run right, centers square
thru three-quarters, circle half, pass
thru, left allemande, promenade.
I JUST FOUND OUT I LOVE YOU—
Thunderbird 154; Caller: Klp Garvey
This record proves that singing calls
need not have a lot of new basics to
make them interesting. The figure kept
our dancers interested and used wellknown basics with a slightly different
twist. Kip's delivery again was good.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do
corner, swing thru, men trade, curlique,
split circulate, make a right hand star,
turn star half, girls roll back, allemande
left, same lady roll promenade.
BEER BARREL POLKA— Scope 604
Caller: Jeanne Moody
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Adequate musical arrangement of a
melody almost everyone knows and
some may like to sing along with.
Figure holds no surprises and can be
handled at the mainstream level.
FIGURE: Heads lead right, circle to a
line, slide thru, curlique, walk and
dodge, partner trade, flutter wheel,
crosstrai I thru, swing corner, promenade
AFTER YOU'VE GONE— Bee Sharp
101; Caller: Dave Taylor

This first release on this new label is
good music in the Blue Star sound.

ARIZONA

DO SI DO DUDS (602-849-3508)
6838 N. 58th Drive
Glendale AZ 85031
Square and Round Dancers' Apparel Shop

ARKANSAS
C BAR L Western Store
707 Plaza Center
Walnut Ridge AR 72476
Your Square Dance Headquarters
THE PETTICOAT PLACE
PO Box 303, Cherokee Village AR 72525
Write us for information on custom-made
Petticoats for your dancing pleasure,

FLORIDA
CHEZ BEA for square and
round dancing CREATIONS
650 NE 128 St. (759-8131)
No Miami FL 33161
Quality Western Shoo 1446-87911
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515
Florida's Oldest & Best"
Mail Orders Invited & GUARANTEED

GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd (404-455-1265)
Doraville GA 30340
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
ILLINOIS
THE MAREX CO.
506'/s W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign IL 61820
Novelty & Accessory Catalog
OBIE'S WESTERN & S/D FASHIONS
614 South Lake (Rt. 45)
Mundelein IL 60060
KATHLEEN'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
508 W Chestnut St., Chatham IL 62629
3 Ways — Stop in. Write or
Call 217-483-2627

INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6313-6315 Rockville Road
Indianapolis IN 46224
Records Shipped Same Day

NEW JERSEY
The Corral. John Pedersen, Jr.
41 Cooper Ave.
West Long Branch NJ 07764
S/D Apparel and Accessories

Dave's delivery is good, figure is
average. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, right and left thru, square thru
four, swing thru, boys run, wheel and
deal, swing corner, four ladies promenade, same girl swing, promenade.
LET YOUR LOVE FLOW— Square
Tunes 175; Caller: Ted Frye

Good Square Tunes music with a figure
that unfortunately came out in exactly
the same sequence last month on
Loumac. We found this version to be
the dancers as a duplicate. Ted's

IOWA
MABON'S COUNTRY STORE
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N)
Waterloo IA 50701 (319-234-33271
Everything for Callers/Dancers

KANSAS
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594)
Wichita KS 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer
DIXIE'S DANCING DUDS
10912 W. 74th (631-4445)
Shawnee KS 66061
Apparel for Square & Round Dancers

KENTUCKY
Preslar's Western Shop, Inc.
3111 S. 4 St.
Louisville KY 40214
All S/D Supplies, Newcombs & Mikes
I & L WESTERN SHOP
118 Main St., Lawrenceburg KY 40342
(Located in Libby's Fashions]
Complete Line for Square Dancers

MAINE
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
584 Main St.
South Portland ME 04106
Large Selection of S/D Items

MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton MD 21113

MICHIGAN
RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit MI 48209
Prettier, perkier, petticoats. pantalettes
ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed with People in Mind

NEW MEXICO
HOLLY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP, INC.
5600 McLeond NE, Suite 0
Albuquerque NM 97109
Ph. 505-268-0034

NEW YORK
IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave. (266-5720)
Irondequoit. Rochester NY
Everything for the Square Dancer
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delivery is good. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, right hand star with
outside two, heads star left to the same
two, right and left thru, swing thru,
swing thru again, swing corner, promenade.
THE LAST FAREWELL— MacGregor
2197; Caller: Fred Drouant
This melody was released last month on
Loumac and was immediately spotted by
adequate with a figure that did not
stretch the imagination in its use of
ferris wheel. FIGURE: Heads square
thru, do-sa-do corner, swing thru, boys

run, ferris wheel, pass thru, swing
corner, allemande left, promenade.
YOU SPARK MY LOVE— Bee Sharp
102
Caller: Dave Taylor
Another new Bee Sharp record with the
Blue Star sound and a figure easily
handled by mainstream dancers. FIGURE: Head couples promenade half,
curlique, walk and dodge, circle four to
a line, crosstrail thru, allemande left,
do-sa-du, swing corner, promenade.

OLD MAN RIVER— Blue Ribbon 214
Caller: Bill Stone
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uare Dance
SHIRLEY'S SID SHOPPE
Rte. 9-0
Hu9hsonville NY 12537
Write for 15-page Mail Order Catalog
DO-PASO
203 Vermont St.
Buffalo NY 14213
Phone Orders: 1-716-885-9473
Catalog Available
SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main St. (668-2644)
Central Square NY 13036
Western Store & Gift Center
SW Headquarters
NORTH CAROLINA
B & D WESTERN SHOP
2117 Highway 64 — 70 Southwest
Hickory NC 28601
Everything A Square Dancer Needs
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
414 E. Market St.
Akron OH 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave. (216-835-0354)
Cleveland OH 44111
Dancer's Shopping Delight
SQUARE TOGS
11757 US 42
Sharonville OH 45241
Records Available Too!
PENNSYLVANIA
MAREA'S Western Wear & Records
3749 Zimmerly Road
Cor. Love & Zimmerly
Erie PA 16506
MARY'S BOUTIQUE
The Square Dance Shop
2715 Hershey Rd., Erie PA 16509
Erie & Surrounding Area's Newest Shop
SOUTH CAROLINA
Marty's Square Dance Fashions
404-Cherokee Drive
Greenville SC 29607
SID Clothing for Men & Women

CLOTHING
McKesson Western Shop
211 Stallsville Rd.
Summerville SC 29483
S/D Apparel & Centennial Dresses
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosley Rd.
Memphis TN 38116
Send for Free Catalog
DOUBLE 0 RANCH WEAR
1460 National
Memphis TN 38122
Will Ship Records & Clothing
Nick's Western Shop
245 E. Market & Cherokee
Kingsport TN 37660
Phone Orders' 1-615-245-6221
TEXAS
FAWCETT'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116)
Everything for the Square Dancer
UTAH
WAGON WHEEL HOUSE
720 So. State St.
PO Box 2574
Salt Lake City UT 84110
VIRGINIA
Ed & Cathy's Western Wear
4504 Clyde St.
Virginia Beach VA 23455
We're not largest but fry the hardest
WEST VIRGINIA
BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR
Route 3, Meadowdale
Fairmont WV 26554
Complete Line for Square Dancers
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This music, released on the Blue Ribbon
label, is the same arrangement used on
last month's Hi-Hat patter release,
"Head 'Em Up/Move 'Em Out." We
think its sales as a singing call will be
better than as a patter. The figure
moves well. FIGURE: Heads square
thru, do-sa-do corner, swing thru, girls
fold, peel the top, right and left thru,
pass thru, bend the line, slide thru,
swing corner, promenade.
EASY ON MY MIND— Wagon Wheel
133; Caller: Don Franklin
Good Wagon Wheel music with a figure
that has no surprises. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half, sides right and left
thru, star thru, California twirl, swing
corner, allemande left, weave the ring,
do-sa-do, promenade.
MARIA DON'T YOU CRY— Bee Sharp
104; Caller: Jack Ritter
Musically good version of this tune. The
figure, however, was 'so busy it felt
more like a patter than a singing call.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right and
left thru, pass thru, trade by, curlique,
scoot back, boys run, star thru, pass
thru, trade by, swing corner, promenade.
HAPPINESS— Thunderbird 152
Caller: Bob Bennett
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run, couples circulate,
wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by,
swing corner, allemande left, promenade.
PROMENADE WITH SALLY— Bee
Sharp 103; Caller: Jack Ritter
FIGURE: Heads lead right circle to
a line, swing thru, spin the top, recycle,
sweep a quarter, crosstrail thru, swing
corner, promenade.

SECRET LOVE— Pioneer 120
Caller: Tom Godfrey
Intro features all four ladies flutter
wheel and all four men reverse flutter
wheel. The figure felt more like patter
than a singing call. FIGURE: Four
ladies chain three-quarters, four couples promenade half, heads square thru,
do-sa-do, spin chain thru, girls turn
back, circulate two times, promenade.
MARRIANNE— HI-Hat 469
Caller: Tommy Cavanagh
Dancers found a promenade called from
a circle left movement to be most
uncomfortable and disorienting. FIGURE: Heads spin the top, turn thru,
circle four to a line, star thru, pass to
the center, pass thru, right and left
thru, eight chain three, swing corner,
promenade.
LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING— Thunderbird 150; Caller: Bill Volner
Dancers disliked pass the ocean followed by square thru. We felt a slide
thru would have been better and made
the dance more comfortable. FIGURE:
Four ladies chain, heads pass the ocean,
square thru three, do-sa-do, swing thru
double, boys trade, girls trade, boys
run, promenade.
PATTER RECORDS:
COASTIN'/TRUCKIN'— Kalox 1193
Good Kalox patters that will easily fit
most callers' style and be a welcome
addition to their patter collections.
TIMER/RAIN— Wagon Wheel 134
The music on these patters is unique
and some callers will find it a very
agreeable change from the average. All
callers, I am sure, will find that these
must be speeded up at least two or three
RPM to make them usable.

CUSTOM CHOREO CHECKERS
Check out Choreography and Body Flow
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Each 1 " x 1 I/4 " x 1/2" Custom Chore) Checker Is
made from long-lasting clear lucite and Is engraved
with big and easily recognized Identifications. Each
set is color-coded to your specifications.
COLORS: White, Black, Blue, Green, Yellow 8. Red
TWO STYLES AVAILABLE:
A— Checkers (set only)
$14.00
B— Magnetic Checkers
$16.00
(Small Board Included)
Specify base color and lettering color for each
checker when ordering. Any combination you want!
Example. 1 Man— Red base/white lettering
1 Lady— Red baselblack lettering
Make checks payable to Charlie Trapp, 11 Brandeis
Circle, Halifax MA 02338
Ph. 617-294-8344

Speaking Of

fashions
by Nita Smith
2011South College Avenue
Bryan, Texas 77801

Singles
Membership is the lifeblood of the
Bachelors 'n Bachelorettes. We believe
that as we grow with additional
members and chapters, our influence in
the square dance world will be
increased. Membership in the association. however, implies more than
political power. It suggests to the world
that the people who belong are proud of
their organization and want to provide
better square and round dance programs with special activities by becoming more knowledgeable through their
membership in the Bachelors 'n Bachelorettes.
We have many people who belong but
do not participate. Generally, this hurts
them more than it hurts the organization. But it does tell us that we must
work toward scheduling better dances
and more interesting activities in order
to generate the participation necessary
in order that the true value of the
association can be appreciated and
understood.
We have many potential members
who have danced for years and have
never joined our organization, let along
hold an office. They give all kinds of
excuses. They say they are too busy to
attend the chapter executive board
meeting; they don't like the president;
the chapter never does anything. I'm
sure there is an element of truth in all of
these statements for some of the
people; but if they don't like the
organization, they should join and
change it. If they don't like the
president, they ought to work to elect
somebody else. If they are dancers and
are single, they ought to belong to an
organization for singles.
There must be thousands of single
people who are not members of a
singles dance group. Perhaps we would
Continued on Page 95

Square Dancer's Raincoat
$14.95
Handling charge
1 50
Translucent clear film raincoat ideal for
bouffant dance dresses! It buttons
snugly at the elasticized waist and flares
to a full circle over the widest of dance
skirts. Tucked inside the skirt pocket is
a generous sized rectangular scarf of
the plastic to use for protection of those
special hair-dos! Comes in a convenient
carrying pouch! Ideal as a gift!
(Available to Wholesalers)
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Badges
ARMETA — Dept. B
Original Fun Club Badges
PO Box 22221
Milwaukie. OR 97222
Free List on Request
CENTURY CLUB
Merit badge of distinction. Join today
P.O. Box 57
Westfield, MA 01085
Cost: $1.25
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
P.O. Box 245
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
LLORRY'S
1852 S. Reed St. (303-986-6446)
Lakewood, CO 80226
Activity & Club Badges
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE
Tom Curto & Sons
Box 71
Ludlow, MA 01056
THE MAREX COMPANY
5061/2 W. Columbus Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820.
Largest selection — Fun & Club Badges
FREE CATALOGUE
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
316 Brockton Road (567-1321)
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021
Free Fun Badge Catalog
PAULY'S (715-845-3979)
P.O. Box 72
Wausau, WI 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours — Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus, OH 43219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
288 NE 47th Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Chuck Leamon, caller & owner.
Send for free flyer
G5 ENGRAVING
2124 Graham Avenue
Utica, NY 13502
Phone: (315) 735-4635
Custom Club Badges

Alabama— 16th Annual Rocket City
Roundup, Nov. 5-6, Von Braun Civic
Center, Huntsville; Bruce Johnson,
Jerry Haag, Iry & Betty Easterday.
Write Merry Mixers SID Club, PO Box
3058, Huntsville AL.
North Carolina— Holiday Capers, Nov
5-6; Holiday Inn, Boone. Contact: Fred
Keller, Box 30 Rt, 9, Lexington NC
27292.
Ohio— Fall Fling Weekend, Nov. 5-7,
Atwood Lake Lodge, Dellroy. Write
Gary & Lyn Brown, 2210 7th St.,
Cuyahoga Falls OH 44221.
California— Fiesta de la Cuadrilla, Nov.
5-7; Balboa Park; Don Franklin, Dave
Hoffman, Nate Bliss, Kenn Reid,
Dynamic Duo Miller & Schweinforth.
Write Fiesta '76, Box 81573, San Diego
CA 92138.
Ohio— Turkey Trot Special, Nov. 6;
Dale Eddy, Webb Mills, Ron & Rita
Erhardt. Write Bloomin' Buckeyes,
GBBA Union Hall, 350 Hudson Ave.,
Newark OH 43055.
Michigan— 16th Ann. Michigan S&
RID Convention, Nov. 5-6; Cobo Hall,
Detroit. Contact Fred & Fran Ries, 1285
Hendrick, Muskegon MI 49441.
West Virginia— 3rd Annual Fall
Festival, Nov. 6, Shady Spring. Contact:
Zell McGriff, 204 Highland St. Apt. B,
Beckley WV 25801.
New Mexico— Pecan Harvest Hoedown, Nov. 7, Womans Club, 1100 N.
Canal St., Carlsbad; Dick Parrish, Rex
Coats. Write Shuffles 'n Ruffles, Box
1231, Carlsbad NM 88220.
HAWAII— Convention, Nov. 7-21; Ken
Anderson, Al Brundage, John Hendron,
Dick Houlton, Jon Homes, Frank Lane.
Jack Lasry, Garnet May, Bob Page, Ron
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Schneider, Dave Taylor, Dick Weaver,
Wayne & Norma Wylie. Contact: Bob
Page Travel, 39256 Paseo Padre Pkwy.,
Fremont CA 94538.
Tennessee— 14th Annual Mid-South
S&R/ D Festival, Nov, 12-13; Memphis
Cook Convention Center; Bob Augustin,
Melton Luttrell, Mack Letson, Manning
& Nita Smith. Write Bill & Dean
Miesen, 5315 Haleville Rd., Memphis
TN 38116.
Pennsylvania— 10th Annual Horn of
Plenty, Nov. 13, Fort LeBoeuf High
School, Waterford (Erie); Red Bates,
Jack Hague, Hal Greenlee, the Reilly's.
Write Doug & Joanne Bennett, 2845
Euclid Blvd., Wesleyville PA 16510.
Florida— 23rd Annual Fall Roundup,
Nov. 12-13; Jacksonville Civic Auditorium; Vaughn Parrish, Jon Jones, Iry &
Betty Easterday. Write NEFSDA Inc.
Fall Roundup, Jim & Marilyn Stone,
7108 Alana Rd., Jacksonville FL 32211.
Pennsylvania— Pittsburgh Area S&RID Federation Fall Festival, Nov. 13,
Carson Middle School, North Hills,
Pittsburgh; Melton Luttrell, Nelson
Watkins, Charlie & Marge Carter.
Write Jim & Nelda Marth, 433 N.
Broadway, Scottdale PA 15683.
New Jersey— Penhouse Vacations,
Nov. 12-14, Somers Point; Deuce
Williams, Joyce & Rick McGlynn.
Contact: Dave Platt, Box 146, Somers
Point NJ 08244.
Virginia— Blue Ridge Shufflers, Nov.
15, William Fleming High School,
Roanoke; Beryl Main. Write Mary &
Joe Greblunas, 6032 Oriole Lane SW,
Roanoke VA 24018.
Tennessee— 2nd Annual Turkey Strut,
Nov. 19-20; Gatlinburg. Write Joe
Corbin, 286 Overlook Rd., Asheville NC
28803.
North Carolina— Fall Festival, NC Folk
& S/D Federation, Nov. 20, Jamestown
Jr. H.S.. Contact Ruth Jewell, 2725
Rothgeb Dr., Raleigh NC 27609.
South Carolina— 4th Ann. Thanksgiving SID & Camporee, Nov. 26-27;
Ocean Lakes Campground, Myrtle
Beach; Harold Thomas, Ray Pardue,
Keith & Dixie Hayes. Contact: Harold
Continued on Page 84
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BICENTENNIAL TWO FOR ONE SPECIAL!
(Except 100-sheet Orders)
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965): Five-color,
eye-catching seals on your correspondence are an
invitation to square dancing. Qrder from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis TN 38118. Samples on
request. Two sheets (50 ea.)-504; 6 sheets-$1; 20
sheets-$3: 40-$5. Special discount on large orders.
Write for details and sample.
YAK -rArK,
Sound Columns for Callers
Write: PO Box 184, Wenham, MA01984
Call: 617-468-2533
S/D Christmas or Greeting Cards:
10 Card Colorful Assortment
$1.50
Luncheon or Beverage Napkins 501.80
S/D Stationery
.70-1.35-1.90
Square Specialties, Box 1065, Manchester CT06040

_..t.Erie & nick Thorna,s,
13 Lucian Street
Manchester. Conn,
06040
SQUARE DANCE LABELS with dancing couole:
500 for $2.25. Order from Square Specialties, Box
1065, Manchester. CT 06040.
- GREETING CARDS FOR
DANCERS
GET WELL—BIRTHDAY—GENERAL
$2.50 /Box of 12, plus 2% tax in Indiana. Please
specify all Get-well or assortment. Order from:
CADOBRAND, 3002 Schaper, Ft. Wayne, IN
We have a few one-of-a-kind items of equipment,
brand new, taken In trade— all at reduced rates,
such as a 25w Newcomb/detachable speaker,
phone answering unit, EV 636 mikes, Ashton
column speakers, etc. Write for Info.
B-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, OH 44839.
NEWCOMB LINE IS REALLY NEW — HEAR IT
AT HALLENBECK & RILEY, 1147 Central Ave.,
Albany NY 12205. [518-459-3550).
15% Discount on ALL MERCHANDISE: Petticoats;
Pettipants; Belt Buckles; Bola Ties. Decals; Flags,
Stationary. Send for catalog. C & J Western Weer,
PO Box 178, Norge VA 23127.
.
SOUND SYSTEMS' Portable PA and DISCO quality
music systems for square dancers. Wireless
microphones for your existing system. We'll solve
all your sound problems. Write: MUSITEK
AUDIO, PO Box 116SD, Acushnet MA 02743.

Records •

THESE BOOTS WERE MADE FOR DANCING
Album featuring eight Red Boot Recording Stars:
Don Williamson. Ralph Silvius, Bill Volner, Stan
Burdick, Ted Frye, Jim Coppinger, Richard Silver,
Bob Vinyard. Order from this magazine. $5.00
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Books
SET-UP AND GET-OUT:
A manual to help callers
create original choreography with infinite variations. S6 ppd. Order from
Will Orlich, PO Box 8577,
Bradenton, FL 33505.

JQ

crk

Directory of Round Dance Teachers/Leaders &
Ballroom Teachers; also suppliers of Items needed
and used by dancers. $5. ppd. Order from Nadine
Fortune, 8102 Bertram Av., Baltimore, MD 21214.
OTR TRN Magazine, published quarterly, Is the
voice of round dancers. Subscription S5. year.

We're so reasonable] Order from Nadine Fortune.
WILL °ROC,.

STEP-CLOSE-STEPROUND DANCE BASICS: (78
exercises) $3.50 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven
course, dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers,
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo,
Ohio 43611.

AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.00 plus 254 mailing.
Contains two books combined into one, with new
material that will put life into your club or festival.
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star
Harbor. Malakoff, Texas 54148.
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill
Burleson; $5.00; Rapid, comprehensive reference
for nearly 2000 S/D movements. Results of 10-year
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing
by Bill Burleson, $3.00. 80 pages, 130 movements;
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson,
2565 Fox Ave., Minerva,
Ohio 44657.
..-----__-Callers with Beginner Classes: Do you have a free
copy of the first issue of Class Notes? In 10 issues,
over a 30 week period, new classes get all the
information they need to keep them interested in
your class and in square dancing! Request free
copies for couples In your classes. Sub. rate: $3.00
Class Notes, Box 129, Dillard GA 30537.

300+ COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU EQUIVALENTS AND THEIR USES — Eight chapters with
many examples. Resolve ocean waves, zero out
routes, box and trade by set-ups. price $7.50.

Directory of Singles Square Dance Clubs: Compiled
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price:
$1.00. Quantity discount to clubs and associations.
Send order to: Yellowrock Book, c/o Harold Huber,

4445 Ferndale Ave., Memphis, TN 38122.
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by
mail. Abbreviations, Positions, Symbcls & Terms
written in easy-to-understand words. Order from
Betty & Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollvbrook Dr., New
Whiteland IN 46184.
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL GROUPS by Jack and Helen Todd. Retail
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers, to help
them attract new people to square dancing via
one-night stands. Book is keyed to available
records. Order from your local dealer, or from
Twelgrenn, Box 216, Bath OH 44210.

otes

SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
180 N. Castanya Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
Rt. 1— Box 187
Maple Plain, MN 55359

Jim Gammalo, 228 W 8th, Garnett, KS 88032.

HASHING IT OVER

SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide

Jay King
PO Box 79

to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID
Callers Association. Cost:$2.00 +25t handling.
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N
McCord Rd.. Toledo. 3H 43615.

TRAVELERS CLUB
Dance with 100 Clubs
Send for signature record book
$1.50 each & 25t postage & handl i no.
Write 1310 S. 12th St., Lafayette IN 47905

ATTEN l'IUN— CLUB & ASSOCIATION LEADERS
Concerned with the definition and clarification of
Dance Levels and Standardization — 100 page
Treatise, "SQUARE DANCE LEVELS," in process
— Target Date — 1976. Watch for future
announcements.
THE 1976 TOP TEN — featuring illustrated
choreoanalysis of the top ten commands of the
year. Definitions of: 100 most-used Mainstream
basics; 100 most interesting new moves of
1975; 100 basic moves of Challenge Dancing. Sight
Calling Breakthrough — Guaranteed Get-Outs
using unsymmetric choreography. Order from BILL
DAVIS, 180 N. Castenye, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
$4.25. Also Dictionary 3upplements $5. per year.

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

Wayland MA 01778
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith
3510 Denver Street
Memphis, TN 38127
NOTES FOR CALLERS $13.00 per yr.
Jack Lasry
19010 N.W. 11th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33169
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
Willard Orlich
P.O. Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton, FL 33505
S/D ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ted Wegener
16404 Ardath Avenue
Gardena, CA 90247
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE
John & Evelyn Strong
750 Inglewood Street
Salinas, CA 93901
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
30 Kingswell Crescent

Scarborough. Ont. Can. MIL 3E1
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•Record•

DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
t1OX CI Sq

Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
Dancer accessories, caller equipment
CALIFORNIA
Nancy Seeley's Records for Dancing
PO Box 1390
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
Robertson Dance Supplies
3800 33rd Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95824
GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Road
Doraville, GA 30340
ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago, IL 60639
Jane's Record Service (312-823-5831)
PO Box 538
Park Ridge, IL 80088
Formerly Edwards Record Service
INDIANA
VVhirlaway News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13281 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka, IN 4654.4
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
10 Second Street
Hallowell ME 04347
MASSACHUSETTS
SUE'S
US Rt. 1
Topsfield MA 01983
MINNESOTA
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
150 Myrman 612-457-4217
W. St. Paul, MN 55118
Fast, Friendly & Reliable Service
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E.
St. Paul, MN 55106
812-774-5732
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE
2920 Washburn Circle [612-869-0501)
Minneapolis, MN 55423
MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1581 Hulett Road
Maslen, MI 48840
The Place Designed With People In Mind

MISSOURI
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE
1908 Edgemont
Arnold MO 63010
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Service & Callers Supply
Route 1, Box 212
Advance, NC 27008
NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
10 Fenwick St.
Newark, NJ 07114

nu in
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohlo 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43609
WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES
1006 Southcenter Shop. Ctr. (98188]
or 750 Northgate Mall, Seattle [98125]
EVERYTHING for the square dancer!
TEXAS
Eddie's & Bobble's Records
Box 17688 — 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas, TX 75217
214-398-7508
MARYLAND
GAN'L RECORD SVC.
7005 Groverton Dr.
Clinton MD 20735 (301-868-9039)

•Record•

DISTRIBUTORS
OHIO
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 16
Bath, Ohio
CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR CONTINENTAL CORP.
1433 E. Mission Blvd.
Pomona, CA 91766

Tapes
HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service
P.O. Box 3290
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS
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Shelby
Dawson

•••••
Dick
Parrish

UlilOsor Records
—'

Distributed by Corsair Continental
& Twelgrenn
5069- HEARTACHES by Al Stevens
5088- COTTON PICKIN'/COUNTRY BOY HOEDOWN
5067- THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND by Warren Rowles
5068- THIS IS MY COUNTRY by Marlin Hull
5085- THIS IS MY YEAR FOR MEXICO by Nelson Watkins
5064- MELODY OF LOVE by Dick Parrish
5083- COTTON PICKIN' DELTA TOWN by Bob Parrish
Produced by Shelby Dawson,
334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont, CA 91711

Nelson
Watkins

EVENTS, Continued
Thomas, 410 Plantation Rd., Rock Hill
SC 29730.
Ohio— Harvest Weekend, Nov. 26-28;
Scott's Inn, Lima; Beryl Main, Dave &
Shirley Fleck. Write the Flecks, 3444
Orchard Trail, Toledo OH 43606.
Texas— 16th Annual Harvest Holiday
R!D Festival, Nov. 26-28, LeBaron
Hotel, Dallas; Iry & Betty Easterday.
Contact: L.M. & Annie Crocker, 2069
Prichard Lane, Dallas TX 75217.
New Jersey— 3rd Annual Mid-Atlantic
Festival, Nov. 26-28; Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall, Atlantic City; Bill Dann, John
Hendron, Clint McLean, Ron Schneider, Lee Kopman, Steve Kopman,
Harts, McGlunns. Write Mid-Atlantic
Festival, Box 138, Linwood NJ 08221.
Alberta— Annual Toy Dance, Nov. 27,
Ross Shepherd High School, Edmonton.
Contact: Alma & Mal Hodge, 11704-37B
Ave., Edmonton Alberta T6J OK4.

R ED
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Warren
Rowles

Al
Stevens

Bob
Parrish

Marlin
Hull

Hawaii— Football Tour to Hawaii, Nov.
29-Dec. 6. Contact Harold & Lill
Bausch, 2120 Jaynes St., Fremont NE
68025.
Texas— 17th Annual Goodfellows S/D
Ball, Nov. 30, Astroworld Grand
Ballroom, Houston; J.D. Norris, Johnny
Reagan, Lew Torrance, Pat Barbour,
Don Tuggle, Dick Hedges, Allie Morvant, Tony Sikes, Luther Pitchford, J.C.
Flowers, Richard Beckendorff, Leo &
Roxie Bacon. Contact: J.D. Norris, 5055
Bayou Vista, Houston TX 77091.
Ohio— 17th Annual Snow Festival, Dec.
5, Kent State University Ballroom;
Wayne & Norma Wylie. Contact: Gerry
McDaniel, Box 220A R.D., Windham
OH 44288.
DANCING TIPS, Continued
However, the good habits you instill in
them during classes will remain.
Smoothness will remain, proper hand
holds will be retained, and usually if
Lee Kopman

Rt. 8 College Hills, Greeneville TN 37743

Album of Patter Calls by Lee Kopman
RB 8002
KOPMAN VARIES THE BASICS
•
.Lee Kopman created much interest at the 1976 Callerlab with his demonstration of
using basic calls in varied and interesting ways. These ideas have been recorded by
Red Boot Records and are now available. The album is a must for callers and
dancers alike. It is an ideal tool in evaluating and workshopping new classes and at
postgraduate workshops. Lee uses only the current basics sprinkled with a few
currently popular experimental calls.
Order now from your favorite dealer or direct from
Red Boot Records, Route 8, College Hills, Greeneville TN 37743

Irellahm
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WESTERN SNAP BUTTONS
TECH-PEARL in 10 colors
Blue, Yellow, Smoke, Tan, Brown,
Black, Red, White, Lt. & Dk. Green

5 for 50C

DANCER SILHOUETTES
, Vests
Iron-On for Shirts, Dr o
Red, Black, White— 4 for 50t —.4 inch

6 for 50t —2 inch
7Ippere,I.era , rIC-raC. HOW garters

Add 404 for handling. Mich. add 4% sales tax

T & C ENTERPRISES
PO Box 271, Cedar Springs Ml 49319

dancers are taught to dance to the
music, this will remain. However, most
every dancer who has danced a good
number of years will tell you that at
some time or another they have also
tried all the "gimmicks"— the extra
twirls, hops and kicks. However, after
dancing long enough to know they can
do them, the novelty wears off and most
will return to the smooth and less tiring
dancing they were taught. I don't
despair when I see dancers going
through all kinds of antics. I can
remember when I did many of the same
things. Gosh that's been a few years! To
this date if I get in a square that is doing
some of the extra things— if the whole
square is doing it— I will too up to a
point. When I graduate a class I tell
them to go out and enjoy themselves,
and they do. We must remember that it
is enthusiasm that brings on these extra
antics. We should also know that it is
just a passing thing, they will return to
what we consider normalcy in a short
year or so.
We teach more than dancing in our
YOU GET A HALL—
I'LL DO THE CALL!

ED
FRAIDENBURG

4688 Verity Drive
Sanford MI 48657
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA

Workshops, Festivals, Clinics
Just Plain Fun!

t

BILL
KRAMER
10915 McLennan
Granada Hills
California 91364
(213) 360-7513
Now Booking for 1977, '78, '79
classes; perhaps without realizing it
callers are influencing the attitudes of
the new dancers. A relaxed caller with
relaxed attitudes will send out relaxed
dancers; a tense caller may send out a
bunch of tense new dancers. Confidence
is developed. All we can do to help our
people develop confidence in their
abilities should be done. A verbal pat on
the back can do no harm; an actual pat
on the back helps too. Changing
partners from time to time in classes not
only helps to teach, but also encourages
friendship in the group, and encourages
them to be good mixers when they get
out in the clubs.
Actually people are generally just
waiting to be accepted, and once they
know that others have the same fears,
likes and dislikes, they soon open up to
be great people to be around. All they
need is to feel that they are liked and
accepted. Make this clear immediately
and what a happy group you will have.
Love makes the world go round— and
the square dance world is really
spinning!

Calling/Traveling
Full Time

Mike
Callahan
147 NORTH AVENUE
HILTON, NEW YORK 14468
(716) 392-3807
85

Steal a Zettle Peek
=
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This personable young caller wears a
smile as broad as the Colorado Rockies
from which he hails. Associating with

people is "where its at", as far as
Keith Rippeto of Parkersburg, V. Va. is
concerned. Keith has been dancing
since 1969 and started calling in March
of 1974. During this short time he has
covered a four state area. Each fall he
teaches classes for four different clubs.
Although busy six nights a week, he
acted as General Chairman for the West
Virginia State Square & Round Dance
Convention this year. Keith and his
wife, Karen, have three children, ages
16, 11 and 7. They love to travel and
head west to call in Keith's home state
whenever possible.
HOEDOWNS:
Midnight— Blue Star
Thunderbird Romp — Thunderbird
Ranch House Ramble — Ranch House
Fireball — Kalox
Banjo Plucking — Wagon Wheel
Skillet Lickin' — Blue Star
Shelby's Banjo Hoedown — USA
Hard, Hard Traveling Man — Jewel
Take One — Chaparral
Smokey Mt. Breakdown — Red Boot
SINGING CALLS:
Something About You Baby — Chaparral
When Candlelights Are Gleaming Thunderbird
Sitting on Top of the World — Ranch
House
Last Thing On My Mind — LouMac
Honky Tonk SID Blues — Rhythm
Don't Believe My Heart Can Stand
Another You — Circle D
Ma She's Making Eyes At Me— Red Boot
Movin' On — Ranch House
Help Yourself To Me — Rhythm
Nashville — Red Boot

RR-I01 YOU RING MY BELL by Wade Driver
RR-102 HELP YOURSELF TO ME by Pal Barbour
RR-103 HERE I AM IN DALLAS by Wade Driver
Pat Bar bour
RR-104 ROCKY TOP by Wade Driver
RR-105 HONKY TONK SQUARE DANCE BLUES by Pat Barbour
RR-106 THE HAPPINESS OF HAVING YOU by Wade Driver
CIRCLED RECORDS
CD-201 GOOD HEARTED WOMAN by Earl Arledge
CD-202 DON'T BELIEVE MY HEART CAN STAND ANOTHER YOU, J. Marlin

RHYTHM RECORDS * 2542 Palo Pinto
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Houston, Texas 77080

E. Hermosa Vista Drive (Zip 85205),
and from now through the busy fall,
winter and spring seasons Bob will be
the new resident caller at the popular
Venture Out mobile home resort there.
Bob continues his calling schedule at
Vallecito resort in Colorado each
summer.

People
IN THE NEWS

Bob Bennett, of Vaidosta, Georgia,
would like to thank all those around the
country for the prayers, visits, calls and
cards he received during his six months
of illness. Bob says he knows square
dancers must be the finest people in the
world.
Vermont Lite, a widely-circulated
pictorial magazine in the maple sugar
state, featured caller Al Monty of Barre
in its Autumn '76 issue.
Al travels 20,000 miles a year 'in
Vermont calling most every night for
both adults and young people, in
addition to school teaching duties We
especially liked reading of his early
rural attempts at learning to call
"So
I started calling as I was milking cows.
Just the rhythm of milking the cows in
the pail would give me the rhythm and I
My older brother
would call along
would correct me if I made a
Mike
mistake
"
There's an UDDER story of success
for aspiring callers everywhere!
Bob and Shirley Wickers have a new
address in Mesa, Arizona, which is 5675

Mary Jenkins, who underwent major
surgery in early October, is convalescing rapidly. Mary and Bill are
LEGACY trustees, past presidents of
the New York State Federation, and
regular attendees at National Conventions, serving on various panels.
Friends from coast to coast may address
cards to Mary at Mockingbird Hill in
Minerva, Olmstedville NY 12857.

111141MW
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Colin Walton, Melbourne, Florida,
presents the Milestone Award from
Callerlab to Jimmy Clossin, a retired
caller living in Orlando. Jimmy is one of
the callers who helped spread western
square dancing in Florida.

MAC GREGORRECORDS
MGR #
2198 SUNNY
2199 RISE AND SHINE

NEW RELEASES
Written & Called by Monty Wilson, Malibu, Cal.
Written & Called by Otto Dunn, Tulsa, Okla.
RECENT RELEASES

2196 DIXIE LILLY

Written & Called by Monty Wilson, Malibu, Cal.

2197 THE LAST FAREWELL Written & Called by Fred Drouant, Brandon, Miss.
.P. MacGregor Company 729 South Western Are., Los Angeles, CA 90005

213- 384 -4191
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P.O. BOX 8134 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412 512-853-3931

For a Petticoat that really STANDS OUT in a crowd Insist on a JACQUE'S ORIGINAL!
See what a difference 100% nylon marquisette makes
In the way you look and feel
FEATURING
Cotton Batiste Top
Four Full Tiers
Full Color Range
Prompt Delivery
Satisfaction Guaranteed

FIVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERATION AND THOUSANDS UPON
THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST - THIS IS
OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL.

When ordering, measure 1" shorter than skirt length. State waist size.
30 yard sweep
$12.95
50 yard sweep
$18.95
Pettipants - Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace,
add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe.

$8.00

Mid-thigh
Knee-length

$8.50
Complete color range available - Indicate Small, Medium, Large

Add 51.50 each on petticoats and 75( each on pettipants to cover shipping and
handling. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
SAVINGS — $1.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more.

Manufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers!
Dealers Nationwide

Inquiries Invited
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SQUARE DANCE APPAREL MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN
FEATURING
Complete Size Range
Finest material
available
Lined bodice
Completely washable
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

$43.95

Style No. 1776

For the truly "Revolutionary" look, consider our authentic Colonial Style Bicentennial frock. Royal blue bodice and puff
sleeves combined with a red and blue
eight-gored skirt. Front panel of red accented with wide white lace extending
down and around the skirt and at the
sleeves complete the theme.
Many styles to choose from.
When ordering, state normal dress
size, waist and skirt length.
Add $1.50 postage and handling on
dress orders.
Write for FREE BROCHURE

S49.95
Shown with cap and scarf of white trim..

BICENTENNIAL PETTICOAT
Red — White — Blue
Features:
100% Nylon Marquisette
Three Layers (Outer blue,
middle white, inner red)
Four tiers in each layer
60 yards
White top (yoke)

$22.95

Manufactured by JACQUE'S ORIGINALS, INC. to the same exacting standards
and quality as our petticoats.
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LXPLKIMENTAL BASIC

CALLERLAB
APPROVED
EXPERIMENTALS
Recycle
Coordinate
Hall tag, trade & roll
Ferris wheel
Pass the ocean
Chase right
Track two
Touch V., 1/2, 3/4
Roll

MAINSTREAM
See center pages
August issue, or buy
"Mainstream 75"
book for $4 from
this magazine to
get full descriptions
MAINSTREAM PLUS
Anything and roll
Cloverflo
Dixie grand
Grand parade
Substitute
Outsiders in/out
Pair off
Peel the top
Red hot/ice cold
T-cup chain
Single circle to ocean wave
Spin chain the gears
Triple scoot
Triple trade
Turn and left thru

PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS
1. Crossfire
2. Ping Pong Circulate
3. Clover 1, 2, 3, 4
4. Ah So
5. Checkmate
6. Chain Reaction
7. Destroy the Line
8. Circle to a Wave/Column
9. Drift Around
10. Unwrap the Diamond

a
D. Howard
P.O. Box 3745
Greenville, SC 29608

M.

0.RBI R D RECORD
loc

AI "TEX" BROWNLEE
Artist Repertoire

rf

Bob Bennet;

K. p
Garvey

SINGING CALLS .
TB 148 TODAY I STARTED LOVING YOU AGAIN,
KIp Garvey
TB 149 BEFORE THE LAST TEAR DROP FALLS,
Bobby Keefe
TB 150 LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING by Bill Volner
TB 151 GOOD MORNING WORLD by Bob Bennett
TB 152 HAPPINESS by Bob Bennett
TB 153 WHAT I'VE GOT IN MIND, KIp Garvey
TB 154 JUST FOUND OUT I LOVE YOU, Klp Garvey
TB 155 I'LL GET OVER YOU BY Bud Whitten
TB 156 WEST TEXAS CITY [Of El Paso], Klp Garvey
HOEDOWNS.
TH 514 BIG "G" RAG/GOOD DAY HOEDOWN
TH 515 JEKYLL ISLAND RIDE/FAST OTIS

Bud Whitten
90

Bill Volner

Alkh,
Bobby Keefe
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Round Dance

FD
ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS
1. Dance
2. Adoration Waltz
3. C'est Si Bon
4. Arriverdici Roma
5. I Wanna Be
6. Charade '76
7. Adios
8. Patricia
9. Rising Stars
10 Maria Rhumba

SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
1. Apron Strings
2. Tips of my Fingers
3 Tic Tor

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Give Me Five Minutes More
Country Gal
Shake Me, I Rattle
Walk Right Back
Gozo
Humoresque
Waltz With Me

ADVANCED ROUNDS
[COURTESY CAROUSELS CLUB)
1. Till (Moss)
2. Wyoming Lullaby (Palmquist)
3. Spanish Gypsy (Murbach)
4. Fascination Waltz (Moss)
5. Maria Elena (Ward)
6. Rising Stars (Roberts)
7. Lovely Lady (Palmquist)
8. I'd Do Anything (Palmquist)
9. Let's Dance (Stone)
10. Singing Piano (Marx)

CLASSICS
1. Birth Of the Blues
2. Spaghetti Rag
3. Folsom Prison Blues
4 Feelin'
5. Dancing Shadows
6. Moon Over Naples
7. Arms of Love
8. Tango Mannita
9. Dream Awhile
10. Neapolitan Waltz

lLou at

•

SOUASI
DANCE

Bob Cat
Mac
Letson

ft
Harold
Kelley

RECORDS

NEW ON LOU-MAC
BIll
LM 121 LAST FAREWELL by Mac
Claywell
LM 122 SHE'S MY ROCK by Jim
RECENT RELEASES
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT by Bill
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac
LM 117 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING
by Mac & Bill
LM 116 EIGHT MORE MILES by Bill
Jim
LM 115 SOMEWHERE MY LOVE by Mac
Coppinger
NEW ON BOB-CAT
BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH, Bill Barner
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN by Bob
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN by Larry
BC-101 BOBCAT RAMBLE by Bob

Bob
Augustin

P.O. Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 35660

airy

Letson
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THE NEW
AUTOGRAPH
BOOK
FOR
SQUARE & ROUND
DANCERS

E6

Get as many names as you
want at any one event or
date. This will give you a
complete memento of the
staff at large festivals and
conventions.

COLLECT AUTOGRAPHS OF SQUARE
DANCE CALLERS & R/D LEADERS
HOW TO SELL, Continued
few cars last year that their budget was
cut and they couldn't take an ad. I said
we had just bought a new car the week
before. He said, "Thank you." I
cornered the salesman, he asked how
the ads run. I told him, "Full page,
$50.; half page, $30.; quarter page, $15.
He said, "Keep going." He took a $5.00
ad. Cost to us: $4780.00.
Well, you get the idea. As you can
see, it takes very little know-how to sell
ads for a festival book. Anyone can do it
— it's a snap! Now, let's see, it comes
to $265.00 so far that I've sold; with the
rest to come in, it will be about $300.
That's a pretty good contribution we've
made to the festival.
Now it cost us $6.59 for the lace,
$16.64 for the florist
What? No,
honey, we are not going to just donate
money next year for the festival. If we
can't find time to hold an office, we can
at least pick up a few ads for the
program book. That doesn't take much
time. Where was I? $23.00 for dinners

100 names qualifies you for a handsome
piece of jewelry crafted into a charm,
pendant or emblem suitable for attaching to club badge or clothing.
Upon completion — no need to mail the
entire book and take a chance on loss.
Mail only the center-page order-form to
Blue Book Headquarters.
To get your Blue Book — Contact your
local square dance caller, round dance
leader or shop — or mail $1.63 ($1.50
plus postage) to Blue Book Autograph
Club, RD 3 Box 183, Honesdale PA 18431
WORKSHOP, Continued
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Grand right and left
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, swing thru
Grand right and left
MAINSTREAM PLUS
BY Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg FL
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, girls circulate
Boys trade, curlique, partners trade
Walk and dodge, partners hinge
Ah so, coordinate, ferris wheel
Double pass thru, track two, recycle
Swing thru, boys run, half tag,
Trade and roll, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line, centers out
Bend the line, pass the ocean
Swing thru, boys run and circulate
Girls cast right three-quarters
Center girls trade, diamond circulate
Flip the diamond, ah so
Checkmate the column, boys cross run
Continued on Page 94

1111anhurses
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. phone
(314) 297-3230
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CLASS NOTES is a square dance
class-oriented newsletter, available by
subscription, coming directly to the
dancer's home, every three weeks for a
thirty week period. (That's ten issues, if
you teach by the Callerlab recommended list, it will cover the entire class
period.) In ten issues, it will cover in
detail the role of the square dance club
and the importance of good leadership.
It will explain the caller's role, and what
he has to go through to learn to teach
and call, and the importance (and
expense) of his equipment. One issue
will cover Callerlab, Legacy, the
National Conventions, regional and
state festivals, and all the fun things to
do after graduation. It will list the
names and addresses of many national,
regional, state and area publications
which will keep dancers informed after
they graduate. One issue, before the
half-way point, will cover hints on
selecting patterns and designing westerm costumes. (We know a lot of
callers who encourage dancers to have

HI
HAT
Records

their costumes and celebrate with a
half-way party being the first dress
dance. We think that is good, because
by graduation time, dancers are no
longer self-conscious.) One issue will
cover the history of square dancing. In
short, the ten issues will cover
everything the new dancers need to
keep them enthusiastic and interested.
Their No. 1 goal will be to graduate and
get in on the fun of square dancing!
Just write or call Jerry and Becky Cope
and let them know how many couples
are in your class. The first issue of
CLASS NOTES is free to every couple
and that is the only issue that you, the
club caller or leader, will ever have to
worry with. If you see that your class
members get the first complimentary
copy, they follow through by subscribing if they are interested in learning
more about square dancing. By all
means, encourage them to subscribe.
Contact: Jerry and Becky Cope,
Editors; PO Box 129, Dillard, GA 30537;
Phone 404-746-2134.

Square 'em up with HI-HAT Hoedowns & Singing Calls
RECENT RELEASES:
HH 473 — ROW, ROW, ROW by Ernie Kinney
HH 472 — BIG WHEEL CANNONBALL by Dick Weibel
BLUE RIBBON:
BR 214 — OLD MAN RIVER by Bill Stone
BR 215 — DUST ON MY SADDLE by Andy RewlInson
HH 437 — BYE BYE BLACKBIRD, Oldie by Dick Weibel
Distributed by CorsairContinental & Twelgren

MORE FINE RECORDS
TO COME
FROM HI-HAT

NEW RELEASES:
HH 474 — COWBOY by Lee Schmidt
The Hoedown Record that you have been waiting
for and the new concept in teaching. (Featuring
swing thru)
HH 633 — 18 WHEELER, Flip by

Did Walbet

Produced by Ernie Kinney Enterprises, PO Box 177 Cantua Creek CA 93608
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RECORDS

THE RECORD DESIGNED . . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND

WW 134
WW 133
THUNDER/RAIN
EASY ON MY MIND
Patter
by Don Franklin
WW 800
HEY, GOOD-LOOKING
New Round by Jim & Bonnie Bahr
MUSIC BY THE VVAGONMASTERS
P.O. Box 364, Arvada, Colorado 80002

WORKSHOP, Continued
Crossfire, coordinate, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, partner tag, star thru
Pass thru, half tag, single hinge
Ends circulate, walk and dodge
Partner hinge, recycle, pass thru
Trade by, right and left thru
Dive thru, everybody double pass thru
Clover one, ping pong circulate
Extend, curlique, walk and dodge
Partner tag, left allemande
Heads pass thru and cloverleaf
All double pass thru, track two
Recycle, sweep a quarter
Right and left thru, curlique
Triple scoot, single file circulate
Wahoo, sweep a quarter left
Spin chain the gears, swing thru
Girls trade, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, chase right, quarter in
Pass thru, bend the line, swing thru

JOHN
HANDS
MOTOWN. STATE

1 line "Slim Jim" 85!
Name only
regular size 954
Name and town
or design $1.10
Name and town
and design $1.25
State shape $2.00

W. Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge In Any Color— Black, White
Blue, Green. Brown, Red, Yellow, Walnut, Birch
Send Cheek, We Pay PotT'g•

PAT'S PLASTICS
Box 847 RBIs, CO 81650 1303] 625-1718
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Turn and left thru, pass the ocean
Lock the top, girls fold, peel the top
Right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, half tag
Trade, finish the tag, face right
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean
Ping pong circulate, extend tag
Recycle, fan the top, swing thru
Girls fold, peel the top
All eight circulate, girls two notches
Scoot back, single hinge, split circulate
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Pass thru, partner tag, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, partner half tag, swing thru
Scoot back, girls walk and dodge
Destroy the line, pass thru, drift around
Pass thru, cloverflo, spin chain thru
Girls circulate two notches, boys run
Girls cast right three-quarters
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
Swing thru, girls trade, turn thru
Left allemande

USA

508 IT LOOKS LIKE
THE SUN'S GONNA
SHINE, Shelby Dawson
507 GET IT ON/
SHEB'S HOEDOWN
506 AMERICA
by Shelby Dawson

505 SHELBY'S BANJO/LOVE ME HOEDOWN
504 KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY, Marlin Hull
101 Fun Daiwa Album, LP-Stereo, Amos Moms,
others
201 Long Cool Woman/Drinking Wine, Fun dances
202 Dear John, Atter Party Record
Distributed by Corsair Continental

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
Catalog upon request. roir positnacgi mindling
One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P. 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • (602) 279-5521
SPEAKING OF SINGLES, Continued
not want some of them. Perhaps some
live in areas where there are not enough
singles to form a club. But certainly
there are hundreds whom we would
want and who are in areas where many
singles live and need a club of their
own.
If we could be successful in keeping
those who attend and graduate from our
beginners class, we could not only do a
better job at every level of our
organization, but we could assure the
single dancer that he/she has a very
important place in the square dance
world.
We will have a better chance of
enrolling those hundreds of potential
dancers if all of us who are now in the
Bachelors 'n Bachelorettes work hard to
make it better at the chapter, regional,
and international levels. We need
strong, active members if we are going
to achieve our goals of providing a place
for singles to dance and have good clean
fellowship throughout the United States
and hopefully other countries as well.

r
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ENCORE, Continued
dancing the tinest American recreation." He also lists the "honesty creed"
among square dancers and "no barriers
of race, creed, or color" in the square
dance movements as contributing to
square dancing being "America's
best".
Then, physical activity should be a
part of everyone's recreation and
square dancing adds that ingredient on
a regular and somewhat permanent
basis at levels that all ages can enjoy.
He closes, "We all realize what a
remarkable recreation square dancing
is. Let's share our activities' rewards.
Join us in Canada this season!"
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SQLIRRE DRNCE
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
BE A ROOSTER BOOSTER!
SIOUX CITY, IOWA; Monday, November 1
Contact: Chuck & Sandy Veldhuizen
GREENVILLE, OHIO; Thursday, November 4
Contact: Harold Plerstortf
BOWLING GREEN, KY; Friday, November 5
Contact: Curtis & Barb Pinson
LEXINGTON, NC; Tuesday, November 16
Contact: Fred & Margaret Keller
QUITMAN, GEORGIA, Saturday, November 20
Contact: Kevin Huffmaster
PANAMA CITY, FLORIDA; Friday, November 26
Contact: Darryl & Ann McMillan
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA, Tuesday, January 11
Contact: David Bateman
MONTGOMERY, AL; Wed., January 12
Contact: Dewey Glass
ATLANTA, GA; Thursday, January 13
Contact: Dean Baldwin
LOS ALAMOS, NM; Sunday, January 16 [Tent.]
Contact: Margaret Karcher
WESLACO, TEXAS, Tuesday, Jan 18 (tent.)
Contact: Charles & Dot Lillagore
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA; Friday, January 21
Contact: Warren & June Berglund
CINCINNATI OH Area; Tuesday, Jan. 25
Contact: Flo Rohe
COLUMBUS, OHIO; Wed., January 26
Contact: Ed Kane
GREEN BAY, WI; Sunday, January 30
Contact: Bruce & Sue Witbro
BECKLEY, WV; Friday, February 4
Contact: Ted Lacy
EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS., Sunday, Feb. 13
Contact: Old Colony Callers (Dick Davis)
NEW BRIGHTON, PA; Sat., February lb
Contact: Jim & Lois Hume
MACON, GEORGIA; Friday, February 25
Contact: Jim & Evelyn Tyler & Charles Byers
COLUMBIA, MD: Sunday, February 27
Contact: Bruce & Bonnie Busch
E. FRANKFORT, NY: Wednesday, March 2
Contact: Ray & Lucille Graf
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA; Wed., March 16
Contact: Connie & Al Whitfield
PISCATAWAY, NJ; Friday, March 18
Contact: Bob & Mary Rankin
KINGWOOD, WV; Friday, March 25
Contact: Frank Slagle or Dennis Fisher
SPRINGDALE, AR; Tuesday, March 29 [Tent.]
Contact: Dub Hayes
NORFOLK, NE; Wednesday, March 30
Contact: Lowell Heller
PARKERSBURG, WV; Friday, April 3.
Contact: Keith & Karen Ripon°
CHARLESTON, WV; Wednesday, AprIl
Contact: Erwin Lawson
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ALTOONA, PA; Thursday, April 14
Contact: Emil Code
GOODLAND, KANSAS; Sunday, April 17
Contact: Marie & George Edwards
WATERTOWN, SD; Tuesday, April 19
Contact: Perry & Margaret Bergh (calling)
OUINCY, IL: Tuesday, April 19
Contact: Jerry & Krlsty Story
MUSKEGON, MI; Thurs., April 21
Contact: Ken & Dot Gilmore
ERIE, PA; Thursday, April 28
Contact: Bob & Lorrie Morrison
CANANDAIGUA, NY; Sunday, May 1
Contact: Bob & June Ellis
LAKE PLACID, NY; Friday, May 13
Contact: Phil & Mary McKinney
POTSDAM, NY ; Sunday, May 15
Contact: Walt & Ruth Pharoah
SAN ANTONIO-AUSTIN, TX: Tuesday May 17
Contact: Dave Allen
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS; Thursday, May 19
Contact: Cal & Sharon Golden
DENTON. TX. Friday, May 20
Contact: Harold Scripture
ANNISTON, AL; Saturday, May 21
Contact: Bob & Mary Frances Eccleston
RIALTO, CA: Monday, May 23
Contact: "Speedy" Splvacke or Johnnie Scott
BOONVILLE, NY; Friday, June 3
Contact: Rocky Russell
KIRTLAND, OHIO; Tuesday, June 7
Contact: Russ & Ginny Perfors
HARDY, ARKANSAS: Thursday aft. June 9
Contact: Virginia & Percy Vining
MT. HOME, AR; Thursday, June 9
Contact: Mural & Almedia Parise
KILLEEN, TX; Saturday, July 9
Contact: Paul & Amanda Greer
MINERVA, NY; Wednesday, August 10
Contact: Bill & Mary Jenkins
SPRING GULCH, PA; Saturday, August 20
Contact: Pete & Joyce Kaiser
BEREA, OHIO: Monday, Sept. 19
Contact: Al & Lou Jaworske
CHARDON, OHIO; Friday, September 23,
Contact: Ed & Klaire Martin
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO; Sunday, Sept. 25
Contact: Fred & Ruth Staeben
BELLEVILLE, IL (St. Louis areal; Sept. 30,
Contact: Joe & Marilyn ()bat
HASKINS, OHIO (Toledo area); Sunday, October 9
Contact: Mary & Jim Batema, Jack & LII May
WYOMING, MI; Tuesday, October 11,
Contact: Frank Randall
HUDSON, NY; Friday, November 4
Contact: William Eleanor McIntyre
JOHNSTOWN, PA; Sunday, November 27, 1977
Contact: Charles Stephey or Jim McNulty
PISCATAWAY, NJ; Friday, January 20, 1978
Contact: Bob & Mary Rankin
NEW BRIGHTON PA: Saturday, February 11, 1978
Contact: Jim & Lois Hume
CHARLESON, WV; Thursday, March 16, 1978
Contact: Erwin Lawson
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Quick-Teach Fun Dances for Recreational Groups
Compiled and Edited by Jack & Helen Todd
A quick glance at the index of this
54-page "paperback" arouses one's
interest and makes him anxious to
"read on".
The book was written to fill a need:
What to use and where to find it for One
Night Stands— groups of non-dancers— parties— any type of group or
gathering interested in an evening's
enjoyment through dance activity.
The Todds have had a vast amount of
experience with all age groups and
because of this experience have done a
fantastic job of hunting, sorting, and
organizing materials for others to use.
In the introduction it is stated that
"Age is no limit in square and folk
dancing". There are dances that all
ages can do together— "family style".
For the participants there are only two
requirements: the ability to hear
intelligently and the ability to follow
instructions.
The dances are useful for both small
and large groups. No one dance will suit
all groups but material can be selected
to make up an enjoyable program for
almost any type of gathering. The
material is particularly good for the
untrained leader as he seldom has the
ability to distinguish between the very
easy and the slightly more complicated
dances which can take too long to teach
and might cause potential dancers to
lose interest.
As far as possible, the editors have
written the directions in such a way that
anyone who has some ability and
training in leadership in almost any

field can with some study, understand
and be able to teach all the dances
given.
The chapter on Leadership is well
written and is well worth reading. The
three requirements of a leader in almost
any field— (1) authorities, (2) skills, and
(3) personality— are well defined and
explained.
Leaders can be grouped into four
categories: (1) authorities, (2) bluffers,
(3) actors and (4) guides. While a
leader needs to have some characteristics from each type, he best leads
when he acts as a guide.
The more one knows about people,
the better leader he can be. He needs to
understand the basic needs of recognition as an individual, the desire to be
part of a group and the need to have and
to do. Square dancing meets most of
these needs. The leader must recognize
the abilities and limitations of each
group and be able to adjust his program
accordingly.
Other chapters in this book give the
reader much information on sound,
selection of dances, sample programs,
records and routines for Fun Dances.
A Dance Index by Age Groups, a
Dance Index by Dance Types and a
simplified definition of terms for dance
commands are most helpful and useful.
Last but not least is the list of sources
of additional material which includes
magazines and books.
A fine publication by Jack and Helen
Todd; certainly a book well worth
possessing!
Order from Twelgrenn Enterprises, Inc. Price — $5.00
2775 Yellow Creek Rd., Akron OH 44313
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First Steps To Contra
by Walt Cole:12.00
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Wealth of Info for callers
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Clip Art Book
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ABC-Callers $4

FORISH LONE
Democracy is based upon the conviction

that there are extraordinary

possibilities

in ordinary people.

— Harry Emerson Fosdick

PALOMINO

SQUARE DANCE SERVICE

COME AND BROWSE ....
RECORDS
NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT
JEWELRY
ELECTRO VOICE & SHURE MICROPHONES
CANDLES
SQUARE DANCE ACCESSORIES
POTTERY
NEW SID CLOTHING FOR MEN & WOMEN
& SID RELATED ITEMS.
(Also used S/0 Clothing on consignment)

Judy Sappington
2920 Washburn Circhii
Minneapolis, MN 55423
612-869-9501

Mail and phone orders handled promptly. Please
include address, zip code and phone number when
ordering

CAL and SHARON GOLDEN PRESENT: FOR THE FIFTH YEAR

SQUARE DANCE VACATION (
SIX WINTER WONDERLAND WEEKENDS
PUT TOGETHER JUST FOR YOU AT THE BEAUTIFUL, LUXURIOUS
FRENCH LICK-SHERATON HOTEL, FRENCH LICK, INDIANA
CAL GOLDEN WILL BE ON THE STAFF EACH WEEKEND

Exalibizan
SINGING
MESICA
SAM MITCHELL
■ ••,,Yo AS, ,,jar
HolKlar
CHARLIE A MARGE
CARTER
GOAN*. CNN

•
•
•

CHUCK BRYANT
Say Aolomo Te.•5

808 CONE

PAULA EDNA
TINSLEY
Ottumwa Ia..

March 4 5. 6, 1977

February 18. 19. 70 19/7
DON TAYLOR
Fat WAN. InWRI.
lanes
LOU A PAT
BARBEE

SOS WILSON

W.M•pn

DIAMOND
CARL GEELS
JIM YOUNG
it Wiy.• Indo•n•
1•0
14 Van, inn..
FRANK A PHYL
LEHNERT
lolado On.

CHUCK MARLOW
Columbus Ono

SOS POTHER
oymbe10 Slava

RAY A SEA DOWDY
BOCklIfy W Wcww•

DA VE CRISSE Y

Lamar, Wk.,.

DAVE JAMES
Urbana Ono.

BILL A HAZEL
BROOKS
flanly

THIS IS A PACKAGE WEEKEND

Two Nights Lodging, Six Gourmet Meals, Dancing Program from 2 PM Friday
through noon Sunday. Your price for this fabulous weekend is $150.00 per couple.
This includes all dining room tips and taxes.
For brochures and reservations, write: Sharon Golden, PO Box 2280, Hot Springs,
Arkansas 71901 Phone 501-624-7274
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"Here's a new call, honey—Transfer the Garbage !"
From "Squares Around the Midwest Area"
Chicago, Illinois
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scope records
NEW RELEASES
SC606
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY
Caller: BIB Donahue, Nowin, Calif.
SC607 MELE KALIKIMAKA
(Hawaiian Christmas Carol)
Caller: Don Pfister, San Diego, Cal

Dr.
Fenno
cv

Row .ey o LA 01969
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Tom Po tts.
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RECENT RELEASES
Four Traditional Old Time Hoedowns
With Updated Treatment
SC321 SCOPE DOLLY/CRIPPLE CREEK
SC322 CINDY CLARK/ SOLDIERS JOY

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Box 1448 San Luis Obispo CA 93406
Tel. 18051 543-2827
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NOSTALGIA
When our foremothers settled here
From lands across the sea,
They fought and labored to defeat
The pangs of poverty.
From early dawn to setting sun
They slaved to meetitheir needs,
And, toiling thus, ttfey soon became
The hardiest of breeds.
But endless work, devoid of play,
Makes Jack, or Jill, or Mary
A dullard, so they improvised
A dance diversionary.
They'd meet inside a neighbor's barn
And square up in the middle,
And dance to patterns called by one
Who scraped upon a fiddle.
A lot of calls that he devised
Have suffered from decay,
But some have stood the test of time
And still are used today.
Promenade, left allemande,
Your partner do-sa-do,
Are some that have existed
Sfnce those days of long ago.
And when I dance these sequences,
Imagination's sway
Helps me pretend I'm dancing
In that fargone yesterday!
Richard Darling
from "Grand Square," New Jersey

